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I. Background 

Since 1992, UNESCO has operated the Memory of the World Programme in order to help to 

protect and improve access to documentary heritage around the world. The vision of this 

Programme is that the world' s documentary heritage belongs to everyone, and should thus be 

fully preserved and protected for all. With due recognition of the unique practices and 

characteristics of different cultures, the Memory of the World - particularly rare and endangered 

documentary heritage - must be made freely and permanently accessible to all. 

One of the most important aspects of this programme is the Memory of the World Register, 

which has been a powerful tool for increasing global awareness of the existence and 

significance of documentary heritage. In particular, the Memory of the World International 

Register has come to be regarded as one of the most prestigious forms of recognition for 

documentary heritage with outstanding value and global significance. 

In this regard, since 2009, the government of the Republic of Korea, UNESCO and the Korean 

National Commission for UNESCO (KNCU) have jointly organized regional training 

workshops to help fellow Member States in Asia, the Pacific, and Africa to identify their 

documentary heritage and nominate it to be recognized and added to the International Register. 

These workshops provide a rare opportunity for participants to receive direct technical assistance 

from members of the MOW International Advisory Committee, potentially allowing them to 

dramatically enhance their nominations for the Memory of the World International Register. 

The first Regional Training Workshop was held in February 2009 in Icheon, Republic of Korea. 

Following this workshop, nominations made by Mongolia, Fiji and Vietnam were approved by 

UNESCO, and the following nominated items of documentary heritage were successfully 

inscribed on the register: Lu Altan Tobchi: Golden History written in 1651 (Mongolia); Records 

of the Indian Indentured Labourers (Fiji); and Stone Stele Records of Royal Examinations of 

the Le and Mac Dynasties 1442-1779 (Vietnam). 

The second Regional Training Workshop was held in March 2011 in Jakarta, Indonesia, and as 

a result of this productive workshop, the Maha Lawkamarazein or Kuthodaw Inscription 

Shrines (Myanmar) and On the Birth of a Nation: Turning Points (Timor-Leste) were inscribed 

on the Memory of the World Register in 2013 . 

The third Regional Training Workshop, held in December 2012 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 

focused on Africa, which is currently underrepresented on the Memory of the World 



International Register, while the fourth Regional Training Workshop was held in November 

2013 in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. Most recently, the fifth Workshop took place in Bishkek, 

Kyrgyzstan, in September 2014. At the end of the workshops, all participants expressed their 

intention to submit nominations to the Memory of the World Register for inscription. 

Following up on the outstanding results of the previous workshops, this year' s UNESCO 

Memory of the World Training Workshop for the Latin American and Caribbean Region 

is being organized by the Korean National Commission for UNESCO and the Cultural Heritage 

Administration of Korea, in cooperation with the UNESCO Kingston Office and the Jamaica 

National Commission for UNESCO. 

II. Obj ectives 

- To increase awareness of the existence and significance of documentary heritage in Latin 

America and the Caribbean 

- To select approximately ten member states in Latin America and the Caribbean that have 

not yet registered any documentary heritage or have only a small number of items inscribed 

on the UNESCO Memory of the World International Register, and assist them in 

identifying documentary heritage with global significance 

- To assist the selected countries in preparing their applications for nomination to the 

International Register 

III. Expected Outcomes 

- An increase in the number of nominations and successful inscriptions for the UNESCO 

Memory of the World International and Regional Register by countries in Latin America 

and the Caribbean 

- Increased awareness of the existence and significance of documentary heritage in Latin 

America and the Caribbean 

- An increase in the identification of documentary heritage with global significance in Latin 

America and the Caribbean 

- Improved knowledge among participants of the methodology for preparing an application 

for nomination to the International Register 

IV. Organizers 

The regional training workshop will be j ointly organized by the Korean National Commission 

for UNESCO and the Cultural Heritage Administration of Korea, in cooperation with the 

UNESCO Kingston Office and the Jamaica National Commission for UNESCO. 



V. Date and Venue 

1. Date: 24-27 August 2015 

2. Venue / Accommodation : The Jamaica Pegasus Hotel, Kingston, Jamaica 

VI. Workshop Leaders 

The workshop will be led by the following experts : 

1. Dr. Roslyn Russell (Member of the MOW Register Sub-Committee / Former Chair of the 

Bureau of the International Advisory Committee) 

2. Ms. Joie Springer (Member ofthe MOW Register Sub-Committee / Former Programme 

Specialist of the Memory of the World Programme at UNESCO) 

3. Dr. Ray Edmondson (Member of the MOW Register Sub-Committee / Former Chair of the 

Memory of the World Committee for Asia Pacific) 

4. Mr. Jan Bos (Chair ofthe MOW Register Sub-Committee) 

5. Mr. Rujaya Abhakorn (Member ofthe MOW Register Sub-Committee / Member ofthe 

Memory of the World Committee for Asia-Pacific) 

6. Ms. Elizabeth Watson (Chairperson of Barbados Memory of the World National 

Committee) 

VII. Participants 

The workshop will bring together representatives from 12 countries in Latin America and the 

Caribbean (Jamaica, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, El Salvador, Haiti, Dominican Republic, 

St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Maarten, Paraguay, Panama, Dominica, British Virgin Islands, 

Curayao). 

VIII. Working Language 

The working language of the training workshop will be English. All relevant documents and 

information for the workshop will also be in English. 

IX. Travel and Accommodation 

The organizers will provide an economy roundtrip flight ticket and local hospitality 

(accommodation, meals, and local transportation) for one representative from each participating 

country. Entrance visas (should a participant need one) are the individual responsibility of the 

participant. 

* Any expenses not mentioned above (e.g. drinks, laundry, phone bills, visa 

issuance fee, other services, etc.) will not be covered by the organizers. 



X. Contact 

All correspondence should be addressed to: 

Ms. Jiwon Chang 
Senior Programme Officer 
Division ofCulture & Communication 
Korean National Commissionfor UNESCO 
Tel: + 82 2 6958 4114 /Fax: + 82 2 6958 4252 
E-mail: c&@unesco.or.kr 

Local Partners : 
Ms. Isabel Viera 
Advisorfor Communication andInformation 
UNESCO Office in Kingston 
Tel: + 1 876 630 5300/Fax: + 1 876 630 5325 
E-mail: i.viera~ 

XI. Tentative Programme 

~ust2015 

Arrival of participants 

| Monday, 24 August 2015 (Day I) 

Registration 

Opening Session 

Coffee Break 

Ms. Jaein Seo! 
Assistant Programme Q/ficer 
Division ofCulture & Communication 
Korean National Commissionfor UNESCO 
Tel: + 82 2 6958 4266 /Fax: + 82 2 6958 4252 
E-mail: culture.i@unesco.or.kr 

Ms. Doolarie Hopkinson 
Librarian/Documentalist 
Jamaica National Commissionfor UNESCO 
Tel: + 1 876 967 9893 /Fax: + 1 876 922 7603 
E-mail: ~ahoo.com 

09:30 - 10:00 

10:00 - 10:40 

10:40 - 11:00 

11:00 - 11:20 Lecture 1 / Overview of the UNESCO Memory of the World Programme 
(presented by Ms. Joie Springer, Member of the MOW Register Sub-Committee) 

11 :20 - 11 :40 

11 :40 - 12:00 

12:00 - 13:30 

13:30 - 13:50 

13:50 - 14:20 

Lecture 2 / MOWLAC: UNESCO Memory ofthe World Regional Committee for 
Latin America and the Caribbean 
(presented by Ms. Elizabeth Watson, Former Vice Chair of MOWLAC) 

Lecture 3 / MOWCAP: UNESCO Memory of the World Regional Committee for 
Asia-Pacific 

(presented by Dr. Ray Edmondson, Former Chair of the MOWCAP) 

Luncheon 

Lecture 4 / UNESCO Memory of the World Programme: Nominating to a Register 
(presented by Dr. Rujaya Abhakom, Member of the MOW Register Sub-Committee) 

Lecture 5 / How to Use the MOW Register Companion 
(presented by Mr. Jan Bos, Chair of the MOW Register Sub-Committee) 



14:20 - 14:40 

14:40 - 15:00 

15:00 - 15:30 

15:30 - 18:00 

18:00 - 18:30 

18:30 - 20:00 

Lecture 6 / Making an effective MOW nomination 
(presented by Dr. Roslyn Russell, Former Chair of the Bureau of the International 
Advisory Committee) 

Introduction of Participants and Division of Groups 

Coffee Break 

Revising Prepared Applications 
(two groups led by expert group members) 
- Presentation of application previously prepared by participants 
- Review and revision of the applications 

Recess 

Welcome Dinner 

| Tuesday, 25 August 2015 (Day II) 

09:00 - 10:30 

10:30 - 11 :00 

11 :00 - 12:30 

12:30 - 14:30 

14:30 - 16:00 

16:00 - 16:30 

16:30 - 18:00 

18:00 - 18:30 

18:30 - 20:00 

Revising Prepared Applications (Continued) 
- Review and further revision of applications 

Coffee Break 

Revising Prepared Applications (Continued) 

Luncheon 

Revising Prepared Applications (Continued) 

Coffee Break 

Revising Prepared Applications (Continued) 

Recess 

Dinner 

| Wednesday, 26 August 2015 (Day III) 

09:00 - 10:30 

10:30 - 11 :00 

11 :00 - 12:30 

12:30 - 14:00 

14:00 - 15:30 

15:30 - 16:00 

Presentation of Improved Applications & Comments 
- Presentation of applications prepared by member countries ( 15 minutes each) 

Coffee Break 

Presentation oflmproved Applications & Comments (Continued) 

Luncheon 

Presentation of Improved Applications & Comments (Continued) 

Q&A 



16:00 - 16:30 

16:30 - 16:50 

16:50 - 17:10 

17:10 - 18:00 

18:00 - 20:00 

Coffee Break 

Evaluation Session 

Closing Session 

Recess 

Farewell Dinner 

~ust2015 

10:00 - 12:00 Study Visit to the National Library ofJamaica 

12:00 - 13:30 Luncheon 

13:40 - 14:40 

15:00 - 16:00 

16:00 - 18:00 

18:00 - 20:00 

Visit to Crafts Market 

Study Visit to Bob Marley Museum 

Recess 

Dinner 

~ust2015 

Departure of Participants 



Presentation 





UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 

Overview of the UNESCO Memory of the World Programme 

Presented by Ms. Joie Springer 





Overview of the Memory of the World Programme 

Documentary heritage can be described as the 'recorded collective memory' ofthe peoples ofthe 
world. It portrays the evolution of thought, discovery and achievements of human society. 
However, in many countries, due recognition of its fundamental role in driving human 
development and progress is still lacking. As a result, much of this heritage has disappeared and 
the remainder is endangered because of ignorance, neglect or deliberate destruction, as well as 
from natural disasters, chemical decay or technological obsolescence. Large-scale mobilization is 
consequently required to ensure its protection and long-term accessibility as well as to raise 
awareness ofthe importance ofthis legacy and its role in ensuring sustainable development. 

UNESCO created the Memory of the World Programme in 1992 as its platform to handle these 
issues. The three main objectives ofthe Programme are to: 

• preserve the world's documentary heritage. 

• promote universal access to documentary heritage. 

• raise global awareness of the significance of documentary heritage. 

The Programme is rooted in the belief that the world's documentary heritage belongs to all 
peoples. For this reason, it should be preserved, protected and made permanently accessible to all. 
Documentary heritage is defined as information recorded on any medium. This includes textual 
materials such manuscripts and printed documents, non-textual items such as maps and 
audiovisual recordings, as well as oral traditions. The significance of a document can comprise 
both the content and the carrier on which it is recorded. Carriers can be as lasting as a clay or 
stone tablet or as ephemeral as a website. Documents can take the form of a film, a musical opus, 
or a narrative tapestry and be recorded on plastic, papyrus or palm leaves. 

Information today is increasingly produced, distributed and accessed in digital form. Born-digital 
heritage, such as electronic journals, web pages or databases, is also part of the world's 
documentary heritage. However, its survival is affected by technical obsolescence and physical 
decay as well as a range of legal, financial and other factors. 

While documentary heritage is traditionally conserved in libraries, archives, museums and other 
information centres, its custodianship, especially for oral traditions, can also be social or 
communal when it concerns a particular group or community. Documentary heritage 
consequently is not confined to recognized geopolitical boundaries, but can encompass shared 
cultural, social or spiritual values that transcend traditional borders. 

The underlying principle of MoW is that it contributes to UNESCO's constitutional mandate of 
building a culture of peace by facilitating dialogue and mutual understanding. It is based on the 
principle ofrespect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. In this regard, it is a major plank 
in UNESCO's platform to build knowledge societies which promote democratic access to 
information for improved quality of life and lasting sustainable development. It is part of an 
overall strategic vision that includes similar types of activities carried out by different services 
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within UNESCO. These include some of the universally known Programmes such as Information 
for All, Man and the Biosphere, Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, 
Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions and Safeguarding of the 
Intangible Cultural Heritage to mention but these few. 

All these Programmes support the ideal that knowledge and cultural expression form a shared, 
common legacy that should be transmitted to future generations. As cultural diversity is a source 
of creativity, UNESCO seeks to maintain awareness of its significance while respecting natural 
differences that may occur among peoples. However, unlike the major cultural programmes, the 
Memory of the World is managed by the Knowledge Societies Division which is part of the 
Communication and Information Sector (CI) in UNESCO. The core mandate of the Memory of 
the World is to safeguard civilization's knowledge which is in line with Cl's strategic objective of 
building knowledge societies, with synergies with the tangible and intangible heritage 
programmes. 

Structure 
To attain its fundamental objectives, the MoW functions through a three-tiered structure 
operating at the international, regional and national levels each of which has core elements in 
common. Strategic guidance is provided by an International Advisory Committee (IAC) 
composed of 14 members appointed in their personal capacities for a four-year term by 
UNESCO's Director-General. This committee meets in ordinary session every two years to 
review global progress, make recommendations for inscription on -or deletion from- the 
International Register, the award of the UNESCO/Jikji Memory of the World Prize, and provide 
advice on issues having a bearing on the management and the development of the Programme. 

The composition of the Committee differs from the maj ority of other International Committees of 
UNESCO in that its members are appointed in a personal capacity, rather than being elected as 
official representatives of their governments. However, all efforts are deployed to ensure 
equitable geographic representation. 

So far the IAC has met in Poland (1993 and 2003), France (1995), Uzbekistan (1997), Austria 
(1999), Republic ofKorea (2001 and 2013), China (2005), South Africa (2007), Barbados (2009) 
and the United Kingdom (2011). In steering the Programme, the IAC is aided by five subsidiary 
bodies: a Bureau which meets in between the biennial sessions to maintain an overview of the 
Programme and make tactical decisions in liaison with the Secretariat. They also examine 
pending issues referred by the IAC. The other bodies are the Technical, Marketing, Register and 
Education and Research Sub-committees which are tasked with implementing different aspects of 
the Programme relating to preservation technology, promotion and fund-raising, assessment of 
nominations for inscription on the international Register, and promoting education and research 
onMoW. 

Each of these has its own membership requirements, rules of procedure and cooperates closely 
with the others in the interests ofthe Programme. Their membership reflects different geographic 
perspectives as well as subject specializations where appropriate. These bodies are supported by a 
Secretariat, provided by the Knowledge Societies Division at UNESCO Headquarters in Paris, 
which serves as the intermediary and liaison for all matters relating to MoW. 
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Along with the IAC, National and Regional Committees contribute to achieving the goals of the 
Programme and establish their own operating procedures in securing overall objectives. Regional 
and national Memory of the World committees are essential to the success of the Programme and 
in helping to achieve its strategic goals. They contribute to setting up Memory of the World 
Registers in support of local preservation and access activities and raise awareness of the 
importance of safeguarding the documentary heritage. To date, about 60 countries have created 
national committees, although many of these are no longer very active. There is an urgent need to 
revitalize these bodies as networking is a source ofpotential benefit to the Programme. 

Legal framework 
Unlike the World Heritage and the Intangible Heritage programmes, MoW does not have the 
status of a Convention. International Conventions are subject to ratification or accession by States. 
Operating outside the confines of a legal instrument has invested MoW with a certain degree of 
flexibility, enabling it to easily maintain an open and inclusive structure without formal obstacles 
to instituting change. However, this adaptability has been offset by a lack of visibility in Member 
States which have no legal obligation to preserve their heritage. 

However, following the recommendations of a group of experts, a feasibility study on the 
implications of a standard-setting instrument was undertaken in 2012. The results of the study 
were adopted by the 3ih General Conference in November 2013 which recommended the 
initiation of consultations on the preparation of a legal instrument. A draft document has been 
circulated to UNESCO Member States that incorporates the findings of expert group that met in 
Poland in 2014 as well as the results of different consultations with stakeholders. The final 
document is expected to be sent to the 3 8th General Conference in November 2015 for adoption. 

Projects and Promotion 
With a view to preserving and providing access to documentary heritage, MoW has carried out a 
number of projects around the world. Detailed descriptions of the different projects can be found 
on the Memory of the World website at: h卯:I/wWW.unesco.org/webworld/en/mow/． They cover 
all types of documents: postcards, manuscripts, traditional music, etc. The majority of these have 
been financed by UNESCO through its own limited budget and some external funds obtained 
from Norway and Luxembourg for the slave trade archives and the Timbuktu manuscripts 
projects respectively. In 2008, the government of Flanders in Belgium provided funding to 
safeguard the Nelson Mandela documentary heritage, but many more projects are in need of 
financing. The government of Poland has also funded a number of meetings intended to propose 
concrete recommendations for strengthening the Programme. 

No one organization can fund the vast scope of activities that have to be undertaken to conserve 
the documentary heritage. This requires a collective effort and must be more actively pursued as 
the Programme matures. The UNESCO/Jikji Memory of the World Prize, set up and funded by 
the Republic of Korea, serves as an excellent example. The biennial Prize of US$30,000 
commemorates the inscription of the Buljo jikji simche yojeol, the oldest existing book made with 
movable metal print, on the Memory of the World Register. It is awarded to institutions that have 
made an outstanding contribution to preservation. Apart from Korea, which also subsidizes 
regional workshops such as this, no regular contributor is currently associated with the 
Programme. 
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The international conference "The Memory of the World in the Digital age: Digitization and 
Preservation" which took place from 26 to 28 September 2012 in Vancouver (BC) Canada 
explored the main issues affecting the preservation of digital documentary heritage. Over 500 
participants discussed strategies for the greater protection of digital assets and produced the 
UNESCO/UBC Vancouver Declaration for implementation by UNESCO, its Member States, 
professional associations and the private sector. A strategic plan to promote digital preservation is 
being developed in association with relevant stakeholders. PERSIST ((Platform to Enhance the 
Sustainability of the Information Society Transglobally) will provide a forum that enables 
heritage professionals, governments and ICT industry to become aware of the concerns of each 
other. This is essential in order to distinguish between digital documents of lasting or permanent 
value and those whose value is only of short-term interest, and find solutions for increasingly 
complicated long-term preservation. 

World Digital Library 
The World Digital Library was formally launched on 21 April 2009 and offers advanced search 
and browse features, including a 'listen to this page' for the visually disabled, in seven languages: 
Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish, with content in more than 
forty languages. Rare books, manuscripts, maps, photographs, sound recordings, and films of 
cultural and historical significance are among the items available for browsing. 

Its major objectives are to: 

o Promote international and intercultural understanding and awareness 
o Expand multilingual and culturally diverse content on the Internet 
o Provide resources to educators and contribute to scholarly research 
o Build knowledge and capacity in the developing world 

Several Memory of the World register items are already in the World Digital Library following 
an agreement that items on a MoW Register should be included on the WDL. The Register 
represents a key resource to items that have influenced the course of history in some way, and are 
of great significance to the world's cultures. But while the Register is the main point of public 
interest of the Programme, UNESCO does not have the technical capacity to make the content 
fully accessible. The World Digital Library's technical platform that is already in place represents 
an innovative base for reaching all audiences. It is dynamic and attractive in addition to being 
easy to use, comprehensive, and of a high quality. 

Agreement has been reached that institutions with MoW inscriptions should contribute content to 
the WDL to contribute to greater visibility of the Memory of the World and increase interest in 
these valuable items being preserved by cultural institutions around the world. It would also 
enable the WDL to have access to additional quality content that is in keeping with its selection 
criteria. 

A charter is signed by participating institutions setting out the conditions ofmembership. 

Registers 
There is a steadily growing recognition of the role and potential of the Memory of the World 
Programme in safeguarding the documentary heritage, both analogue and digital. This 
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achievement is chiefly due to the Register, its most successful and visible element. Unfortunately, 
many people mistakenly consider this to be the sum ofthe Programme. 

Inscription on a Memory of the World Register not only raises the profile of a particular item in 
the country or countries concerned, it also acknowledges the importance of the documentary 
heritage and can be catalytic in attracting private and/or public funds for preservation work. Each 
session, an increasing number of countries and institutions submit nominations, which helps in 
scaling-up public understanding of the Programme. Having local heritage listed serves to awaken 
national pride and contributes to awareness of safeguarding documentary heritage. 

There are three types of register: International, Regional and National. All registers contain 
material of world significance and an item may appear in one or more register. At the same time, 
it should be noted that the three types of Memory of the World registers do not denote levels of 
"importance". Instead they relate rather to the geographic influence of an item. It should be 
stressed that an item recommended for inscription on a regional or national register, does !!2! 
have lesser value than those listed on the International Register. It is simply that its influence is 
limited to a specific group or region. 

To maintain credibility, the Registers must be mutually consistent in their definition of 
significance and in the rigour of their operations. In this way, they have the potential to be as 
well-known as their counterpart, the World Heritage List. 

At present, there are 301 items that have been judged to be of world significance listed on the 
International Register. Decisions to recommend inscription on this Register are taken by the IAC 
at its biennial meetings and are, in tum, based on the recommendations and assessment 
undertaken through the work of the Register Sub-committee and its panels of experts covering 
the various disciplines. 

Conclusions 
Since its creation, the Memory of the World Programme has considerably consolidated and 
evolved. It is confirmed as the umbrella structure for global documentary preservation efforts. It 
is an open and inclusive programme that has shown an admirable degree of flexibility and 
adaptability. However, due to lack of funding, more dialogue must be engaged to ensure the 
safeguard of documentary heritage. In this regard, ongoing efforts must be continued to ensure 
that the Memory of the World retains its rightful role at the heart of policies to protect all forms 
of documentary heritage. 

Documentary heritage is an asset and as such like any other resource needs to be safeguarded and 
developed so that future economic benefits can be achieved. To this end, the Memory of the 
World helps to strengthen the functions of heritage so that they retain their relevance in the face 
of increasingly complex dimensions of documentary heritage preservation. 

Ms Joie Springer 
Former Senior Programme Specialist 
UNESCO Memory of the World Programme 

Member, MoW Register Subcommittee 
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UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 

MOWLAC: UNESCO Memory of the World Regional Committee for 
Latin Ame『ica and the Caribbean 

Presented by Ms. Elizabeth Watson 





一z`｀"［川 :\ 
Memoryof 

I,, thnl wnrld l!’ 

A Look at MOWIAC: 
MemotT ofthe World in Latin Ame1-ica and the C꼬ibbean 

Elizabeth F. Watson 

English-speaking advisorto MOWLAC 
© 2015 

Nature of the Region 
• Geographical and economic diversity 

- climate, flora, fauna, topography, size, distances, disparity in per 
capita earnings & UNDP HDI, communication challenges 

Brazil 8,511,965 km2, Cuba 110,866 km2, Dominica 750km2 , 
Sint Maarten 91km2 

• Ethnic/cultural diversity 
- Indigenous people, descendants of enslaved Africans, indentured 

East Indians & Europeans, and other ethnic groups in the region in 
varying group size 

- Multiple cultural practices 

• Resources/disasters - natural/manmade 
- Kick 'em Jenny — underwater volcano affected fiber optic cables 

located on the seabed, disrupting some regional ICT connections 
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Experiences of the Region 
impacting of the documentary heritage 

• Colonialism 
- many European countries accounting for diversity- records 

dispersed in Europe and other former colonial spaces 

• Independence 
- some political instability 

• Documentary heritage low on the list of national 
priorities 
- invisibility of documentary heritage 

- passion missing 

- value not recognised 

MOWLAC Region 4 Countries {39) 
• Caribbean Countries 

- Antigua & Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Cuba, Dominica, 
Dominican Rep., Grenada, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, St. Kits-Nevis, St. 
Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago 

• Latin American Countries 

- Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El 
Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, 
Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela 

• Associated States 

- Anguilla, Aruba, British Virgin Island, Cayman Islands, Curacao, Sint 
Maarten 

• 6 major languages - Dutch, English, French, Papiamento, Portuguese, 
Spanish 
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History of MOWLAC 

• Established in 2000 

• Structure: President, Vice-President, Rapporteur, 5 ordinary 

members and Secretary (UNESCO rep.) 

Maria Elena Porras - Ecuador, 1st President 

Vitor Manuel Marques da Fonseca - Brazil, Current President 

• Caribbean members/representatives 
Vicky O'Flahrcty (St. Kitts);Joan Osbornc (TnT) to 2015 

Alfonso Blijdcn {St. Maartcn); Christopher Varlack {BVI) 2015-2019 

• Meetings 

Annually- rotates around the region 

MOWLAC Regional Office 

Based in Uruguay 

• Contact person 

Guilherme Canela de Souza Godoi 

Advisor for Communication and Information 
UNESCO Montevideo Office 
Luis Piera, 1992, 2o. Piso 
Montevideo- Uruguay-11200 
Tel.: +598 2413 2075, ext. 126 

Fax: +598 2413 2094 

canela.guilherme@gmail.com g.godoi@unesco.org 

www.unesco.org.uy_ 
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IR - MOWLAC Inscriptions 
9 Mexico 

6 Trinidad and Tobago 

5 Brazil 

4 Barbados, Bolivia 

3 Chile, Cuba, Peru, Suriname*, Venezuela 

2 Argentina, Bahamas, Columbia, Dominican Republic, Jamaica*, 
Netherlands Antilles 

1 Belize*, Curacao, Dominica*, Guyana*, Nicaragua, Panama, 
Paraguay, St. Kitts*, St. Lucia, Uruguay 

* Countries with joint nominations only 

MOWLAC Inscriptions 

95 regional entries of text, graphic and audiovisual 
formats covering topics such as: 

architectural drawings 

enslavement 

human rights 

indigenous issues 

literature 

maps 

musIC 

politics 

philosophy 
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MoW National Committees 
Anglophone countries (7 out of 16) 

• Anguilla :I= 

• Barbados :I= 

• BVI * 

• Jamaica 

• Saint Maarten * 
• St. Kitts-Nevis + 

• Trinidad and Tobago :I= 

* recently formed 

+ Nat Com operates as MoW Committee 

t: have national registers 

Caribbean Images in IR 
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MOW Workshop 2009 - Barbados 

Villa Ocampo, Argentina 

https:/ Iwww.youtube.com/Watch?v=RTT4hiy0-
8w&list=PLMwJdWFAFfnW2il-3R6owR06EdtvltYKE&index=4 
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Biblioteca Mayor de la Universidad de Cordoba, 
Argentina (Certificate Ceremony, 2015) 

Ashkenazi Community in Mexico, 
16-20th centuries 
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Simon Bolivar - Venezuela 
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THE WORLD 
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~the\Nortd 

Barbados Memory of the World Commrttee 
under the auspoces of the 

Barbados National Comm函on f이· UNESCO 

0댜fies the lnscnpt,on of 

held by 

in 1he Barbados Memory of 1he World National Register 
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MOWLAC INFO. 
• MOWLAC Register kept in BRAZI L at the National Archives 

• MOWLACblog -

• Nominating to MOWLAC register form at: 
- https://mowlac.fi les.wordpress.co m/2015/03/cal l-mowlac-2015-

attachments-ii-and-iii-english.pdf 

• Nominations HAVE to be submitted in English AND Spanish 

• Guilherme Canela de Souza Godoi 
Advisor for Communication and Information 
UNESCO Montevideo Office 
Luis Piera, 1992, 2o. Piso 
Montevideo- Uruguay-11200 
Tel.: +598 2413 2075, ext. 126 
Fax: +598 2413 2094 

canela.-~ 
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UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 

MOWCAP: UNESCO Memory of the World Regional Committee 
fo『 Asia-Pacific 

Presented by Dr. Ray Edmondson 





鎬己鎬(Q)翼\ 다尸 丁鬪臼 W(Q)翼[L回

而
United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization 

Memoryof 
the World 
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® Si nce 1992…a 
UNESCO program 
to safeguard the 
world's 
documentary 
heritage … 
complementing 
World Heritage 
Convention, 
Intangible 
Heritage and 
otheravenues 



니圓巳SC圓 翼邑邸記)圓S

Europe 

Asio/PO[ifi[ 
Latin America 
/Caribbean rob State~ 

麗盧SlS ©『 園歡떼©"[L 디(Q)鎬陶言曰:s 

@ Address issues which fall outside practical 
scope of IAC and national committees 

@ Mechanism for cooperation beyond the 
national level 

@ Comprised of representatives of relevant 
national committees, who are encouraged 
to link with it 

0 General Guidelines - section 5.8 
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冀Sl冀 屈齒Cl桐lC 鬪歡廷鬪摩] 恩翼『티셰T 

@ North: Mongolia 
@ South : New Zealand 

@ West: the "stan" countries, Turkey, Iran 
@ East: Pacific islands 

® 43 countries - about half the earth's surface 

鎬©W乙씨詞 霞訂『〈圓

@ Full meeting every two years 

@ Bu reau meets annually 

@ Register subcommittee and Publications 
subcommittee have own timetables 

@Teleconferencing and emailing 

@ Opportunistic in-person visits 

@ Website as reference point 

@ Relate to UNESCO Regional Office in 
Bangkok 
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鎬©Wt씨桐 四麟鎬凰 言凰』:广(UJ 霞恩

@ National MOW committees are members 

@ Formal statutes and rules 

@ Bureau elected for 4 years 

@ Bureau appoints subcommittees and special 
advisers 

@ Some budget support from UNESCO Bangkok 
and UNESCO Beijing 

[}={] lS了다翼沼 

@ Experts' meetings: Kuala Lumpur 1994, Xiamen 1997 

@ First General Meeting: Beijing 1998 - Bureau elected 

@ Second General Meeting: Manila 2005 - statutes, new 
Bureau elected 

@ Third General Meeting: Canberra 2008 - regional register 
launched, first 4 inscriptions 

@ Fourth General Meeting: Macau 2010 - Bureau enlarged 

@ Fifth General Meeting: Bangkok 2012 - Preservation 
seminar 

@ 2012: Sub-regional collaboration (Central Asia, Australasia) 

@ Sixth General Meeting- Gunagzhou 2014 - Seminar on 
preparing nominations 
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W計릅鬪恩 盧麗恩 丁日恩 屈盧『lB屈盧[L 鎬©W

巳©鎬鎬l丁丁恩恩s?

@ Australia ® Malaysia 

@Cambodia @ Nepal 

@China @ New Zealand 
@ Fiji @ Philippines 
@ Indonesia @Sri Lanka 
@ Iran @ Tajikistan 

@ Japan @Thailand 

@ Kazakhstan @Vanuatu 

@ Kyrgyzstan @Vietnam 

輯霞巳""9 ©履훨應麗昞鬪醫 씨鬪回 
BT同터翼$ 
NO F0 仙co仙娘WTE巳5 願n·ACT露LY INVOLVOO 0@磁S血$O 
iNTE買

@ Laos 

@ Macau SAR 

@ Singapore 

@ Afghanistan 

@ Bangladesh 

@ Taiwan 

@ Myanmar 

@ Papua New Guinea 

@ Samoa 

@ South Korea 

@ Turkey 

@ Turkmenistan 

@ North Korea 

@ Ti mor Leste 
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鎬©Wt씨桐멸 霞》[L恩
@ Planting and mentoring national MOW 

committees 
@ "Backstopping" for countries without 

committees 
@ Networking 
@ Maintaining the regional register 
@ Running seminars and workshops 
@ Advice and advocacy 
@ Regional overview to complement national view 
@ Increasing visibility of region's heritage 
@ Op~rational link _between national committees 

and international MOW secretariat 

털訓洲凰 鎬©WC冀腐 置廟四鬪TS

2007 
■ Workshops/ seminars in Jakarta, Colombo, Nong Khai ; 
■ Regional register launched and nominations invited 
2008 

3rd MOWCAP General Meeting,Canberra 
2009 

Workshops in Inchon, Phnom Penh, Brisbane; 
MOWCAP newsletter begins 

2010 
■ Workshops/training/seminarin Tehran, Manila, Wellington, 

Hong Kong 
■ 4th MOWCAP General Meeting, Macau 
2011 

Workshops/seminar in Ghuangzhou, Jakarta, Apia (Samoa) 
Guidelines in Khmer and Chinese 
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털@鎬恩 鎬다WC冀桐 恩綴恩鬪TS
2012 
■ 5th MOWCAP General Meeting, Bangkok 
■ Workshops/seminar in Brisbane, Wellington, Tehran, 

AddisAbaba 
■ Facebook 
2013 
■ Workshops/seminars in Hanoi , Beijing, Gwangju, Phnom 

Penh 
2014 
■ 6th MOWCAP General Meeting, Bangkok 
■ Seminars in Shanghai , Taipei 

MOW experts meeting in Warsaw to prepare formal 
instrument 
Workshop in Bishkek, Kyrgzstan 

2015 
■ Workshops in Suzhou, China; Dili , Timor Leste; 

Singapore; Kingston, Jamaica 

鎬©W乙씨桐 鬪庫》』恩C言

@Coffee table book on regional heritage 

@ Heritage bookmarks 

@ MOWCAP website 

@ Facebook page 

@ Asia Pacific Regional MOW Register 

@ Pacific "inventory" 

@ Workshops and seminars 

@Coordination WHL, IT and MOW 
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鎬©WC씨桐 ] 凰圈나 寬@@톱 
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鎬다WC冀桐 >
門鬪訴記]冀區沼

翼@@魯



鎬©W〈冀詞 젝 凰麟鬪 麟)"

鎬©憲乙씨桐 罰 磁Y2012
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鎬©WC씨桐@ 嶋Y20'ii4

T[}={] 恩 鎬©WC冀桐 腦頃翼恩冀니 

@ Chair: Li Minghua (China) 

@ Deputy chai rs : 

Kwibae Kim (Korea) 

Dianne Mackaskill (New Zealand) 

Fatima Fahimnia (Iran) 

■ Vu Thi Minh Huong (Vietnam) 

■ Secretary General: Helen Swinnerton (Hong Kong) 

UNESCO Regional advisor: Misako Ito (Thailand) 

Register Subcommittee: Rujaya Abhakorn (Thailand) 

■ Special advisors : Simon Chu, Sarah Choy (Hong Kong), 
Ray Edmondson (Australia), Richard Engelhardt (Thailand) 
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冀Sl冀 屈盧Cl『lC 麗恩룝l©"[L 鬪宣言麟

@ Launched February 2008 

@ Biennial timeframe: similar process to 
International Register 

@ Similar structure : Register Subcommittee 

@ Criteria almost identical 

@ The defining difference: geographic reach 

@ Cu rrently 32 inscriptions 

巳冀鎬歐圓圓腦\: 丁니다山 훨這討릅 

릅凰屈邸C順)回 鎬니훨霞니鎬 盧翼C미綴回 
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圓匠洲 四럴遠瓜圓©: 了©翼?© W冀麗 C휠鎬恩S 
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巳圓圓翼 鬪[L冀討©S CJ C©©回恩麟TlB圓
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no Uefflanc, c Ekoti,, 

Captain E. G . Bourke, 
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U詞C©鎬嗣릅 W©屈醫隨傾源)S 冀屈圓

恩綴恩圓丁S

@ Publication of Memory, MOWCAP book 

@ Publication of book on Australian MOW 
Register 

@ Newsletter 

@ New website 

@ Nominations for Asia Pacific Register 2015-16 
intake close 31 October 2016 

C(LlJ 鬪凰타세T C[}={]冀[L[L타세를恩S 

® Funding 

® Distance 

® Developing the website 

® Reliance on voluntary labour 

® Developing economies and institutions 

® Need for non-Western approaches to 
preservation 
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털다鎬恩 [L(Q)鬪릅恩區 T恩園洲 鳳鎬S

@ National MOW committee in every country 
and joint committee for small Pacific 
countries 

@ Balanced regional presence in international 
register and international projects 

@ Improve professional knowledge, skills and 
means in documentary heritage management 

@ I mprove access to heritage materials 

@ Change popular perceptions and awareness 
about the value of documentary heritage 

鎬©Wt盧桐 訓새 麟디鬪區(Q)(Q)鬪 
露編匡힙\"壅©©OC M©W<c:峰『
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Visit the MOWCAP website 

www.unesco.mowcap.org 
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UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 

UNESCO Memory of the World Programme: Nominating to a Register 

Presented by Dr. Rujaya Abhakorn 





••••• 

••.·•••• 

.. 

•• 
United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization 

• 

• 

• 

UNESCO Memory of the World 

Programme: 
Nominating to a Register 

Dr. Rujaya Abhakorn 

Member of the MOW Register 

Sub-Committee 
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The memory ofthe v11orld is the 
documented, collective, memory ofthe 
peoples ofthe v11orld. 
It charts the evolution ofthought, 
discovery and achievement ofhuman 

Eve,y day, irreplaceable parts ofthis 
n1emo1y disappearforever. 
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•MoW defines a document as 
having two components or 
aspects: the information content 
and the carrier on which it 
resides. 

Contents and Carriers 
• TEXTUAL ITEMS such as 

manuscripts, books, 
newspapers, posters, etc. 
The textual content may be 
recorded in ink, pencil, 
paint or other medium. 

• The CARRIER may be of 
paper, plastic, papyrus, 
parchment, palm leaves, 
bark, textile fabric, stone 
or other medium. 

• AUDIOVISUAL ITEMS 
such as films, discs, tapes 
and photographs -
whether recorded in 
analogue or digital 
formats, and by 
mechanical, electronic or 
other means - comprise 
a physical carrier with an 
information bearing 
layer where the content 
resides. 
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Contents and Carriers 
• NON-TEXTUAL 

ITEMS such as 
drawings, prints, maps, . 
music. 

• VIRTUAL DOCUMENTS 
such as websites reside 
on servers : the carrier 
may be a hard disc or 
tape, the content is 
electronic data . 

Registers 
There are 3 types of Memory of the World 
Registers 
•National 
•Regional 
• International 
• Registers ~re means of ]Jr_i~gi1=1g to 

attention documents of glooal 
importance that need to be preserved 
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• Each register - international, 
regional or national - is based on 
criteria for assessing the world 
significance of the documentary 
heritage, and assessing whether 
its influence was global, regional 
or national. 

• Each Register refers to a geographic 
sphere of the value and importance of 
the heritage concerned 

•The International Register lists 
documentary heritage which has been 
identified by the 'Memory of the World' 
International Advisory Committee (IAC) 

•The documents are of world significance, 
similar in some ways to UNESCO's World 
Heritage List 
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•The registers are the most visible means of 
achieving the objectives of MoW. They help to 
make an abstract ideal - the preservation of 
documentary heritage - accessible and 
concrete. 

• By progressively identifying, recognizing and 
highlighting significant and irreplaceable 
documentary heritage, the larger objectives of 
preservation, access and awareness are 
promoted and advanced. 

•The inscription of an item on any MoW 
register is an affirmation by UNESCO of its 
permanent value and significance 

• It also raises the stature of the institution that 
holds the item(s) 

• Over time, the registers will contribute to 
rebalancing perceptions and understanding of 
world history by making little known 
documentary heritage more visible 
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Nominating 

• Why nominate ? What is the 
benefit? 

• Who can nominate ? 

• What1s the process ? Is it 
competitive?Are there quotas? 
Can I get help ? 

Nomination Process 
• Anyone {individuals, groups, legal entities, 

nations, groups of nations etc) can nominate 
documents directly to UNESCO offices to be 
accepted for a Register 

• Preferably, a Nomination should pass through 
the relevant National or Regional MOW 
Committee 

• Each Register has different deadlines for 
submission 

□ 
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Nominating What? 
• Not buildings. 
• Not people. 
• Not events like battles. 
• Not craft products. 
• Not machines. 
• Not tangible objects. 
• Not intangible objects 
• Notsongs. 

•BUTThe 
Information 
related to them 
and residing in a 
Carrier, in line 
with specific 
Selection 
Criteria 

• S election criteria for regional 
and national and international 
registers are the same, with 
some minor variations, 
appropriate to the regional or 
national context 
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Selection Criteria 
Primary 
• Authentic/Unique and irreplaceable 

• World significance 

•Time/ place/ people/subject — theme/form 
and style/social-spiritual 

Secondary 

• Rarity/ integrity/ threat/ management plan 

Selection Criteria 
Authentic 
• True and Original 
• Is the heritage — whether a single document or 

a group of documents — what it appears to be or 
claims to be? 

• Is the provenance - the history of the 
documents and the chain of ownership — 
reliably known? 

• There are fakes and forgeries — copies or 
replicas that claim to be originals 
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Turkey-The Hittite cuneiform tablets f 『om Bogazkoy 
Tablet with a hieroglyph seal stamp 
and its reverse 
Archaeological Museums of lstambul and Anatolian 
Civilisations Museum of Ankara 
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• The Goryeo dynasty of Korea (91 g,...,_, 13 92) first 
began production of an edition of the Buddhist 
Tripitaka in 1011, seeing completion in 10 87 . 
However, this first edition or "First Tripitaka" was 
destroyed in 1234 during an invasion by the 
Mongols. 

• In order to replace it the task of producing another 
set of the Tripitaka was undertaken by 1800 
people ,in 1236. The work was completed in 16 
years in 1251.This is known as the Second 
Tripitaka, and it is the edition that survives to this 
day and is commonly referred to as the Tripitaka 
Koreana. 

Selection Criteria 
Unique and irreplaceable 

• Unique means one-of-a-kind — it is not the 

same as rare 

• An original document, or a document which 

has defining characteristics that are not shared 

by any other document which may be similar to 

it 
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Nicolaus Copernicus 
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Additional World Significance 

• World significance must be demonstrated in 
meeting one or more ofthe criteria: 

•Time 

• Place 
• People 
• Subject and Theme 

• Form and style 
• Social/spiritual value 

Selection Criteria 
• Major influence on the history of the world 

• (TIME) Reflecting a period of momentous 

change in world affairs 

• (PLACE) A place where major developments 
in world history or culture took place 

• (PEOPLE) Associated with the life or works of 
a person or people who contributed to world 
history or culture 
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Ge『many - Ludwig van Beethoven Symphonie 
no 9, d-minor, op. 125 
Autograph score, fourth movement, mm. 676-681 
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FRANCE 

Original Declaration ofthe Rights ofMan and ofthe Citizen of 

1789-1791 
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Finland 
A. E. Nordenskiold 
Collection 
U niversity Library, 
Helsinki 

Ge『many - « METROPOLIS » -SicherungsstUck 
Nr. 1 : Negative of the restored and reconstructed 
ve『sion 2001 
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Germany - 42-line Gutenbe『g Bible 
State and Universitary Library of Lower 
Saxonia, Goettingen 

Republic of Ko『ea - Buljo jikji simche yojeol 
(vol.II), the second volume of "Anthology of 
G 『eat Buddhist P 『iests' Zen Teachings". 
Restored Metal Type of Jikji. 
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Ge『many - The oldest sound documents 
(Edision-cylinde『s) of traditional music f 『om
1893 to 1952 
Phonograph used for fielrecordings 
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World Civilizations 
• Cultural Roots 

• Knowledge and Wisdom 

• Creativity 

=Identity 

Roots 

Written Language 
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Philippines Paleographs 
(Hanunoo, Buid, Tagbanua and Pala'wan): 
The Laguna Copperplate Inscription. 900 A.D. 
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Bulgaria. St.Sophia Manuscripts: 
The New Testament. 1300-1400. 
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China. Records of the Qing's Grand Secretariat: 
Priest Tang Ruowang's (Johann Adam Schall 
Von Bell) solution for the problem of the leap 
month in the lunar calendar. 
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India - The I.A.S. Tamil Medical Manuscript Collectio 
Text on human anatomy: pressure points 
Institute of Asian Studies, Tamil Nadu 
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Malaysia - Sejarah Melayu (the Malay Annals) 
Institute of Language and Literature, Kuala Lumpur 
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Pakistan - Jinnah Papers 
Mohammad Ali Jinnah and Gandhi 
National Archives, Islamabad 

New Zealand - The Treaty of Waitangi 
National Archives, Wellington 
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oo 
Belgium - Business Archives of the Officina Plantiniana 
Testament of Christopher Plantin and his wife Jeanne 
Riviere, 14th May 1588 
Museum Plantin-Moretus, Antwerpen 

Good Practices in Management 

•Storage 

• Preservation 

•Management 

•Access 

•Awareness raising 
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MEMORY OF THE WORLD 

GENERAL GUIDELINES TO 

SAFEGUARD 

DOCUMENTARY HERITAGE 
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the Memory ofthe World Register 
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16 OCT 2003 X 

끗츠――― 
一KoYchiro Matsuura 

Dincuir-Ge1“미. UNESCO 
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MEMORY OF THE WORLD 

REGISTER COMPANION 

The Register Companion is intended to provide guidance in completing 
the form to nominate documentary heritage for inscription on the international 

register. Definitions of document types are still under preparation, but this 
version of the Companion is published ~ to assist in the preparation of 

nominations ahead of the 2012 deadline. 

The Companion will also be published in other languages and these will 
be uploaded to the website as soon as they are ready. 
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1 Introduction 

This Companion is for everyone who has heard about the UNESCO Memory of the World 
Programme and is interested in being a part of it, especially by nominating items of 
documentary heritage for the Memory of the World International Register. You should also 
refer to the General Guidelines to Safeguard Documentary Heritage 
(. , especially the Selection 
Criteria in Section 4.2, although this Companion provides all the information necessary to 
complete a nomination. 

What is the 'Memory ofthe World' Programme? 

It is UNESCO's flagship programme that aims to ensure the preservation and dissemination of 
valuable archive holdings and library and museum collections worldwide. 

It is one of three UNESCO initiatives for protecting and raising awareness of the global 
cultural heritage. The other two are the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World 
Cultural and Natural Heritage, which maintains the World Heritage List of buildings and 
natural sites of outstanding universal value, and the Convention for the Safeguarding of the 
Intangible Heritage which recognizes and supports the survival of oral traditions and culture. 
The three approaches complement each other. 

MoW relates to the world's documentary heritage. The programme has four objectives: 

■ To facilitate preservation, by the most appropriate techniques 
■ To assist universal access 
■ To increase awareness worldwide of the existence and significance of 

documentary heritage 
■ To alert governments, decision makers and the public at large that preservation of, 

and access to, documents of all kinds needs increased efforts, especially in the 
digital age, which offers truly democratic dimensions in the production of and 
access to new and existing documents. 

MoW began in 1992, in response to UNESCO's growing concern about the state of 
preservation of, and access to, the world's documentary heritage. MoW was established as a 
long term approach to changing the way the world's documentary heritage - in libraries, 
archives, museums and elsewhere — is valued, protected, used and supported by nations, 
governments, communities and individuals. 

Further information: MoW website h~webworld/en/mow 

In this Companion the numbers in brackets refer to numbered sections or paragraphs in the 
basic rules of the programme, the General Guidelines to Safeguard Documentary Heritage. 

► Download the Guidelines: 
► http://unesdoc. unesco. org/images/OOl2/OOl256/l2563 7e.pdf 
► You can also ask UNESCO to send you a hard copy version in one of the 6 official 

languages. 
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What is a document? What is documentary heritage? [2.6] 

A document is an item that is made up of signs or codes (such as writing) or sounds and/or 
images (such as a recording, photograph or film), and is (usually) moveable, preservable, and 
able to be reproduced or copied .. 

Documentary heritage is a collective term used by MoW to refer to a single document of 
any kind, or a number of documents that form a logical and coherent group (such as a 
collection, a holding or an archival/ands). The size ofthe group does not matter; what holds 
the group together does. A collection is a self-contained group of individual documents that 
have been brought together by a particular circumstance, reason or purpose (for example, 
subject matter, character, provenance, or historical relationships). An archival fonds is the 
whole group of documents made or received by a person or organization in the course of their 
normal activities and kept for future reference, and in which the administrative context and 
relationships between records is preserved. A holding is a set or larger grouping of defined 
collections and/or fonds. It is possible that collections, fonds or holdings may have become 
split between two or more institutions for various reasons. 

MoW defines a document as having two components or aspects: the information content and 
the carrier on which it resides. Both may be ofgreat variety and, in the context ofinscribed 
documents, ofdifferent degrees ofimportance. 

Generally, in traditional (analogue) text documents, content and carriers form a unit which is 
usually considered as the original. Such documents may owe more of their value to the 
specific nature of the carrier (for example, the most beautiful, or the one that was produced 
and/or owned by a renowned person). 

In the case of machine-readable documents — all audiovisual documents except analogue 
photographs and all digital documents - the carrier, although necessary to physically hold the 
information, is of lesser, and often of no importance in the context of Memory of the World. 
This is because digital and audiovisual information is generally preserved by migration from 
one storage platform and carriers to the next. However, there are cases where the content 
stored on a particular carrier could be the reason for a document's inscription, for example, a 
phonautogram, or the oldest data on punch cards. 

► Visual examples of different types of carriers : 
http://WWW.unesco-ci.org/p~cat/522 

► Examples of endangered heritage: 
http://WWW.unesco-ci.org/p~cat/523 

For example: 

Text items such as manuscripts (of any age), books, newspapers, posters, 
correspondence, business records, computer files etc. The textual content may be 
recorded in ink, pencil, paint, digits or other medium, The carrier may be paper, 
plastic, papyrus, parchment, palm leaves, bark, stone, fabric, hard disk, data tape or 
other material. 

Non-text items such as drawings, maps, music scores, plans, prints, diagrams or 
graphics. The recording medium and the carrier may be similarly diverse. 
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Audiovisual items such as sound discs, magnetic tapes, films, photographs — whether 
in analogue or digital form, however recorded and in any format. The physical carrier 
may be paper, various forms of plastic or celluloid, shellac, metal or other material. 

Virtual documents, such as websites, which may be an assemblage of data from a 
variety of sources on a single or multiple computers, or from one or more data carriers 
on a single computer. 

Definitions ofdocument types are beingfinalized and will be inserted at a later date. 

How does Mo W work? 

MoW fulfils its responsibilities through a UNESCO secretariat (Paris-based) and a network of 
committees and initiatives that operate in accordance with the programme's General 
Guidelines. You can connect with MoW through whichever committee seems most 
convenient to you. 

MoW has international, regional and national committees and registers. All have separate 
websites and operate independently but in conformity with the General Guidelines. The 
network is constantly growing, so a good entry portal is the main MoW website at: 
http://www. unesco. org/webworld/en/mow 

► For example, the Australian National MoW Committee maintains a national register 
~ and is a member of the Asia Pacific Regional Committee 
(MOWCAP) ~ - Australian documentary heritage is inscribed 
on the national, Asia Pacific and International MoW registers. 

The main MoW bodies are: 

International Advisory Committee (/A C) [5. 8] 

This is MoW's primary operational body. It advises UNESCO on the planning and 
implementation of the Programme as a whole, monitors the work of other committees, and 
recommends to the Director-General of UNESCO all new "inscriptions" (items to be added) 
to the International Mo W Register. It is governed by statutes (to be found on the website) and 
comprises 14 experts, chosen for their authority in the field of managing and safeguarding 
documentary heritage. They are appointed for fixed terms by the Director-General and serve 
in a personal capacity. The IAC meets in ordinary session every two years. The Paris-based 
Secretariat supports the IAC financially, logistically and administratively as well as the IAC's 
subsidiary bodies — the Bureau, the Register Sub-committee, the Technical Sub-committee and 
the Marketing Sub-Committee. The roles and terms of reference of each are explained on the 
website and in the Guidelines. There is also a newly formed (2011) Education and Training 
Working Group. 

Regional Committees [5.8] 

Regional committees may be geographically based on UNESCO's official regions, or be 
established on other parameters such as shared cultures or interests. At this stage, there are 
regional committees for Africa (ARCMOW), Asia Pacific (MOWCAP) and Latin 
America/Caribbean (MOWLAC). Among other things, their role is to encourage, mentor and 
monitor national MoW committees, build awareness, organize training workshops, and 
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maintain regional registers. Each has its own statutes and methods of operation. Like the IAC, 
appropriate sub-committees are established to progress its work. 

Nati ational Committees [5. 7] 

National MoW committees are bodies created and recognized by the UNESCO National 
Commission in the country concerned. Their activities may include maintaining a national 
MoW register, training and awareness-raising. Membership and statutes are established by the 
UNESCO National Commission. Different countries use different approaches. For example, 
some committees comprise representatives of appropriate institutions and government 
ministries; others comprise individuals from a variety of professional backgrounds who are 
appointed for their subject expertise. 

► At the time of writing, there are about 60 national MoW committees operating. See 
httv://www.unesco.orrzlnew/en/communication-and-information/flarzshiv-vroiect-activities/memorv-of
the-world/about-the-~the-world-committees/ 

Why the registers? [4] 

The registers are the most visible means of achieving the objectives of MoW. They help to 
make an abstract ideal — the preservation of documentary heritage — accessible and concrete. 
By progressively identifying, recognizing and highlighting significant and irreplaceable 
documentary heritage, the larger objectives of preservation, access and awareness are 
promoted and advanced. The inscription of an item on any MoW register is an affirmation by 
UNESCO of its permanent value and significance. It also raises the stature of the institution 
that holds the item(s). Over time, the registers will contribute to rebalancing perceptions and 
understanding of world history by making little known documentary heritage more visible. 

Where can Isee the registers? 

The registers can be seen on line. They are accessible on the UNESCO MoW website or the 
websites of regional and national committees. Each inscription includes summary information 
and pictures; if the items have been digitized and are accessible on line there might be a link 
to them. For more detail, the main sections of the nomination documents themselves can also 
be read on line. Access to the content of a growing number of items listed on a Memory of the 
World register is also being developed through a partnership with the World Digital Library, 
UNESCO and the custodial institutions. 
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2 The Registers 

Why are there different registers? 

There are different registers to intensify the work of preserving documentary heritage, and to 
weave Memory of the World' s net more tightly. There are separate international, regional 
and national MoW registers. 

The inscriptions in each register are based on essentially the same criteria, adapted to the 
cultural setting in which it belongs. Each register is separately administered by the relevant 
international, regional or national MoW committee. The fundamental difference among the 
registers is the extent of geographic influence of the documentary heritage that they 
include. 

The oldest, largest and best known is the International Mo W Register. It began in 1997 and 
for many years it was the only MoW register. The other registers have been created more 
recently. 

The world's documentary heritage is so vast and complex that a single register would be 
unwieldy and unworkable. Geographically-based registers also allow appropriate regional 
and national expertise and local resources to be applied to assessing nominations in a way 
that would never be possible if there was only a single register. 

The registers are not intended to be a hierarchy. In UNESCO's eyes, all are equally 
important and all inscriptions have equal value in the sense that UNESCO 
endorses/recognizes the significance of every inscription. 

Every Mo W register has its own nomination process and timeframe. For simplicity, this 
Companion focuses on the process of nominating to the International Mo W Register. 
However, the same steps and issues apply to all other Mo W registers. The regional or 
national Mo W committee concerned can provide the nomination information andformsfor 
its own register. 

Why nominate? What is the benefit? 

Being inscribed on a MoW register is not an end in itself. It is a beginning. 

Inscription on a register publicly affirms the world significance of the documents and makes 
them better known. They become part of the visible continuum of documents that have had a 
substantial impact on cultural and social history, causing history to be re-interpreted over 
time. Inscription encourages accessibility and attracts publicity. It carries the symbolic weight 
of UNESCO endorsement and the right to use the MoW logo, which is in itself an affirmation 
of UNESCO ' s recognition. It is therefore a source of pride and distinction. The stature of your 
documentary heritage and/or your institution benefits by association with the inscriptions 
already on the registers; and it visibly justifies government or other expenditure on your 
institution and the documentary heritage in its care. 

There is a strategic value in the inscription of your heritage in one of the registers. It varies 
according to circumstances. It reflects positively on the organization responsible for its safety, 
care and preservation. Sometimes it can help to attract sponsorship and funding to protect 
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heritage under threat. Sometimes it has the effect of making the documentary heritage more 
secure. There are cases on record where inscription has even saved an entire archival 
institution from closing and being dismantled. 

Who can nominate? 

Anyone can nominate an item for inscription in a register. 

In practice, most nominations come from institutions, such as libraries, archives or museums, 
that propose items that are in their own custody. They are best placed to provide the kind of 
information needed by the Secretariat for assessment purposes. But nominations also come 
from a range of private and public organizations, from international associations and from 
private individuals. 

If you are nominating an item for inscription to a regional or the international register, it is a 
good idea to involve your national MoW committee (if there is one) in the process. It is not 
compulsory — but if your national MoW committee or National Commission for UNESCO 
supports your nomination, its endorsement will be taken into account in the assessment 
process. 

What's theprocess? Is it competitive? Are there quotas? Can Iget help? 

Nomination is not competitive. Every nomination is judged against the criteria. Either it 
satisfies them or it does not. 

Generally, there is currently no overall limit to the number of nominations that will be 
accepted from each country or organization. For the International MoW Register only, there is 
a limit of two nominations per country in each two-year cycle: this is a practical way of 
managing the workload. (If more than two nominations are received, the national MoW 
committee of that country — or if there is none, the UNESCO National Commission and/or 
relevant regional committee, will be asked to adjudicate on their priority). However, that limit 
does not apply to j oint nominations involving a partnership between institutions in two or 
more countries, and they are not counted as part of the quota of each participating country. 
UNESCO fosters international cooperation. 

If you need help in preparing your nomination you can ask any MoW national or regional 
committee, or you can ask the Secretariat to refer you to a mentor who can explain the range 
of information you need to compile and how to compile it (this is called technical help). Of 
course, there are protocols: the mentor cannot prepare your case for you and cannot express 
an opinion on whether your nomination has a good chance of success. 

There are deadlines. The international and regional registers, and most national registers, 
accept nominations on the basis of a two-year cycle. Your nomination must be received 
before the announced closing date or it will be considered in the following cycle. For 
example, the closing date for the International MoW Register is normally 31 March in the 
even years - for example 2012 or 2014 - and it is strictly observed. The final decisions on 
nominations are made in the odd years — for example, 2013 or 2015 . 
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3 Constructing a nomination - a guide to completing the form 

An annotated copy of the nomination form for the International MoW Register can be 
found at the end of this document. The form can be downloaded from 
htto://www.unesco.on!lnew/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIAIHOICI/Cllodf/mow/MoW%20Nomination%20form%20ne 
~ and used as an expandable electronic template. (Like all forms, it may be amended from 
time to time) . 

The annotations explain how each section of the form is to be completed. The information 
below is an extended commentary on the "heart" of any nomination: 

► The criteria for inscription 
► The "contextual information" that assists the assessment. 

The criteria (section 5 oftheform) 

This is where you present ~by demonstrating how the documentary 
heritage you are nominating satisfies the criteria. Let us look at them in turn: 

Authenticity [4.2.3] 

Is the heritage - whether a single document or a group of documents - what it appears to be or 
claims to be? Is the provenance - the history of the documents and the chain of ownership -
reliably known? There are endless historical examples of fakes and forgeries — copies or 
replicas that purport to be originals, deliberate hoaxes or deceptions, "real" documents whose 
content has been altered, and so on. These documents can take any form. 

► Example: The NOVA "Viking Deception" website lists a number of famous hoaxes: 
ht~kes.html 

Establishing authenticity is not necessarily a simple issue. Digital technology provides vast 
possibilities for manipulating text, images and sounds in ways that leave no trace of the 
alteration. 

Sometimes originals no longer exist, and establishing authenticity becomes a matter of 
identifying historical copies, which may in tum have their own original and distinguishing 
features as, for example, in the case of mediaeval manuscripts. Audiovisual media, in 
particular, are readily copied and originals may no longer exist. The oldest carrier may not 
necessarily have the most authentic content. Films and photographs can be altered in a variety 
of ways to change their content. 

World significance; unique and irreplaceable [4.2.4] 

These terms are frequently misunderstood, leading to unsustainable and unprovable claims in 
nominations. They can be interpreted in different ways in different places, or according to 
whether the viewpoint is from north or south, east or west. The key question is: what 
influence did the documentary heritage have, or does it represent, and how widely was that 
effect felt geographically? Influence can be direct and immediate, or indirect and subtle and 
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only discernible over time. Sometimes it can be measured numerically (for example, through 
an Internet search); sometimes it can be inferred because of events that followed its creation. 

It is sometimes said that history is written by the "winners". But at times the "losers" also had 
a voice and an influence as well, and over time the MoW registers can try to redress that 
balance. 
But in answering the wider question of value and influence: consider how much would it 
really matter if the documentary heritage was lost? Would this loss impoverish the global 
heritage? How much influence has it really had on the course of history? Or does it contain 
information (such as film footage or audio recordings of extinct species) whose loss would 
really impoverish the global memory? 

춥떼 놉 

! 
느콘 

-다! 

► Examples: Codexfrom the Marquisate ofthe Oaxaca valley, Mexico 
httv://www.unesco.ore/new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIA/HO/CI/Cl/vdflmow/nomination forms/Codices% 
20from%20the%200axaca%20Vallev%20%20Nomination%20Form.vd 

► Memory ofthe Suez Canal, Egypt 
httv:/lwww.unesco.ore/new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIAIHOICJ/Cl/vdflmow/nomination forms/eevvt suez 
—canal.pdf 

Unique means one-of-a-kind — it is not the same as rare (see below). It usually applies to an 
original document, or a document which has defining characteristics that are not shared by 
any other document which may be similar to it. 

Irreplaceable reinforces the value of uniqueness: no copy or surrogate can have the same 
significance or intrinsic character as the unique original. 

The importance of the carrier as well as the content matters here. There is sometimes a 
critical relationship between the two, with one shaping the other, and the artefact value of the 
carrier also has to be appreciated. Some documents (such as those utilizing certain 
photographic colour processes) cannot be replicated exactly by any known technology. A 
photographic or digital copy of a mediaeval manuscript is very different object? from the 
original, even if the textual content can still be read easily. 

Individual criteria [4.2.5] 

The third test is whether the documentary heritage meets one or more of the following 
criteria. It does not have to meet all of them, but it is useful to respond to those that it does 
meet: 

1 Time: What can you say about the ways in which the documentary heritage reflects 
the time ofits creation? Times change: there are periods ofpolitical, cultural or social change, 
of evolution of ideas and beliefs, of revolution and regression, of contact between peoples of 
contrasting cultures. Does the document(s) help us to better understand a particular period in 
history? 
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Documentary heritage does not have to be "old" to be of significance. The concept of 
antiquity is relative: in some countries, documents dating back 100 years are seen as "recent"; 
in others, they are seen as "old". Documents from the recent past may be significant for their 
ability to demonstrate the impact of an important event or movement. 

► Examples: Hittite cuneiform tabletsfrom Bogazkoy, Turkey 
httv:/lwww.unesco.ore/new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIA/HO/CI/CI/vdflmow/nomination forms/turkev hittite cunei 
form—tablets—bogazkov.pdf 

► Tuol Sleng Archive, Cambodia: 
httv://www.unesco.ore/new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIA/HO/CI/CI/vdflmow/nomination forms/cambodia 
tuolslen~ 

2 Place: Documentary heritage may be significant because of its cultural and historical 
value for a particular place or region. Was the location important because of its association 
with historical events? Did the location influence the nature of those events? Was it the 
birthplace of political, social or religious movements that had an impact on later history? Did 
the environment itself influence the way in which those movements developed? How do the 
documents provide evidence of this? 

► Examples: Construction andFall ofthe Berlin Wall and the Two-Plus-Four-Treaty of1990, Germany 
httv://www.unesco.ore/new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIA/HO/CI/CI/vdflmow/nomination forms/German 
%20Berlin%20Wall.pdf 

► Commemorative Stelafrom Nahr el-Kalb, Lebanon 
httv://www.unesco.ore/new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIAIHOICIICI/vdflmow/nomination forms/Commemo 
rative%20stela%20o~ 

3 People: Do the documents have an intrinsic association with the life and work of a 
person or people or cultural group that have or had some wider, maj or impact? It may be in 
any field: literature, music, arts, sciences, politics, religion, sports….? More broadly, do the 
documents depict wider social or political movements? 

► Examples: The Constantine Collection, Trinidad and Tobago 
httv://www.unesco.on!lnew/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIAIHOICIICI/vdf/mow/nomination forms/Trinidad% 
2OConstantine.pdf 

► Nikola Tesla 's Archive, Serbia 
httv://www.unesco.orf!!new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIAIHOICIICI/vdflmow/nomination forms/serbia nik 
ola tesla archive.묘f 

4 Subject and theme: Does the documentary heritage demonstrate an important subj ect 
or major theme or development in the march of history? For example, great inventions -
everything from the wheel to the internet — have shaped the course of history and the progress 
and development of nations and societies. The emergence of the concept of the nation state 
(the basis for the structure of UNESCO) was an historical evolution. 

► Examples: Patent DRP 37435 "Vehicle with gas engine operation" submitted by Carl Benz, Mannheim 
(29 January 1886 Germany) 
httv://www.unesco.ore/new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIA/HO/CI/CI/vdflmow/nomination forms!f!ermanv% 
20Benz.pdf 

► Human Rights Archives: Argentina, Cambodia, Dominican Republic, etc. 
ht~ister 

5 Form and style: Documents have changed their character and proliferated in many 
directions during the course of history. Carriers are objects as well as containers of 
information or "content". Sometimes the form and style is related to social or industrial 
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conventions or to particular periods in history. Is there anything outstanding about the form 
and style of your particular document(s) — aesthetically, industrially? Is it an example of a 
style now disappeared or disappearing? 

► Examples: Ancient Naxi Dongba Literature Manuscripts, China 
httv://www.unesco.orf!!new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIA/HO/CI/Cl/vdf/mow/nomination forms/china+Anc 
ienENaxi+Dongba+Literature+Manuscripts.pdf 

► Sakubei Yamamoto Collection, Japan 
httv:/lwww.unesco. orf!!new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIA/HO/CI/Cl/vdf/mow/nomination forms/iavan sak 
ubei ~—collection.pdf 

6 SociaVspirituaVcommunity significance: This concept is another way of expressing 
the significance of a document or set of documents in terms of their spiritual or sacred values. 
It allows a specific community to demonstrate its emotional attachment to the document or 
documents, or the way in which these contribute to that community' s identity and social 
cohesion in the present. 

Application of this criterion must reflect living significance — the documentary heritage must 
have an emotional hold on people who are alive today. Once those who have revered the 
documentary heritage for its social/spiritual/community significance no longer do so, or are 
no longer living, it loses this specific significance and may eventually acquire historical 
significance. 

► Examples: Illuminated MSS of the Koran, Christian Bible, Buddhists texts, etc., woodblocks and 
textiles; character-based hand calligraphy; obsolete audiovisual carriers 
httv://www.unesco.orf!!new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIAIHOICI/CJ/vdf/mow/nomination forms/slovakia b 
asagic—en.pdf 
httv://www.unesco.orf!!new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIA/HO/CI/CI/vdf/mow/nomination forms/korea tri 
itaka.pdf 
httv://www.unesco.orf!!new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIAIHOICI/CJ/vdf/mow/nomination forms/denmark 
hambur~ 

Contextual information [4.2.6] 

These are not selection criteria. The following information is needed to provide an 
intellectual and physical context to the nomination - to assist in assessing the nomination, and 
to establish how the nominated material is stored and managed. 

1 Rarity: A rare item may or may not be unique or irreplaceable: it is one of a small 
number of surviving exemplars of a type or class of document. The classic example is the 
"rare book": thousands of copies may have been printed but only a few copies are known to 
survive. Each one of these may have unique attributes while still sharing in the common 
attributes of all surviving copies. 

2 Integrity: A document may no longer be whole or complete, or in poor condition, and 
to that extent will have lost part of its integrity. For example, in the case of a paper document, 
individual pages may be tom or incomplete or replaced by copies, or they may be missing 
altogether. The document may have been altered or defaced in other ways. Archival 
documents may have been removed from their archival series or fonds, thus compromising 
their integrity. 
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In the case of audiovisual media, many important works survive only in incomplete form, or 
in "reconstructed" versions that assemble the best material from sources available at the time. 
Such versions may be superseded by later discoveries. 

► Example: Metropolis: 
httv:/lwww.unesco.ore/new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIA/HO/CI/CI/vdflmow/nomination forms/eerman 
metropolispdf 

3 Threat: [3.6, 4.2.4, 4.3.3, 4.4.2, 5.5] The survival of all documentary heritage is at risk 
in the long term. Risk is minimized by good professional practice in handling, storage, 
preservation and access practice, and by the predictability and security of its custodial 
situation. MoW is concerned about both the short and the longer term. 

Many carriers are physically and electronically vulnerable and the practicalities of 
preservation are often not popularly understood. Many institutions have very limited 
resources, facilities and skills to ensure longer-term preservation, and social, political and 
security conditions may not be conducive to document survival. MoW makes a judgment 
about the level of threat by taking all these factors into account. Inscription can sometimes 
significantly improve a document's safety and chances ofproper care and long-term survival. 

► Example:~cat/523 

4 Management plan [4.4.2] : A management plan is highly desirable. If you have a 
management plan, include it in the nomination. If you do not, give the reasons why you have 
none. 

Management plans can be elaborate or simple but they must be realistic. Most institutions do 
not have an ideal environment or limitless funding and just have to do the best they can for 
the time being — and it is important that they say so ! 

An ideal — repeat, ideal — management plan would include a statement of the significance of 
the documentary heritage, refer to the institution's policy and procedures for access and 
preservation, set out a preservation budget, describe the available conservation expertise and 
facilities, describe the physical environment in which the documentary heritage is held (for 
example, air quality, temperature and humidity, shelving, security) and include a disaster 
preparedness strategy. 

The virtue ofbrevity 

Your nomination should be comprehensive, but it should be no longer than is necessary. 
Filling your nomination with unnecessary repetition or arguments that do not address the 
criteria only makes the task of assessment more onerous. Your nomination will be judged by 
its quality, not its quantity. If it exceeds, say, 15 pages, you should check to see whether 
everything you have included is needed to make the case for inscription. There is no 
mandatory minimum or maximum length — just use your common sense. 
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4 The outcome: what happens after you submit a nomination? 

The assessmentprocess andfeedback 

After you lodge a nomination with the UNESCO Secretariat in Paris, it will acknowledge its 
receipt. At that point the Secretariat may request additional information if it is clear that the 
nomination form is incomplete. 

After the closing date for nominations (31 March in the even years), your nomination will be 
assigned to a member of the Register Sub-committee (RSC) to research. S/he will contact 
referees (both those listed in your nomination and other experts) to assess the claims made 
against the selection criteria, and will then produce an initial report for the RSC. When the 
RSC convenes it will discuss the nomination and the report, and reach a preliminary opinion 
on whether the nomination meets the criteria, or whether (for example) further information is 
needed from the nominator. Following the meeting you will receive feedback on the RSC's 
conclusion, and any further information required will be requested. Sometimes this involves a 
dialogue between the nominator and the UNESCO Secretariat. 

Following this phase, the Sub-committee reconvenes to finalize its views on each nomination, 
which are then conveyed to the MoW International Advisory Committee (IAC). In tum, when 
the IAC convenes, it considers the views of the RSC, and may also reconsider any nomination 
from first principles. It may, or may not, agree with the views of the RSC in each case. 
Finally, it arrives at a list of recommended inscriptions that are submitted to the Director
General ofUNESCO. The Director-General's decision is final. 

Announcement ofinscription 

Successful nominations are announced in a press release issued by the Director-General, and 
all nominators are informed of the outcome by letter from the Secretariat. The new 
inscriptions are promptly listed on the MoW website. 

Ceremonies andpresentation ofcertificates with examples 

All successful nominators receive an official certificate of inscription. In the absence of any 
other alternative, this is simply delivered by mail. But that is simply missing an opportunity 
for promoting the inscription. A formal certificate presentation is potentially a high profile 
media event that benefits both the recipient institution and UNESCO. As its means permit, the 
UNESCO Secretariat will be happy to cooperate in such arrangements. 

Publicity 

Custodians of inscribed heritage are encouraged to publicize their status and to draw public 
attention to the items that have been inscribed. For example, a number of institutions have 
placed inscribed items on public display; have digitized them so that they are readily 
accessible; have promoted the recognition through their website; and have sold reproductions 
as products. The only limitation is imagination. 
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Use ofthe UNESCO/MoWlogo 

The use of the name and logo of UNESCO is subject to rules laid down by the governing 
bodies of the Organization and unauthorized use is strictly forbidden. However, custodians of 
inscribed heritage are entitled to use a personalized UNESCO/MoW logo, and are encouraged 
to do so. This is sent to custodians on demand. The Guidelines and request form for the use of 
the logo are available on the MoW website : 

► Download these 
httv://www. unesco. orf!!new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIA/HO/CI/Cl/vdf/mow/mow f!uidelines on lof!o use en.vd 

What ifmy nomination is rejected? You can apply again… 
If your nomination is unsuccessful, you can resubmit a revised version in future rounds. If you 
are contemplating doing so, you should review the arguments you presented in your previous 
nomination, and consider whether there is additional information you could offer in support of 
the nomination. Take into account any feedback you received from the Secretariat; and 
consider whether there are additional authoritative referees who could support your case. 
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5 FAQ 

Everythingyou wanted to know, but were afraid to ask ... 

Digital documents, databases and websites [4.3] 
A digital document is defined by its content, its original file format (or the preservation 
equivalent thereof) and its resolution (where applicable). If there are clones (in the real 
meaning of the term), then they are identical in the same way that copies of a book from the 
same edition are the same. If they rest at different locations, it may be a normal process of a 
LOCKSS preservation strategy. There is no point in defining where the digital object sits 
geographically at the time as this may change as a result of the preservation strategy. 

A digital document should be called a version of the original if the same content is stored in 
another file format and resolution than the original (for example, an MP 3 of an original linear 
wave file of, say, 96/24 resolution). This would not be considered to be the original. A wave 
file, however, of an original CD-Audio stream should be accepted as a preservation 
equivalent, although, referring to the original bit stream, it is not the same. It is unanimously 
recommended good practice to convert the audio CD into a wave file of the same resolution. 
This is the digital equivalent of binding a text into a cover for better protection. 

In explaining how the document(s) meet the criteria for inscription, the nominator may wish 
to cite research or professional literature on digital records and their preservation in support. 

Audiovisual documents 

Audiovisual media exist in a wide variety of analogue and digital formats. See specific 
comments against the criteria in Section 3. Identifying an "original" or earliest surviving 
generation is sometimes a matter ofjudgment. 

Artistic, literary and musical works 

This is, by its nature, an area of unclear boundaries in which MoW has established its 
precedents with care. 

MoW does not seek to inscribe artistic, literary or musical works as such, based purely on 
their artistic, literary or musical merit. However, it does inscribe documents that show the 
genesis of an important single work, group of works or of a whole CUVre, or depict. a 
prominent state of a work, and/or the biographical and societal context of an important artist 
or work (such as first draft, fair copy, letters that show the beginning, process, or end of an 
outstanding work, the personal library of an artist, composer or writer, for example, with 
personal annotations, films or tapes with interviews). The importance can be generated by 
aesthetic qualities and/or impact on culture and history. 

To suggest a hypothetical example, one may nominate a group of letters that reveal the 
relationship between two Renaissance painters. These are documents. But their actual 
paintings would be ineligible for nomination unless they had significant documentary value 
and satisfied the criteria for inscription on a MoW register. 

► Examples of inscriptions: Metropolis, Gutenberg Bible, Astrid Lindgren Archives, Wizard of Oz, 
Bayeux Tapestry, Gothic architectural drawings, Beethoven 's 9th symphony MSS, the Bayasanghori 
Shahnameh, Carlos Garde! tango recordings, Russian posters, Song ofthe Nibelungs poem : 
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► httv:/lwww.unesco.ore/new/en/communication-and-information/flaeshiv-vro;ect-activities/memorv-of-
the-world/re~ 

Exclusions from the international register [4.2.7] 

As a practical necessity, and to avoid offence, experience has shown that certain types of 
document should not normally be considered for inscription on the International MoW 
Register. The two examples below are indicative only. 

Paners of contemnorarv nolitical leaders and nolitical narties 

Normally, these would be relevant to national or regional MoW registers, according to the due 
decisions of their MoW committees. However, the need to be — and to be seen to be — even
handed and obj ective can conflict with the current political circumstances in which every 
MoW committee operates. MoW registers cannot be open to any accusations of political 
partisanship. 

Where a national or regional committee decides to assess such material, the extent of 
influence needs to be weighed carefully. Is the individual or organization widely influential, 
for good or ill, in shaping recent history — for example, in starting or ending wars, in shaping 
social or political systems, or in establishing great insights or principles? 

There will clearly be instances when the influence of a past political figure extends beyond 
national or regional boundaries. The relevant documentary heritage may then need to be 
assessed against the criteria for the International MoW Register. 

National constitutions and similar documents 

These rnay be appropriate candidates for national MoW registers, but would not normally 
qualify for the international or regional registers because their influence is usually restricted to 
the country concerned. Exceptions would be documents that have clearly had wide geographic 
influence, for example in serving as models for other national constitutions, or in pioneering 
what have since become universally accepted principles. 

"Whole institution" nominations [4.5] 

While the nomination of a collection, a fonds or a group of collections and fonds (as described 
in section 1 ) is welcome, the nomination of the entire contents of an archival, library or 
museum institution is unlikely to be successful, unless it demonstrates a significance, unity 
and coherence beyond the coincidence of material which happens to reside in the same 
institution. Further, such nominations do not usually meet the test of being closed and finite -
the holdings of the institution are constantly changing. 

For some institutions, such as official national, city and university archives or national 
libraries, acquisition of material is determined by legislation; jurisdiction and policy and 
archival fonds can be interrelated. By definition, MoW registers are very selective and seek to 
recognize specific heritage of outstanding significance. 
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Provisional inscriptions [4.7] 

Inscriptions may on occasion be approved on a provisional basis to give the nominator the 
opportunity to answer remaining questions, usually points of clarification on technical or 
ownership matters. However the IAC tries to avoid provisional inscriptions, so please, if you 
are asked any questions during the assessment process, try to answer them as clearly as you 
can. 

Monetary value [4.4] 

Some items on MoW registers have considerable monetary value. The very fact of achieving 
inscription may have the effect of enhancing that value in some quarters. However, the 
monetary value of any item, collection or fonds is irrelevant to its significance in the MoW 
context. The Programme does not take account of such monetary value, 

Ownership, custody, copyright and management [4.4] 

Nomination and inscription on a MoW register does not in any way affect existing ownership, 
possession, control or copyright in the documentary heritage. UNESCO does not gain any 
form of proprietorial interest. However, there is an implied commitment by the owners of the 
heritage that it will be managed and cared for properly. Inscription also means that UNESCO 
has a continuing and informed right to monitor this commitment and the well-being of the 
inscribed material, and may periodically contact custodians for this purpose. That is why the 
nomination document asks you for such details as storage conditions, security and details of 
the management plan relating to the material Section 4.4 of the General Guidelines explains 
this in more detail. 

Review and removal [4.8] 

Inscriptions are not immutable. Under certain circumstances inscriptions can be removed 
entirely from a register, or (as the Programme continues to develop) moved from one register 
to another (for example, from the international register to a regional register or vice versa). 
Among the possible reasons are: 

■ Serious deterioration or damage to the heritage that destroys its significance; 
■ If the rationale for the inscription is later found to be invalid: for example, if the 

material is later found not to be authentic; 
■ Review of an inscription against the selection criteria that suggests that it should be on 

a different register. 

Such a decision would not be taken lightly. It would follow the due process set out in the 
General Guidelines. 

What does nomination cost? 

Nothing but preparation time. UNESCO does not levy a fee for receiving or processing a 
MoW nomination. 
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Why do you have to nominate "originals"? Why won't copies do? [4.5] 

The "original" is where maximum information is found and authenticity is verifiable. In most 
cases there is only one original. 

Where originals do not survive, MoW seeks to ensure that the earliest surviving generation or 
copy is identified by the nominator. This may be a matter of research and judgment; for 
example, in the days before printing, manuscripts were copied by hand and may exist in 
several variant versions, which may be of great antiquity. Closer to the present, the question 
of identifying an original can become more complex — and even impossible. 

In such cases, where documentary heritage may exist in multiple copies and variant versions 
of equal validity — for example, early printed books or feature films in differing versions or 
multiple languages — it may be preferable to nominate the work that exists in a number of 
exemplars, rather than one specific item. All exemplars would then be listed in the nomination 
(or even added afterward, if further exemplars are subsequently located). 

► Examples: Metropolis, Gutenberg Bible : 
httv:/lwww.unesco.on!lnew/en/communication-and-information/fla,zshiv-vroiect-activities/memorv-of-
the-world/re~ 

Why "closed" and "fixed"? (4.5.2) 

It is not possible to assess reliably a collection, fonds or group that is in a fluid state, nor could 
UNESCO award an MoW logo to documentary heritage whose character might change 
without its knowledge. That is why what is nominated must be finite and precisely defined. 

Does the nominator have to own the material being nominated? 

No. While it is unusual for nominations to be submitted by parties other than the owner and 
custodian of the documentary heritage, it is permissible. 

Does the nominator or the custodian have to be a public institution? 

No. MoW makes no distinction between public or private, commercial or non-commercial 
organizations, nor between institutions and individuals. 

► Example: Carlos Garde/: 
httv://www.unesco.orf!!new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIAIHO/CJICI/vdf/mow/nomination forms/uru 
%20records—carlosgardel.pdf 

► Christopher Okigbo Collection: 
httv:/lwww.unesco.ore/new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIA/HO/CI/CI/vdflmow/nomination forms/5O+Africa 
+Oki~ 

Does material have to be old to be nominated? 

No. Age and significance are unrelated. 
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Nomination form 
INTERNATIONAL MEMORY OF THE WORLD REGISTER 

Formulaire de proposition d'inscription 
Registre international de la Memoire du monde 

Nominees may find the following checklist useful before sending the nomination form to 
the International Memory of the World Secretariat. The info『mation p『ovided in italics on 
the fo『m is there for guidance only and should be deleted once the sections have been 
completed. 

Les candidats sont invites a verifier les informations fournies sur la base de la liste ci-dessous 
avant d'envoyer leur formulaire de proposition d'inscription au Secretariat du programme de la 
Memoire du monde. Les informations mentionnees en italique sont donnees a titre indicatif et 
doivent etre supprimees une fois les sections completees. 

口 Summary completed (section 1 ) 
Resume dOment complete (section 1 ) 

口 Nomination and contact details completed (section 2) 

ldentite, description de l'element propose et coordonnees completes de la personne 
a contacter dOment renseignees (section 2) 

口 Declaration of Authority signed and dated (section 2) 

Declaration sur l'honneur signee et datee (section 2) 

口 If this is a joint nomination, section 2 appropriately modified, and all Declarations of 
Authority obtained 

S'il s'agit d'une proposition conjointe, la section 2 doit etre modifiee en consequence 
et toutes les declarations sur l'honneur obtenues. 

口 Documentary heritage identified (sections 3.1 - 3.3) 

Identification du patrimoine documentaire (sections 3.1 - 3.3) 

口 History/provenance completed (section 3.4) 

Histoire/provenance dument renseignees (section 3.4) 

口 Bibliography completed (section 3.5) 

Bibliographie etablie (section 3.5) 

口 Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people or 
organizations recorded (section 3.6) 

Noms, qualifications et coordonnees jusqu'a trois personnes independantes ou 
organisations reconnues (section 3.6) 

口 Details of owner completed (section 4.1 ) 

Informations sur le proprietaire (section 4.1 ) 

口 Details of custodian - if different from owner - completed (section 4.2) 

Informations sur le depositaire - si celui-ci n'est pas le proprietaire (section 4.2) 
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口 Details of legal status completed (section 4.3) 

Details complets concernant le statut juridique (section 4.3) 

口 Details of accessibility completed (section 4.4) 

Informations sur l'accessibilite (section 4.4) 

口 Details of copyright status completed (section 4.5) 

Details complets concernant les droits d'auteur (section 4.5) 

口 Evidence presented to support fulfilment of the criteria? (section 5) 

Les elements presentes repondent-ils aux criteres de selection ? (section 5) 

口 Additional information provided (section 6) 

Informations complementaires fournies (section 6) 

口 Details of consultation with stakeholders completed (section 7) 

Details concernant la consultation des partenaires dOment fournis (section 7) 

口 Assessment of risk completed (section 8) 

Evaluation des risques (section 8) 

口 Summary of Preservation and Access Management Plan completed. If there is no 
formal Plan attach details about current and/or planned access, storage and custody 
arrangements (section 9) 

Joindre un resume du plan de gestion de preservation et d'accessibilite. Sinon, 
fournir de plus amples informations sur les conditions actuelles ou prevues 
d'accessibilite, de conservation et d'entreposage (section 9) 

口 Any other information provided - if applicable (section 10) 

Toute autre information le cas echeant (section 10) 

口 Suitable reproduction quality photographs identified to illustrate the documentary 
heritage. (300dpi, jpg format, full-colour preferred). 

Reproductions photographiques pertinentes et de qualite identifiees pour illustrer le 
patrimoine documentaire (300 dpi, format JPG, de preference en couleur) 

口 Copyright permissions forms signed and attached. Agreement to propose item(s) for 
inclusion on the World Digital Library if inscribed 

Joindre les autorisations afferentes aux droits d'auteur signees. Retourner l'accord 
concernant l'inclusion de l'element du patrimoine soumis dans la Bibliotheque 
Numerique Mondiale en cas d'inscription. 
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Nomination fo『m
International Memory of the Wo『Id Registe『

Formulaire de proposition d'inscription 
Registre international de la Memoire du monde 

Title of item being proposed 
Nom de /'element propose 

1.0 Resume (200 mots maximum) 

ID Code [Internal use only] 
ID code [pour usage interne seulement] 

Give a brief description of the documentary heritage being nominated and the reasons for proposing it. 
Decrivez brievement le patrimoine documentaire propose et donnez Jes raisons de sa proposition. 

This is the "shop window" of your nomination and is best written last! It should contain all the essential 
points you want to make, so that anyone reading it can understand your case even if they do not read 
the rest ofyour nomination. 
Cette partie constitue la "vitrine" de votre proposition : elle doit etre redigee, de preference, en demier. 
Elle doit comporter tous les elements essentiels, de sorte que toute personne qui lira ce resume puisse 
saisir votre dossier sans pour autant avoir a lire /'ensemble de votre proposition. 

2.0 Auteur de la proposition 

2.1 Name of nominator (person o『 O『ganization)

2.1 Nom de l'auteur de la p『oposition (individu ou organisation) 

2.2 Relationship to the nominated documentary he『itage

2.2 Relation avec !'element conside『e du patrimoine documentai『e

2.3 Contact person(s) (to provide information on nomination) 

2.3 Personne(s) a contacter (et en mesure de fournir des info『mations su『 la 
proposition) 

2.4 Contact details 

2.4 Coo『donnees completes de la pe『sonne a contacte『

Name Nam Address Adresse 

Telephone Telephone Facsimile Fax Email Adresse e/ectronique 
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2.5 Declaration sur l'honneu『

I certify that I have the authority to nominate the documentary heritage desc『ibed in this 
document to the International Memory of the World Register. 

Je certifie sur l'honneur proposer le patrimoine documentaire decrit dans ce document 
au Registre international de la Memoire du monde 

Signature Signature Full name {Please PRINT) Norn { en 
MAJUSCULES) 

lnstitution(s), if appropriate 

Institution, le cas echeant 

Date Date 

3.0 ldentite et description de !'element du patrimoine documentaire 

3.1 Name and identification details of the items being nominated 

3.1 Norn et identification de !'element p『opose

If inscribed, the exact title and institution(s) to appear on the certificate should be given 

En cas d'inscription, le nom exact et l'institution apparaitront sur le certificat qui vous se『a

fourni 

In this part of the form you must describe the document or collection in sufficient detail to make clear 
precisely what you are nominating. Any collection must be finite (with beginning and end dates) and 
closed. 

Dans cette partie du formulaire, vous devez decrire le document ou la collection de fa9on suffisamment 
detaillee pour mettre en evidence les raisons de sa proposition. Une collection doit etre limitee 
(comportant une date de debut et de fin) et fermee. 

3.2 Catalogue o『 『egist『ation details 
3.2 Catalogue ou refe『encement

Depending on what is being nominated, appending a catalogue can be a useful way of defining a 
collection. If this is too bulky or impractical, a comprehensive description accompanied by sample 
catalogue entries, accession or registration numbers or other ways of defining a collection 's size and 
character can be used. 

Selon l'element propose, ii peut etre utile d'ajouter un catalogue il/ustrant la collection. Si la tail/e ou le 
volume ne le permettent pas, une description complete et detail/ee accompagnee d'extraits de 
catalogue, de numeros d'accession ou de referencement ou tout autre moyen de decrire la tail/e et les 
caracteristiques de la collection peuvent etre utilises. 
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3.3 Visual documentation if app『opriate (fo 『 example, photog『aphs, o『 a DVD of the 
documentary heritage) 

3.3 Documentation visuelle le cas echeant (photographies, DVD du patrimoine documentaire par 
exemple) 

It is useful to append photographs (or in the case of audiovisual material a CD, DVD, USB key of all or 
some of the material), where this adds additional information, to help the assessors visualize or listen to 
the collection or document. 

II peut etre utile d'ajouter des photographies (ou dans le cas de materiel audiovisuel un CD, un DVD, 
une cle USB de l'ensemble ou d'une partie de l'element), lorsqu'ils apportent des informations 
complementaires pouvant aider les experts a visualiser (ou ecouter) la collection ou le document. 

3.4 History/provenance 

3.4 Histoire/Provenance 

Describe what you know of the history of the collection or document. Your knowledge may not be 
complete, but give the best description you can. 

Decrire ce que vous connaissez de l'histoire de la collection ou du document. Votre connaissance peut 
etre incomplete mais foumissez la meilleure description possible. 

3.5 Bibliography 

3.5 Bibliographie 

A bibliography demonstrates what others have independently said and written about the heritage you 
are nominating. It is best if you can cite scholars from several countries, rather than just your own 
country, and if they are authoritative voices clearly independent from both your own institution and 
UNESCO. 

Une bibliographie demontre ce que d'autres ont independamment ecrit ou dit sur le patrimoine que 
vous presentez. L 'ideal serait que vous citiez des specialistes de differents pays, autre que le votre, et 
qu'ils fassent autorite, independamment de votre institution et de l'UNESCO. 

3.6 Names, qualifications and contact details of up to th 『ee independent people or organizations 
with expert knowledge about the values and provenance of the documentary heritage 

Nom, qualification et coo『donnees jusqu'a trois pe『sonnes independantes (ou o『ganisations)
avec une expertise su『 la valeur et l'o『igine du patrimoine documentaire 

Name 
Norn 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Qualifications 
Qualifications 

Contact details 
Coordonnees 

The referees you cite will be asked for their opinions. UNESCO may also contact other authoritative 
referees so that a good spectrum of opinion is available for assessment purposes. 

Ces personnes seront contactees pour donner leur avis. L'UNESCO pourra aussi contacter d'autres 
personnes faisant autorite afin de constituer une liste d'avis pour une meilleure evaluation. 
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4.0 Informations juridiques 

4.1 Owner of the documentary he『itage (name and contact details) 

4.1 P『oprietaire du patrimoine documentaire (nom et coordonnees) 

Name Norn Address Adresse 

Telephone Telephone Facsimile Fax Email Adresse electronique 

4.2 Custodian of the documentary heritage (name and contact details if different from the owner) 

4.2 Depositaire du pat『imoine documentai『e (nom et coordonnees si diffe『ent du proprietaire) 

Name Norn Address Adresse 

Telephone Telephone Facsimile Fax 

4.3 Legal status 

4.3 Statut juridique 

Email Adresse electronique 

Provide details of legal and administrative responsibility for the preservation of the documentary 
heritage 

Fournir les informations afferentes a la responsabilite legale et administrative de la preservation du 
patrimoine documentaire. 

4.4 Accessibility 

4.4 Accessibilite 

Describe how the item(s) / collection may be accessed 

lndiquer de quelle maniere les elements / collections sont accessibles 

All access restrictions should be explicitly stated below: 

Toutes les restrictions doivent etre explicitement declarees ci-dessous: 

Encouraging accessibility is a basic objective of MoW. Accordingly, digitization for access purposes is 
encouraged and you should comment on whether this has been done or is planned. You should also 
note if there are legal or cultural factors that restrict access. 

Encourager /'accessibilite est un objectif fondamental du Programme de la Memoire du monde. Par 
consequent, la numerisation dans le but de faciliter /'acces, est encouragee et vous devez preciser si ce 
travail est deja fait ou s'il est prevu. Vous devez egalement preciser les facteurs culturels ou legaux qui 
restreignent l'acces. 

4.5 Copyright status 
4.5 Droits d'auteu 『
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Describe the copyright status of the item(s) I collection 
lndiquez les droits d'auteur pour chacun des elements ou la collection 

Where copyright status is known, it should be stated. However, the copyright status of a document or 
collection has no bearing on its significance and is not taken into account in determining whether it 
meets the criteria for inscription. 
Lorsque /es droits d'auteur sont connus, ceux-ci doivent etre declares. Cependant, /es droits d'auteur 
d'un document ou d'une collection n 'ont aucune incidence sur son importance. Ifs ne sont pas pris en 
compte pour determiner si /es criteres d'inscription sont remplis ou non. 

5.0 Evaluation des c『ite『es de selection 

5.1 Authenticity 
5.1 Authenticite 
Is the documentary heritage what it appears to be ? Have identity and provenance been reliably 
established? 
Est-ce que ce patrimoine documentaire est authentique? Son identite et sa provenance sont-elles 
etablies de maniere fiable? 

5.2 World significance 
5.2 Importance mondiale 
Is the heritage unique and irreplaceable? Would its disappearance constitute and harmful 
impoverishment of the heritage of humanity? Has it created great impact over time and/or within a 
particular cultural area of the world? Has it had great influence (positive or negative) on the course of 
history? 
Ce patrimoine est-ii unique et irrempla9able? Sa disparition constituerait-elle un appauvrissement 
nefaste du patrimoine de l'humanite ? A-t-il eu un impact majeur sur le temps et I ou dans une aire 
culture/le particuliere du monde ? A-t-il eu une influence majeure (positive ou negative) sur le cours de 
l'histoire ? 

5.3 Comparative criteria: 
5.3 Crite『es compa『atifs : 
Does the heritage meet any of the following tests? (It must meet at least one of them.) 
Ce patrimoine documentaire repond-t-il aux tests suivants ? (II doit repondre au moins a l'un d'eux) 

1 Time 
1 Le temps 
Is the document evocative of its time (which may have been a time of crisis, or significant social or 
cultural change ? Does it represent a new discovery? Or is it the ''first of its kind"? 
Le document est-ii representatif de son epoque (qui peut etre une periode de crise, ou d'important 
changement social ou culturel ? Represente-t-il une decouverte ou est-ii le « premier de son genre » ?) 

2 Place 
2 Le lieu 
Does the document contain crucial information about a locality important in world history and culture ? 
For example, was the location itself an important influence on the events or phenomena represented by 
the document? Does it describe physical environments, cities or institutions that have since vanished? 
Le document contient-il des informations determinantes a propos d'un lieu important pour l'histoire du 
monde et pour la culture ? Par exemple, le document represente-t-il une influence importante ou un 
phenomene par le seul fait de sa localisation ? Decrit-il un environnement physique, des vii/es ou des 
institutions qui ont disparus depuis ? 

3 People 
3 Les personnes 
Does the cultural context of the document's creation reflect significant aspects of human behaviour, or 
of social, industrial, artistic or political development? Or does it capture the essence of great 
movements, transitions, advances or regression ? Does it illustrate the lives of prominent individuals in 
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the above fields? 
Le contexte culture/ de la creation du document reflete-t-il un aspect significatif du comportement 
humain ou du developpement social, industriel, artistique ou politique ? Ou saisit-il /'essence de grands 
mouvements, de transitions, d'avancees ou de regressions ? 1//ustre-t-il /es vies d'individus eminents 
dans ces domaines ? 

4 Subject and theme 
4 Sujet et theme 
Does the subject matter of the document represent particular historical or intellectual developments in 
the natural, social and human sciences? Or in politics, ideology, sport or the arts? 
L'objet du document represente-t-il des developpements historiques ou intel/ectuels particuliers dans 
les sciences naturelles, sociales ou humaines ? Ou dans les domaines politiques, ideologiques, sportifs 
ou artistiques ? 

5 Fo『m and style 
5 Forme et style 

Does the document have outstanding aesthetic, stylistic or linguistic value? Or is it a typical exemplar of 
a type of presentation, custom or medium ? Is it an example of a disappeared or disappearing carrier or 
format? 
Le document a-t-il une exceptionnelle valeur esthetique, stylistique ou linguistique ? Ou est-ce un 
modele typique d'un type de presentation, de coutume ou bien les deux ? Est-ii un exemple de support 
ou de format disparu ou en voie de disparition ? 

6 Social/ spiritual/ community significance: 
6 Importance sociale / spi『ituelle / communautai『e

Application of this criterion must reflect living significance - does documentary heritage have an 
emotional hold on people who are alive today? Is it venerated as holy or for its mystical qualities, or 
reverenced for its association with significant people and events? 

(Once those who have revered the documentary heritage for its social/ spiritual/ community significance 
no longer do so, or are no longer living, it loses this specific significance and may eventually acquire 
historical significance.) 

L 'application de ce critere doit refleter /'importance du patrimoine documentaire aujourd'hui - Quel 
impact affectif le patrimoine documentaire a-t-il sur les individus vivants de nos jours ? Est-ii venere 
comme un saint ou pour ses qualites mystiques, ou respecte pour son association avec des personnes 
et des evenements importants ? 

(Si les personnes qui veneraient le patrimoine documentaire pour sa signification sociale I spirituelle I 
communautaire ont disparues, celui-ci perd certes cette importance specifique mais peut 
eventuellement acquerir une signification historique.) 

6.0 Information contextuelle 

6.1 Ra『ity
6.1 Rarete 

6.2 Integrity 
6.2 lntegrite 

7.0 Consultation des partenai『es

7.1 Provide details of consultation about this nomination with the stakeholders in its 
significance and preservation. 
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Fourni『 les informations su『 la consultation des partenai『es au sujet de la proposition, de son 
importance et de sa conservation 

Apart from the nominating institution itself, have other organizations or groups been consulted in the 
process of preparing the nomination - and, if so, did they support it or oppose it, or have useful 
comments to make ? 

En dehors de !'institution auteur de la proposition, d'autres organisations ou groupes ont-ils ete 
consultes dans le processus de preparation de la candidature ?- et, si oui, l'ont-ils soutenu, s'y sont-ils 
oppose ou ont-ils des commentaires uti/es a faire ? 

8.0 Evaluation des risques 
Detail the natu『e and scope of threats to this documentary heritage. 
Precisez la nature et l'etendue des menaces auxquelles !'element du patrimoine documentaire est 
expose. 

Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. 
Joindre une declaration separee si l'espace est insuffisant. 
Be accurate and honest. If your document(s) is at risk for any reason, say so. UNESCO needs to know 
its true situation. 
Soyez precis et honnete. Si votre document est a risques, precisez-le. L 'UNESCO doit connaitre sa 
reelle situation. 

9.0 Plan de preservation et d'accessibilite 

9.1 Is the『e a management plan in existence for this documentary heritage? 

9.1 Existe-t-il un plan de gestion pou『 ce pat『imoine documentaire ? 

YES OUI NO NON 

If yes, attach a summary of the plan. If no, please attach further details about current storage and 
custody of the materials. 

Si oui, joignez un resume du plan. Dans le cas contraire, vous etes prie d'attacher davantage de 
renseignements afferents au stockage et au gardiennage des documents. 

10.0 Info『mations complementaires 

Detail any other information that supports the inclusion of this documentary heritage on the International 
Memory of the World Register. If the nomination is successful, how will you use this to promote the 
MoW Programme? 

Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. 

Precisez toute autre information qui appuie l'inscription de ce document au Registre de la Memoire du 
monde. Si la proposition est retenue, comment l'utiliseriez-vous pour promouvoir le Programme 
Memoire du monde ? 

Joindre une declaration separee si /'espace est insuffisant. 
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UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 

Making an effective MOW nomination 

Presented by Dr. Roslyn Russell 





UNESCO MEMORYOF THE WORLD 
PROGRAMME 

How to make an effective nomination 
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The title 

Keep it simple - preferably no more than three 
to five words, if possible 

Examples: 

The Baltic Way Bayeux Tapestry 

Convict Records of Australia Archives of Terror 

Book of Kells 

Family of Man 

Constantine Collection 

Federal Archives F 

Hereford Mappa Mundi 
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The summary - your 'shop window' 

Highlight the nature, uniqueness and 
significance of the nominated documentary 
heritage. 

Make sure that you focus on these highlighted 
points. 

Nature 

• Nature - what does the item or collection 
consist of? 

• Who or what does it relate to? 
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Uniqueness 

'Unique' means the only one example of this 
document or collection in existence. 

Uniqueness-what makes the item or collection 
one of a kind? 

Significance 

• Significance- what is the meaning of the item 
and collection? 

• Why is it important to the memory of the 
world? 
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Keep it short 

• Keep the summary short- aim for about 200 
words. 

• Write it last, once you have addressed all the 
criteria . 

• The nomination form provides many 
opportunities to describe your item or 
collection in depth, so the summary should 
not be detailed. 

2 DETAILSOF THE NOMINATOR 

2.1 Name (person or organisation) 

2.2 Relationship to the documentary heritage nominated 

2.3 Contact person (s) 

2.4 Contact details (include address, phone, fax, email) 
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Identify you r docu menta ry heritage 

3.1 Name and identification details of the 
items being nominated 

Patent DRP 37435 "Vehicle with gas engine 
operation" submitted by Carl Benz, Mannheim 

Dated 29 January 1886. 

Daimler AG Collection, Archive and Collection, 
Stuttga rt, Germa ny 

Description of the documentary heritage 

3.2 Physical description of the documentary 
heritage: 

What is it made of? Printed certificate 

How large is it? Four pages 

Does it have specia I featu res or cha racteristics? 

What are its catalogue or bibliographic details? 

Daimler AG Collection, Archive and Collection, 
Stuttga rt, Germa ny 
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I ncl ude i II ustrations 

4 JUSTIFICATION FOR INCLUSION/ 
ASSESSM ENTAGAI NST CRITERIA 

4.1 Is authenticity established? 

Details of provenance that establish that the 
documentary heritage is what it is claimed to 
be. 

Supply as much information as you can about 
the 'life story' of the document/s to establish 
authenticity. 
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WORLD SIGNIFICANCE - UNIQUENESS -
IRREPLACEABILITY 

4.2 Is world significance, uniqueness 
and irreplaceability established? 

Write a statement that demonstrates that the 
documentary heritage is of world significance, 
consideringthe following questions. 

Is it of world significance? 

Has the documentary heritage had an impact 
beyond a nation-state or region? 

Has it had great influence on the world, for good 
or ill? 
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Is it unique? 

Is it the only example of its kind - either the only 
one created, or a last su rvivor. 

Is it i rreplaceable? 

Would its loss be irreplaceable? 

Would the world's memory be significantly 
diminished if this docu menta ry heritage were 
lost? 
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Using the criteria 

• Play to you r strengths - choose the criteria 
that best express the qualities of your 
documentary heritage 

• Only address the criteria that are relevant to 
your nominated documentary heritage 

• Craft your responses to match the criteria -
don't simply repeat material found elsewhere 
in the nomination form 

CRITERIA TO BE ADDRESSED 

4.3 Is one or more of the criteria of 

(a) time 

(b) place 

(c) people 

(d) subject and theme 

(e) form and style 

(f) social, spiritual and community significance 
satisfied? 
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TIME 
Tuol Sleng Genocide Archive, Phnom Penh, Cambodia 

TIME 
TokyoWar Crimes Collection ofJustice Erima Harvey Northcraft, Christchurch, 

New Zealand 
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PLACE 
Construction and Fall of the Berlin Wall and the Two+Four Treaty, Germany 

PLACE 
Tripitaka Koreana Buddhist Scriptures -Woodblocks in Haeinsa Temple, Korea 
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PEOPLE 
Nobel Laureates from Saint Lucia: Derek Walcott and Sir Arthur Lewis 

PEOPLE 
FE Williams Photographic Collect ion, Papua New Guinea 
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SUBJECTAND THEME 
Transatlantic slavery 

Documentary heritage of enslaved peoples of the Caribbean, Barbados 
Registry of Slaves of the British Caribbean - St Kitts and Nevis, Bahamas 

SUBJECTAND THEME 
Indentured labour 

Records of Indian Indentured Labourers 
Silver Men - Panama Canal Construction 

.".d .. L 

翼 • 
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FORM AND STYLE 
Ferdowsi, Bayasanghori Shahnameh (Book of the Kings) 

Iran 

FORM AND STYLE 
Naxi Dongba Pictogram Script, Yunnan Province, China 
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SOCIAL, SPIRITUALAND COMMUNITY 
SIGN I FlCANCE 

Human Rights Documentary Heritage 1980 Archives for the May 18th 
Democratic Uprising against Military Regime, in Gwangju, Republic of 

SOCIAL, SPIRITUAL AND COMMUNITY SIGNIFICANCE 
Records of the Resistance to the Trujillo Regime 1930-1961, Dominican 

Republic 
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Rarity, integrity, threat and management 

4.4 Are there issues of rarity, 
integrity, threat and management 
that relate to this nomination? 

Rarity 

• Is this documentary heritage the only 

example of its kind that has ever existed? 

• Or is it a survivor- the last example 
remaining of an item of documentary 

heritage that was once common? 
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Integrity 

Is the documentary heritage item complete 

with 

• No missing pages? 

• No material (for example, in an archive) 
removed or disturbed? 

• No substantial damage that diminishes 

its value as a document? 

Threat 

Is the documentary heritage threatened by 

• Environmental conditions? 

• Poor storage facilities? 

• Lack of money to preserve the 

documentary heritage? 

• Cultural threats - sectarian violence, 

pol itica l opposition ? 
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Management 

Is there a management plan for the 
documentary heritage? 

If so, give details. 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION 
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Nomination 





British Virgin Islands 

UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 





Nomination fo『m

International Memory of the World Registe『

I1 .o Checklist | 
Nominees may find the following checklist useful before sending the nomination form to 
the International Memory of the Wo『Id Secretariat. The information provided in italics on 
the fo『m is there fo『 guidance only and should be deleted once the sections have been 
completed. 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口

Summary completed (section 1 ) 

Nomination and contact details completed (section 2) 

Declaration of Authority signed and dated (section 2) 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口

If this is a joint nomination, section 2 appropriately modified, and all Declarations of 
Authority obtained 

Documentary heritage identified (sections 3.1 - 3.3) 

History/provenance completed (section 3.4) 

Bibliography completed (section 3.5) 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口

Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people or 
organizations recorded (section 3.6) 

Details of owner completed (section 4.1 ) 

Details of custodian - if different from owner - completed (section 4.2) 

Details of legal status completed (section 4.3) 

Details of accessibility completed (section 4.4) 

Details of copyright status completed (section 4.5) 

Evidence presented to support fulfilment of the criteria? (section 5) 

Additional information provided (section 6) 

Details of consultation with stakeholders completed (section 7) 

Assessment of risk completed (section 8) 

口
―
口

Summary of Preservation and Access Management Plan completed. If there is no 
formal Plan attach details about current and/or planned access, storage and custody 
arrangements (section 9) 

Any other information provided - if applicable (section 10) 

口

Suitable reproduction quality photographs identified to illustrate the documentary 
heritage. (300dpi, jpg format, full-colour preferred). 
Copyright permissions forms signed and attached. Agreement to propose item(s) for 
inclusion on the World Digital Library if inscribed 
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Nomination form 
International Memory of the World Registe『

Documents in Support of St. Philip's Church of Kingstown 
"The Church of the Liberated Africans" 

ID Code [Internal use only] 

|1.0 Summary (max 200 words) | 

Early in the nineteenth century, four foreign vessels carrying Africans bound for the plantations 
in the Virgin Islands were captured by the British. Under the Abolition Act of 1807, 
approximately 1,070 Africans, men, women and children of the Igbo people were liberated. 
The welfare of the Africans became the responsibility of the British government. In 1831, the 
government gave parcels of land in Kingstown (also known as Kingston or King's Town) on 
the south coast of the island of Tortola, in the Virgin Islands to create a settlement for the 
liberated Africans to live independently. The site was locally known as the "the African 
Location". 

The Anglican Bishop of Barbados, Bishop Coleridge, issued instructions to build a church in 
Kingstown. Construction started in 1826 and was carried out by the Africans who were 
"excellent builders and artisans". The Church was completed around 1840, and was called St. 
Philip's Church. A cemetery complimented the Church's grounds, and this became known as 
the African burial ground. St.Philip's Church was an integral part ofthe Kingstown settlement, 
as it was used by the residents as a place of worship, and as a school, for almost one hundred 
years. Records indicate that the Kingstown settlement was an attractive place. 
In 1916, St. Philip's Church was damaged by a hurricane. Years later in 1924, the roof was 
removed and placed on the St. George's Church. Over the years, the settlement of Kingstown 
and the St.Philip's Church was abandoned. The two hundred year old ruins of St. Philip's 
Church or "the Church of the Africans", and its burial ground are the only visible foot prints 
left by the liberated Africans in the Virgin Islands. The documents that are in support of the 
Church of the Africans are of great importance to the people of these Virgin Islands and the 
United Kingdom and should be considered significant in the international arena. 

2.0 Nominator | 
2.1 Name of nominato『 (person or organization) 
BVI National Commission for UNESCO 

2.2 Relationship to the nominated documentary he『itage

No relationship 

2.3 Contact person{s) (to provide information on nomination) 
• Dr. Allison Flax-Archer 

• 
• 

Mrs. Luce Hodge-Smith 

Mrs. Suzanne Greenaway 

Secretary General, BVI National Commission for 
UNESCO 

Director of Culture, Government of the Virgin Islands 

Chief Librarian, Library Services Department, 
Government of the Virgin Islands 
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• Mr. Christopher Varlack 

• Dr. Patricia Turnbull 

• Dr. Katherine Smith 

• Mr. Peter Moll 

• Ms. Ermin Penn 

• Mrs. Bernadine Louis 

2.4 Contact details 

Name 
Dr. Allison Flax-Archer 

Mrs. Luce Hodge-Smith 

Mrs. Suzanne Greenaway 

Dr. Patricia Turnbull 

Dr. Katherine Smith 
Mrs. Bernadine Louis 

Mr. Peter Moll 

Mr. Christopher Varlack 

Ms. Ermin Penn 

Dr Allison Flax-Archer 

Mrs Luce Hodge-Smith 

Telephone 

(284) 468-252 7 

(284) 468-43 73 

Address 

Chief Records Management Officer, Government of 
the Virgin Islands & Representative on the Regional 
Memory of the World Committee (MOWLAC) 

Author, Educator and Representative of the 
Association for the Preservation of Virgin Islands 
Heritage 

Senior Lecturer at the H. Lavity Stoutt Community 
College representing the Virgin Islands Studies 
Institute 

Representative of the Friends of the National 
Archives of the Virgin Islands 

Representative for the BVI Tourist Board responsible 
for Virgin Islands History and Geography 

Former Chief Librarian/Leaming Resource 
Centre, H. Lavity Stoutt Community College. 
Currently - Dean of Workforce Training Division, 
H.Lavi~e 

BVI National Commission for UNESCO, c/o Government of The 
Virgin Islands, Central Administration Building, Road Town, 
Tortola, Virgin Islands 

Department of Culture, c/o Government of The Virgin Islands, 
Central Administration Building, Road Town, Tortola, Virgin 
Islands 

Library Services Department, c/o Government of The Virgin 
Islands, Central Administration Building, Road Town, Tortola, 
Virgin Islands 

Rainwater Institute, P.O. Box 4438, Road Tortola, BVI, VGl 110 

c/o H. Lavity Stoutt Community College, P.O. 3097, Road Town, 
Tortola, Virgin Islands, VG1110 

P.O. Box 2913, East End, Tortola, Virgin Islands, VG1120 

Archives and Records Mgmt. Unit, c/o Government of the Virgin 
Islands, Central Administration Building, Road Town, Tortola, 
Virgin Islands 

c/o BVI Tourist Board, P.O. Box 134, AK.ARA Building, 2nd Floor 
DeCastro~VG1110 

Facsimile Email 

(284) 468-2529 aflax-archer@gov. vg 

lhodge-Smith@gov.vg 
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Mrs. Suzanne Greenaway (284) 468-4931 sgreenawav@gov.vg 

Mr Christopher Varlack (284) 468-3044 (284)468-2582 cvarlack~ 

Dr Patricia Turnbull (284) 495-2 739 ~mail.com 

Dr Katherine Smith (284) 544-5283 Katherine alicia@hotmail. com 

Mr Peter Moll (284) 495-0114 
bviabe@gmail. com 

Ms Ermin Penn (284) 852-6025 
e[!flJ!J@bvitourism. com 

Mrs Bernadine Louis (284) 494-4994 
blouis~ 

2.5 Declaration of authority I 
I certify that I have the authority to nominate the documentary heritage described in 
this document to the International Memory of the World Registe『.

Allison Flax-Archer, Ph.D. 
Signature Full name {Please PRINT) 

lnstitution(s), if appropriate 
BVI National Commission fo『 UNESCO 
Date 

3.0 ldentity and deSC『iption of the documentary he『itage | 
3.1 Name and identification details of the items being nominated 
If inscribed, the exact title and institution(s) to appear on the certificate should be given 

Documents in Support ofSt. Philip's Church ofKingstown, "The Church ofthe 
LiberatedAfricans" 

The documents in support St. Philip ' s Church of Kingstown are being nominated by the BVI 
National Commission for UNESCO on behalf of the St. Georges Episcopal Church. The St. 
Philip's Anglican Church and its adjoining cemetery are the only visible testament to the 
arrival of the last group of Africans transported to the Virgin Islands via the Transatlantic slave 
trade. Completed in circa 1840, the church is perhaps the last erected of the original Coleridge 
Chapels constructed in the West Indies during the episcopacy (1824-1842) of William Hart 
Coleridge, the first Bishop of the diocese of Barbados and the Leeward Islands. Though it has 
existed for nearly two centuries as a roofless ruin, the basic design of St. Philip's Church 
remains unchanged compared to other surviving Coleridge Chapels that have been rebuilt, 
restored, and extended with replaced or added features. The nominated documents pertain to 
the unique socio-economic situation inherent in the creation of the Kingstown Se떠ement. 

3.2 Catalogue o『 『egistration details 

Supporting documents are being housed at the Archives and Records Management Unit, 
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Government ofthe Virgin Islands under Series: PRE/DES from 1853-1863 and Series: 
COM/MIN from 1869-1946; and at The National Archives in the United Kingdom. 
T 1/4303 - Long Papers, bundle 768: Tortola: liberated Africans" 
<http ://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/record?catid=7103 751 &catln=6> 

The Land Registry ofthe Virgin Islands has listed the ownership ofthe St. Philip's Church of 
Kingstown to that of the St. Georges Episcopal Church and; proof of ownership is listed on the 
land register certificate as-Block 3137B, Parcel No. 30. 
3.3 Visual documentation if appropriate (for example, photographs, or a DVD of the 

documentary heritage) 

Find Photos attached ofthe St. Philip's Church ofKingstown which includes: 

• The African Settlement & Kingstown Plan 1844 

• The African Settlement Plan 1844-Transcript 

• Bell from the Church of the Africans 

• Kingstown Plantation-Modem Overlay 2010 

• Kingstown Church View 1844 

• Last Burial outside the Church-Clifford Walton 

• St. Philip ' s Church of Kingstown prior to restoration work 

• Signage outside the St. Philip's Church ofKingstown 

• Wall Plaque and interior- St. Philip ' s Church of Kingstown 
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Plan of Kings Town: 
the Location of the Liberated Africans in Tortola 

One of only two known plans of Kingstown. The directory included 
names 106 allotment holders living on three plantations - an 
invaluable source of historical and genealogical data. Kingstown Bay 
is identified as Anthonys Bay, its former name. 
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Plan of the African Settlement & Village of Kingstown 
Allotments numbered, but no name key. A small watercolour 
shows the only known contemporary view of the church, on the 
shore with thatched huts at some distance behind it, overlooked 
by the School-house. Neighbouring plantation owners include a 
mortgage bank, reflecting the depressed state of the economy. 
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The 
Essence 
of Life 

by Verna Emes~,e Penn 

Bell from the Church of the Africans 
The only known picture of the original bell (now missing) as it hung 
at St Philip's, and pristine painted text on plaster (Perry-Gore, 1984). 
Wattley, Paul, photographer 
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I 

Kingstown Church: plan & photos 
A survey of the badly deteriorated ruin with coloured photographs 
attached, showing the bare hills and rural, undeveloped nature of 
its environment then. 
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Kingstown plantation: modern overlay 
Chenoweth, John (2010) 
2010 map showing modem buildings overlays the 1831 Plan 
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Roadside Notice 
Louis, Bernadine, photographer (2010) 
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Wall Plaque ( 1 st photo) 
Interior (2nd photo) 

Louis, Bernadine, photographer (2010) 
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Last burial: Clifford Walton d. 5 Feb 1964 (1st photo) 
Fence road & school (2nd photo) 

Louis, Bernadine, photographer (2010) 
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The BVI Tourist Board's roadside notice (dedicated in 2009 by the Rector 
of St George's, Road Town welcomes passers-by and everyone in the 
international private school opposite to follow the path to "St. Philip's 
Anglican Church Ruins: the Church ofthe Africans. 

3.4 History/p『ovenance
Describe what you know of the history of the collection or document. Your knowledge may not 
be complete, but give the best description you can. 

St. Philip's Anglican Church and its adjoining cemetery is the only visible testament to the 
arrival of the last group of Africans transported to the Virgin Islands via the Transatlantic slave 
trade. Completed in circa 1840, the church is perhaps the last erected of the original Coleridge 
Cha of William Hart 
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Coleridge, the first Bishop of the diocese of Barbados and the Leeward Islands. Though it has 
existed for nearly two centuries as a roofless ruin, the basic design of St. Philip's Church 
remains unchanged compared to other surviving Coleridge Chapels that have been rebuilt, 
restored, and extended with replaced or added features. 

Located in the historic village ofKingstown (also known as Kingston or King's Town), the 
church was established as a chapel-of-ease in the sole Virgin Islands parish of St. George's, for 
the purpose of providing religious instruction and education to the liberated Africans who had 
been settled there by the British government. Hence its popular name, Church of the Africans. 
The liberated or free African population in the Virgin Islands trace their arrival to the first and 
second decade of the nineteenth century following the 1807 Act to abolish the British Slave 
Trade and the interdiction of about six slave ships from which they were subsequently 
'liberated'. Comprised largely of Igbo people, the liberated Africans worked as apprentices 
under harsh conditions not much unlike their enslaved counterparts, and were considered "very 
burdensome and dangerous" by the prominent colonists. At a time when impending 
emancipation, scarce economic resources, and heightened cultural conflict made it increasingly 
difficult for the liberated Africans to integrate into Virgin Islands society, the Secretary of State 
for the Colonies approved the Parliamentary funds to settle them across the bay from the 
capital of Road Town. In 1831, the liberated Africans, disparagingly referred to as the King' s 
people, were reserved to the African location or settlement of Kingstown, named for the new 
king, King William IV. 

In 1833, long-standing arrangements between the local government and the Wesleyan 
Methodist missionaries to Christianize and school the Africans came to an end with the 
provision of £200 by His Majesty's Government and The Incorporated Society for the 
Conversion and Religious Instruction ofNegro Slaves in the British West India Islands - the 
most prominent of the influential societies supporting the mission of the Church of England in 
the West Indies. Instruction and worship continued in the house on the property which was 
purchased to settle the Africans while reserving possession to the Crown. In 1833, a 
schoolmaster and school mistress from Barbados - Mr. and Mrs. Davis - were appointed by 
Bishop Coleridge. Their instructional duties included daily schooling ofthe liberated African 
children and Wednesday and Friday lectures to the adults in Church of England doctrine. In 
1834, possibly for the first time in eighty-nine years, the Virgin Islands received a second 
clergyman, Rev. Anton, whose primary duty in assisting the rector of St. George's was 
connected to the church at Kingstown. The African village officially became an Anglican 
stronghold and the ban on cultural practices and customs of African spirituality including 
drumming, dancing and wakes was ecclesiastically and legally enforced. 

Travelling to the West Indies in 1839 to observe how emancipation was shaping, the Quaker 
abolitionist, Joseph Gurney noted that a church was being built at Kingstown, "under orders of 
the Bishop of Barbadoes. " Designed for use in remote parts of the parish as both a place of 
worship and a school, Bishop Coleridge had insisted on a type of building following the "good 
taste evinced in the plain style of Gothic architecture ... plain and substantial, but 
inexpensive" . The Africans themselves were reputed to be excellent builders and artisans in 
their use of local field rock, hardened coral, and ballast brick consolidated with a lime-based 
mortar made from burnt coral and sand from nearby Kingstown Bay. 
Due in large part to administrative neglect and subsequent migration, St. Philip's Church like 
the rest of the Kingstown experiment, collapsed into ruin and abandonment. The landmark 
1861 memorial petition to Queen Victoria by 64liberated African loyalists for £120 to help 
them repair the chapel and the cemetery was dismissed by the Secretary of State for the 
Colonies, The Duke ofNewcastle. The weakened structure succumbed to several hurricanes 
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and the school, St. Philip's School was closed in 1890. The church roofwas taken down in 
1924 to replace that of the main church, St. George's, while the bell was 'borrowed' decades 
later for use at St. Paul's Church. In 1961, the last recorded survivor of the African village of 
Kingstown was interred in the unmarked African burial ground of St. Philip ' s Church — one 
hundred years after the memorial petition for help to repair the chapel was denied. 
After notable but intermittent attempts by church, tourism and national parks authorities, and 
volunteer groups to salvage St. Philip ' s Church ruins and burial ground from bush, decay, and 
oblivion, this Virgin Islands heritage site of public memory is currently receiving renewed 
cultural interest. This is in the wake of recent, rigorous research into its living history, its 
critical pedagogy, and its public preservation in the context of new perspectives that are now 
including this unique yet unexplored Virgin Islands subject in the larger discourse ofliberated 
African settlements in local, regional, and international history. 

The histories ofthe documentary collections that relate to the St. Philip's Church ofKingstown 
have a shared location at the Archives and Records Management Unit, Government of the 
Virgin Islands and at the National Archives in the United Kingdom. 
T 1/4303 - Long Papers, bundle 768: Tortola: liberated Africans" 
<http ://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/record?catid=7103 751 &catln=6> 
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3.6 Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people or organizations 
with exoert knowledae about the values and orovenance of the documentarv he『itaae

Name Qualifications Contact details 

1. Dr. Angel Smith 

2. Dr. Paul Lovejoy 

Director, Virgin angsmith@hlscc.edu.vg 
Islands Studies 
Institute, HLSCC, 

Research Professor in plovejoy@yorku.ca 
African Diaspora 
History, York 
Universi 

3. Dr. Rosanne Marion Author of"New adderley@tulane.edu 
Adderley Negroes from Africa: 

Slave Trade Abolition 
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and Free African 
S따lementin 

Nineteenth Century 
Caribbean. " 

4. Ms. Alissandra 
Cummins 

Director, Barbados slaverouteguidecaribbean@gmail.com 
Museum and Historical 
Socie 

5.0 Legal information | 
4.1 Owne『 of the documentary he『itage (name and contact details) 

Name Address 
National Archives of The National Archives, Kew, Richmond, Surrey, TW9 4DU 
the United Kingdom 

Archives and ~ecords Government of the Virgin Islands, Tortola, British Virgin Islands 
Management Unit 
Telephone Facsimile 

284-468-3044 

+44 (0) 20 8876 3444 

Email 

cvarlack@gov.vg 

RecordCopyingEnquiries@nationalarchives.gov.uk 

4.2 Custodian of the documentary heritage {name and contact details if different from the owner) 

NIA (same as above) 

Name Address 

NIA (same as above) NIA (same as above) 

Telephone 

284-468-3044 

+44 血 20 8876 3444 

4.3 Legal status 

Facsimile Email 
cvarlack@gov.vg 
RecordCopyingEnquiries@nationalarchives.gov.uk 

Provide details of legal and administrative responsibility for the preservation of the documentary 
heritage 

4.4 Accessibility 

Supporting documents are being housed at the Archives and Records Management Unit, 
Government of the Virgin Islands and at the National Archives in the United Kingdom. 
T 1/4303 - Long Papers, bundle 768: Tortola: liberated Africans" 
<http ://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/record?catid=7103 751 &catln=6> 
The public has access to the documents at the Archives and Records Management Unit, 
Government of the Virgin Islands free of cost. Access is strictly controlled due to the fragile 
condition of the material. We are presently trying to acquire copies that the National Archives 
in the United Kingdom. This will be at a cost to the Government ofthe Virgin Islands. 
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4.5 Copyright status 

Describe the copyright status of the item(s) I collection 

The documents at the Archives and Records Management Unit in the Virgin Islands that are 
related to the St. Philip ' s Church are in public domain and are available for consultation 
according to the provisions set forth in applicable legislation and according to the policies of 
the Archives and Records Management Unit, Government ofthe Virgin Islands. 

As it relates to information to be received from The National Archives, UK, we are able to 
copy the files for a cost and; we may take photographs of documents using a personal digital 
camera, under certain rules. 

5.0 Assessment against the selection C『itena | 

5.1 Authenticity. 
Supporting and original documents are being housed at the Archives and Records 
Management Unit, Government ofthe Virgin Islands: Series: PRE/DES from 1853-1863 and 
Series: COM/MIN from 1869-1946; and at The National Archives in the United Kingdom. 
T 1/4303 - Long Papers, bundle 768: Tortola: liberated Africans" 
<http ://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/record?catid=7103 751 &catln=6> 

5.2 World significance 

When the Abolition Act came into effect on 1 May 1807 it made it illegal for British 
participation in the Atlantic Slave Trade. African illegally on board illegally operating ships 
were seized by the British navy and brought under the jurisdiction of the nearest British vice 
admiralty court. 

Two orders in council, issued on 16 March 1807 mandated that, by law, the liberated Africans 
were not to be worked in the fields or as domestics. Instead they were to be apprenticed" to 
"masters" and "mistresses" and taught valuable trades. They were to be provided adequate 
food and clothing, and not afforded the harsh treatment that had been given to slaves. They 
were also to be instructed and baptized in the Christian faith. Families were not to be separated. 

Between 1814 and 1815, 1,070liberated Africans were seized from four ships and brought into 
the vice admiralty court at Tortola. These were the Manuel/a, Venus, Atrevido and Candeleria. 
Subsequently, the historic village of Kingstown was established by 1831 in the Virgin Islands, 
and St. Philip's Church was built in the village circa 1840. 

St. Philip 's Anglican Church, which still stands, is to be placed among the earliest churches 
which were established for Christianising and educating free black people in the western 
hemisphere. 

Furthermore, in an era when human life was worth so 1泊le, and names and identities were 
subsumed under the identity of slave, the historical evidence and documentary evidence clearly 
show the identities of these Africans. Not only are their original African names recorded, but it 
is also possible to trace specific individuals through the historical evidence. 

The documentary evidence raises, indisputably, questions of cultural identity. These shine 
throu2:h brilliantlv in the nature of the intense cultural conflict which became aooarent between 
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these Africans and the already creolized enslaved and the already free populations in the Virgin 
Islands. 

The British Virgin islands were one of few Caribbean territories to receive such a liberated 
African population. This was a unique population — the special responsibility of the British 
crown. This history is the only example that brings success to the on-going quest that has 
emerged from the Atlantic slave trade era: restoring humanity. 

5.3 Comparative crite『ia:
Does the heritage meet any of the following tests? (It must meet at least one of them.) 

1. Time 
The history of the liberated Africans in the British Virgin Islands is placed within the era of the 
abolition of the Atlantic slave trade. These were indeed changing times. The Atlantic slave 
trade had spanned four centuries. 

St. Philip's Church stands out as the only church to be established at these times for a free 
black population. Of course, the roles of the Methodist and Anglican churches in christianising 
and educating the enslaved and now newly freed population of African descent have been well 
documented in Virgin Islands history. It is significant that females from Kingstown were to 
become leading educators in the rest of the Virgin Islands. 

In the early 1860s, the Bishop of Antigua paid a visit to Kingstown and commented on the St. 
Philip's Church (chapel-school) which he described as "the best attended and most efficient" 
he had seen in the Virgin Islands. Yet, he described the "impaired condition" of the chapel. 

In 1861, sixty-four liberated Africans petitioned Queen Victoria for assistance in repairing St. 
Philip's Church in Kingstown. Their petition was, however, denied by the Secretary of State, 
the Duke of Newcastle. 

2. Place 
The historic village of Kingstown was established in 1831. Britain had granted 1,025 pounds 
for the establishment ofthe entire village. The 110 acres, after being cleared, were surveyed 
and divided with lots of an acre each. The liberated Africans were allotted an acre and half acre 
each. Documentary evidence indicates the plan as well as the layout of the village. 

A system of law and order was integrated, consisting of a supervisor or head constable from 
among the liberated Africans. Six Africans were also appointed to assist the supervisor. 

There was also a friendly/benefit society operating in the village, from 1840. 

Although the house on the land had been converted into a school room and chapel for use by 
the Methodist missionaries, it is St. Philip 's Anglican Church, established circa 1840, which is 
only the remaining structure known thus far. 

3. People 
The historical records indicate that by 1818 the enslaved Africans born in the Virgin Islands 
(creole) outnumbered the African born. The African born numbered 1,029 out of a total 
enslaved population of6,916. This meant that by 1818 the values, norms and beliefsystems of 
the creoleNirgin Islands born predominated. 
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Into this mix had come the liberatedAfrican population, between 1811 and 1814, which was 
eventually to be settled at Kingstown. These liberated African have been identified as 
Igbo/Moko, and certainly had to have impacted Virgin Islands' culture. 

The Igbo were familiar with agriculture and trade. Successful yam cultivators were held in high 
esteem. They were also craftsmen and specialists such as iron workers, blacksmiths and 
woodcarvers. The Igbo also manufactured salt and textiles. Experienced in trade, they had 
varied currencies. 

The era of the slave trade and slavery had been a time of intense cultural contact. The 
subsequent culture that was created in the Americas has been well documented. It was a result 
of this process that the cultural feelings of superiority developed on the part of the creole 
Virgin Islander. 

The relationship between these liberated Africans and the rest of the populations in the Virgin 
Islands seemed fraught with tension — seen in the "daily exhibition of fights, and quarrels in 
the streets, in which the poor African apprentices were opposed sometimes to the slaves, and 
sometimes to the poor free black and coloured people, as well as to the whites ... " The conflict 
was indeed cultural in nature as evidenced by an examination of the language used at the time. 

Yet, the very same ethnic group was the largest to have been brought into the Virgin islands on 
slave ships between the mid eighteenth century and the early nineteenth century. 

The entire experience sheds light on profound contemporary cultural dynamics. 

4. Subject and theme 
St. Philip's Anglican Church was built circa 1840. The church was used as chapel and school 
and, along with the adjoining burial ground, formed a part ofthe historic village ofKingstown. 

5. Form and style 
The initial plan was for a gabled roofed rectangular chapel which would contain some of the 
common features of churches such as altar, pews, a pulpit, reading desk and font. There was an 
arched lintel entrance with two small steps, a dozen windows, one aisle, an altar and seating for 
100. There were perhaps a few enclosed or separate pews for the church-school staff or 
occasional colonial visitor or administrator. 

An 1844 image of Kingstown which featured marked plots and structures as well as the burial 
ground, a well and store house. It also identified the church with several arched apertures. 

Local materials used to build St. Philip's consisted largely ofisland rock and hardened coral 
harvested from the Kingstown Bay, as well as ballast brick - the same materials used to 
construct other colonial buildings such as the forts. A lime based mortar was used, made form 
burnt coral mixed with sand from the nearby beach along with other binders such as molasses. 
This mortar was used to plaster the walls of the church. 

6. Social/ spiritual/ community significance: 
The history of slavery and colonization is a difficult one, and there is a need to embrace a 
different perspective - geared toward a transformative approach. The practice of collective 
remembrance or P므blfc memory can b:ing ~?o~t a ~ort ?f coming to terms with aspects of this 
past - through critical engagement and qualitative inquiry 
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St. Philip's Anglican Church is de-contextualised form the whole settlement, the historic 
village of Kingstown, and the larger socio-cultural history of the liberated Africans in the 
Virgin Islands. 

However, the two churches present in the story of Kingstown deeply resonate with Virgin 
Islanders. Initially baptized as Methodist, the liberated Africans followed the same path as the 
majority ofVirgin islanders who had, under slavery, become Methodist. Whilst the first 
Anglican clergyman had been appointed by the inhabitants in 1745 , before the early nineteenth 
century, the Anglicans addressed the small white population mainly. 

In direct contrast, the Methodists, who had established a station on Tortola by 1790, in order to 
accomplish their task of conversion were led to do what few whites had done; they reached out 
directly to the great majority ofblacks. These inclusive methods which included black 
participation in song, testimony and local preaching led Virgin islanders to become largely 
Methodist. 

St. Philip's Anglican Church was established circa 1840. It is important to note here that the 
Anglicans and Methodist churches led the efforts at educating Virgin Islanders well into the 
twentieth century. 

Until recently, the Feasts of St. Philip and James were celebrated at St. Philip's Anglican 
Church. As a part ofthe Virgin Islands' emancipation festival, the Emancipation Day Service 
is held at St. Philip's Church, on an on-going basis. 

6.0 Contextual information | 
The existence of St Philip's Church, Kingstown, is largely ignored in the literature covering the 
histories of the Caribbean and the African slave trade, while residents of the Virgin Islands 
have made various claims as to its "uniqueness". For example: that it was "the first (church) in 
the Americas to be built by and for black people" (Turnbull, Patricia (2012), p.4). Turnbull 
points out on p. 46 that the master-builders were probably English, although the rest ofthe 
workers would have been drawn from the village of "Liberated Africans" it was intended to 
serve. That it was not for the white elite and was built from local materials does set it apart 
from other Anglican churches in the Caribbean. 

The First African Baptist Church of Savannah, Georgia ( 1777) is officially designated the 
oldest African American church in the United States but its members were slaves and free 
Afro-Americans, while its exposure to urban hazards, like fires, and growing congregation have 
led to its building not surviving in its original form, as with most early churches, 

From the foregoing it would be reasonable to examine the documentary heritage to support a 
more modest claim that St Philip's is the oldest surviving Anglican church built for "liberated 
Africans" in the Americas (hence its World Significance as set out in Section 5.00). Further 
research may enable us to broaden that claim 

Up to 2000 liberated Africans were landed on Tortola, but far more in the Bahamas (6000) and 
Trinidad (9000) (Adderley (2006)). Those on Tortola were apprenticed to learn useful trades 
and encouraged to convert to Protestant Christianity, but in Trinidad the majority were 
employed as labourers in the sugar plantations and mostly retained their Yoruba religious 
practices or became Roman Catholics, 

Yorubas also • in the Bahamas until 1860 
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(the Cuban slave trade was still active) who were settled on Crown land (one village on New 
Providence has survived). Some had to endure harsh conditions in the salt industry. Many of 
them converted to Nonconformist Christianity 

St Philip's had fallen into serious disrepair by 1860 (Chaplyn, 7 Nov. 1860, CO 314/10) and its 
school closed in 1890. It lost its roof through the 1924 hurricane and by the late 1930s it had 
become overgrown and neglected, in a depopulated rural area, This may have preserved the 
ruin from the development that might have been expected on a more valuable urban site. 

However, oral history suggests that memories of St Philip's were still being passed on 
and inspired an elderly English clergyman to rescue the church from the bush, rehang its 
original bell and write biblical texts on its plastered walls in the 1970s (Perry-Gore (1984), 
(Penn (1976) ), The bell's current whereabouts is unknown. 

The modem transformation of the BVI's economy and communications has repositioned St 
Philip's onto the main highway across Tortola, bringing renewed residential development and 
awareness of an historic site very accessible for residents and tourists. 

The continuing interest within the community has led to several attempts to raise funds with 
various objects in view, from its rehabilitation as a church to serve the area to 
its preservation as a tourist attraction. An annual service is held by its ruined shell to 
commemorate the Abolition of Slavery on 1 August 1834 

Perhaps one of the most significant developments has been the opening of a private 
international secondary school on the opposite side of the Highway. The pile-drivers used in 
building its foundations shook the ruins, but its subsequent presence has been more benign. 

The students and staff have taken a great interest in this historic building on their doorstep and 
have been alert to the possibility of uncovering artefacts during any further development on 
their site. This interest has been transmitted to the parents, who come from a great variety of 
backgrounds but whose ability to pay the required fees numbers them among the 
most affluent residents of the BVI. 

6.1 Rarity 
St. Philip's Anglican Church and its adjoining cemetery is the only visible testament to the 
arrival of the last group of Africans transported to the Virgin Islands via the Transatlantic slave 
trade. Completed in circa 1840, the church is perhaps the last erected of the original Coleridge 
Chapels constructed in the West Indies during the episcopacy ( 1824-1842) of William Hart 
Coleridge, the first Bishop ofthe diocese ofBarbados and the Leeward Islands. Additionally, 
The existence of St Philip's Church, Kingstown is "the first (church) in the Americas to be built 
by and for black people" (Turnbull, Patricia (2012), p.4). 

6.2 Integrity 
The original documents in support of St. Philip's Church ofKingstown-Tortola's Church for 
the Liberated Africans are been kept at the Archives and Records Management Unit, 
Government ofthe Virgin Islands: Series: PRE/DES from 1853-1863 and Series: COM/MIN 
from 1869-1946; and The National Archives in the United Kingdom: 
T 1/4303 - Long Papers, bundle 768: Tortola: liberated Africans" 
<http ://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/record?catid=7103 751 &catln=6> 
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Additionally, original photos listed and in particular literature list below which can be found in 
the biography speaks to the integrity of this property. 

1. "Plan of Kings Town" (1831 ) 
As reproduced in Pickering (2014) from a copy ofthe original print in The National Archives. 
with the directory of allotment holders separately extracted and tabulated 

2 "Plan of Kingstown" (1844) from a copy of the original print in The National Archives, with 
the water-colour enlarged separately 

3. Wattley, Paul, "Bell from the Church ofthe Africans" (1976) as reproduced for "Essence of 
Life* - its author holds the original negative 

4. Caribbean Volunteer Expeditions. "Kingstown Church: plan & photos" (1994) 
As supplied by CVE, which holds the original plan and photographs (presented here in a 
collage) 

5. Chenoweth, John (2010) "Kingstown plantation: modem overlay" of2010 map on the 1831 
Plan as supplied by author 

6. Louis, Bernadine, photographer (2010); Roadside notice (3.3) 
7. Louis, Bernadine, photographer (2010), Fence road & school (3.3) 
8. Louis, Bernadine, photographer (2010). Wall plaque (3.3) 
9. Louis, Bernadine, photographer (2010), Interior (3.3) 
10. Louis, Bernadine, photographer (2010), Last burial: Clifford Walton d. 5 Feb 1964 (3.3) 
Taken from digital copies on a USB stick 

11. Chaplyn to Legislative Council, Nov 1860 
From microfilm of the original Minutes 

12. "Tortola Schedules" (1825) 
From a digitised copy of the original printed document 

13. Gurney, Joseph John (1840), "A Winter in the West Indies" 
From a digitised copy of the original printed document 

14. Maxwell to Murray, 3 August 1830 
From a digitised copy of the original printed document 

15. Latrobe, Peter (1838), "Report on Negro Education in the … Leeward Islands", 
From a digitised copy of the original printed document 

16. Perry-Gore, Ralph G. R. (1984), 
From a copy of the printed book 

7.0 Consultation with stakeholders | 
7.1 Provide details of consultation about this nomination with the stakeholders in its 
significance and p『eservation.

Stakeholders /representatives of organizations were able to discuss Memory of the World and 
were in a{!feement that the St. Philio's Church should be the first nomination for the Virn:in 
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Islands for the Register. Comments made were very useful and were taken into consideration 
in submitting this application. 

1. St. Georges Anglican Church Vestry 

2. Department of Culture 

3 . Library Services Department 

4. Ministry of Education and Culture 

5. Archives and Records Management Unit 

6. BVI National Commission for UNESCO 

7. H. Lavity Stoutt Community College 

8. Friends ofthe National Archives ofthe Virgin Islands 

9. The BVI Tourist Board 

8.0 Assessment of 『isk | 
Detail the nature and scope of threats to this documentary heritage. 

Nature and scope ofthreats to this documentary heritage: 
• Age of the building and scarcity of authentic materials for repairs or restoration of 

damages 
• No formal and consistent management plan 
• Lack of funding for sustainable preservation 
• Grounds and structure are open and subi ect to 

9.1 Is there a management plan in existence for this documentary heritage? 

YES NO 

As it relates to the documentary heritage-Yes. 

Given that the documentary is being held in safe keeping partially in two Archives (UK & 
BVI), they are being well managed under the rules that govern the respective units. 

As it relates to the physical structure-No. 

A plan was proposed by Jon Osman and Sandra Adamson who received funding to restore the 
standing walls and; the altar ofthe St. Philip's Church. The walls, which once were propped up 
with wooden forms, are now freestanding. However, despite this work and the suggestions 
made in the Osman/Adamson proposal, no formal management plan has been agreed by St 
George ' s church. 

Similarly, based on an 11 June, 2015 conversation with Father Ronald Branche, another 
proposal submitted by the Association for the Preservation of Virgin Islands Heritage is still 
under consideration by the St George's parish. This proposal is concerned with a restoration 
project for the burial ground which includes erecting a wall to enclose the grounds. 

It appears that an adequate management plan could be forthcoming if both proposals are agreed 
by the church and sufficient and sustainable funding are identified for the continued restoration 
works. 
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10.0 Any other info『mation I 
Detail any othe『 information that supports the inclusion of this documentary heritage on the 
International Memory of the World Registe『. If the nomination is successful, how will you use 
this to promote the MoW Prog『amme?

Saint Philip's Church at Kingstown is ofunique origins on Earth and in particular, The Virgin 
Islands, for its establishment arose from a singular fact in British history and its harbour ridden 
Colony, The Virgin Islands: between 1811 and 1823 about 1100 Africans were brought by 
ships for trade as slaves, but, because of the 1806 Slave Trade Act which had to be Law by 
1807, those persons had to be, by Law, Apprentices. Due to socio-economic realities of 
accommodation for freed Africans in a slave dominated labour market, by 1831 Kingstown, as 
a specific space where State control could be more readily exercised, was formulated. 
Due to the measure of freedom the Apprenticeship Scheme afforded, the Africans, who were of 
their several Religions of Africa, could worship with the Anglicans or Methodists, the two 
active Sects of Christianity, the only legally allowed Religion at that time. Records show that 
many of them did worship at the Road Town Methodist Church; so, on settling at Kingstown, 
the need to have a Worship place was real. This was well received by the wealthy liberal of 
The Church of England who gave the money for the material to build a wished Church. The 
labour of the Africans yielded the lime from the nearby Reef, the masonry and carpentry into 
the creation of an" A" frame design through which the sub-tropic sea breeze would flow. 
This delight for Thanksgiving was named by the Anglicans after Saint Philip, and from 1840 
on its completion was also used as the community' s Schoolhouse. From Kingstown came 
several ofthe School Teachers needed elsewhere in The Virgin Islands as from 1863 when 
Great Britain ordered that each child in its Colony from at age 5 to 15 must attend Primary 
School! 

Methods for Preservation and Promotion 

The remains of Saint Philip's Church which are too fragile to accommodate structural 
restoration should be preserved and promoted by these methods: 

a) From time to time an Engineer who embodies the concept of Archaeology should 
render the structural framework which supports the standing of the Church' s walls. The 
reclamation of the bay, the input of a heavily trafficked road, the multi purposes for 

which its surrounds is used combine to have this fragile frame receive fatality, if this 
sustained care is absent 

b) The singular fact ofwhy Saint Philip's Church exists should be integral to the Primary, 

Secondary and Tertiary Curricula in this community 

c) The Anglican Sect should be supported by the Government and the public in its drive to 
have its Parishioners meet at Saint Philip's Church for specific Celebrations, and, in its 
drive to have the general public treat Saint Philip's Church site with reverence 

d) Saint Philip's Church, by community Taxi Driver practice, has become one ofthe sites 
to which a tourist is taken. This makes it critically necessary to have the factual history 
well displayed on its restrained grounds of about 40 foot wide by 60 foot long, and, 

Guard Rails be placed at its doors so that the fragile frame is not exposed to the daily 
weight of persons walking on its floor. It is essential too that the wider grounds which 
no longer belong to the Church, but, are immediately around it, are kept tidy and clean, 
and, that reverence is given to the Burial Site in which lie the Kingstown population of 
Africans and their descendants. 
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Cura~ao 

UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 





Nomination form 
International Memory of the World Register 

title of item being proposed 
ID Code [Internal use only} 

|1.0 Summary (max 200 words) | 

The Zikinza Collection is a set of 1410 oral history clips, made in 1969 on the Caribbean island of Curac;:ao and 
jointly curated by the National Archaeological Anthropological Memory Management and the National Archives . 
It contains mostly songs, but also stories, historic anecdotes and other genres. Many songs are in the now non
existent African diasporic language Guene. The collection contains the oldest audio recordings of Guene 
materials, of great importance for international linguistic research and documentation in the African Diaspora, 
brought about by the Transatlantic slave trade, and for creole language studies in general. It also documents 
African heritage and popular culture on the island, thus complementing the two previous inscriptions in the 
Memory of the World Register of items singly or jointly nominated by Curac;:ao. This material is of importance for 
the whole region and fo「 research, cultural promotion and community work based on comparative African 
Diasporic or popular culture. 

A management plan addresses controlled environment preservation of the original tapes, complete virtual public 
access through open access platforms, and physical user services. Digital educational access has been 
planned in cooperation with the University of Curac;ao, for which initial funds have been granted by the Digital 
Library of the Caribbean. 

2.1 Name of nominator (person or organization) 

National ArchaeoIogical Anthropological Memory Management (NAAM). 
2.2 Relationship to the nominated documentary heritage 

NAAM is owner and joint custodian of the collection. 

2.3 Contact person(s) (to provide information on nomination) 

Richenel Ansano, NAAM Director 

2.4 Contact details 

Name 

Richenel Ansano 

Telephone 

Access code : 599-9 
462-1933/462-1934 

Address 

Johan van WaIbeeckplein 13 

Facsimile Email 

r.ansano@naam .cw 

462-1936 richenel . ansano@gm ail .com 

I2.5 Declaration of authority | 
I certify that I have the authority to nominate the documentary heritage described in this document 
to the International Memo『y of the World Register. 

Signature 

二三
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Full name (Please PRINT) 

Richenel Ansano 
lnstitution(s), if appropriate 

National Archaeological Anthropological 
Memory Management (NAAM). 

Date August 9, 2015 



3.0 ldentjty and description of the documentary heritage I 

3.1 Name and identification details of the items being nominated 
If inscribed, the exact title and institution(s) to appear on the certificate should be given 

Name: The Zfkinza Collection of Oral History 
Coverage: The nomination is intended for the collection, made in 1969, which consists of 1410 audio clips 
from oral history interviews done by Paul Brenneker and Elis Juliana. The nomination is intended to 
protect both the content and various information carriers, including the original reel tapes, cassette tape 
copies of these reels, and their digitized formats. The nomination is intended to cover the complete 
collection of tapes. Paul Brenneker and Elis Juliana have done much more oral history research on the 
island, but this collection was created in 1969 from a selection of their wider research. 
The institutions to appear on the certificate are: 

• National Archaeological Anthropological Memory Management (NAAM) 

• The NationaI Archive of Cura¢ao 

3.2 Catalogue or registration details 

A copy of the original catalogue is included. NAAM is working on a new catalogue, however, for greater 
accessibil ity. 

3.3 Visual documentation if app『opriate (for example, photographs, o 『 a DVD of the documentary 
heritage) 

The contents of the collection and current supporting documents can be accessed here: 
https:l/www.dropbox.comIshInOr1 utusc51 iqi0lAABcwtA)()(kRUFLtmYEeziPfa?dl=o 

3.4 History/p 『ovenance

The collection was made in 1969 from oral history done by two self-taught collectors: Dutch priest Paul 
Brenneker and multifaceted local artist and cultural agent Elis Juliana. It consists of songs, historical 
anecdotes, stories, descriptions of everyday life in the native language of Papiamentu and the now 
defunct Guene language. The collection was made specifically, based on a selection that Brenneker and 
Juliana themselves made from their more extensive oral history recordings. The collection was made for 
a Foundation that planned on using it for documenting local heritage and using it for promoting cultural 
education and civic identity. Over the years selective custodianship of the collection has varied. The 
collection was concurrently or successively shared by the Zfkinza Foundation, the Cultural Affairs Office, 
the Central Historic Archives, NAAM, and the National Archives. In 2010, full official custodianship was 
transferred from the Zfkinza Foundation to NAAM. NAAM considered that the controlled environment at 
the National Archive was conducive to better preservation of the original reels and transferred them to the 
National Archives, which already had been custodian of the reels on three separate occasions. Currently 
NAAM is owner of the collection and custodian of the digitized material and all supporting documents, 
while the National Archive is the custodian of the reels. 

3.5 Bibliography 

Although scholars have used this material in their own research, no study exists that specifically looks at 
the collection as a collection. The collection was used especially extensively by Frank Martinus in his 
d issertation: 

Martinus, Frank. The Kiss of a Slave: Papiamentu's West~African Connections. Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands: Universiteit van Amsterdam, 1996. 
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3.6 Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people o『 O『ganizations
with expert knowledge about the values and p『ovenance of the docum entary he『itage

Name Qual ifications Contact details 

1. Dr. Rose Mary Allen Anthropologist prof. University of Curacao adr550@hotmail.com 

2. Drs. Margo GroenewouDirector Library of University of Curacao m.groenewoud@uoc.cw 

3. Dr Rene Rosalia Former Minister of Education, Science, 

Culture and SQorts 

rvrosalia@hotmail.com 

The referees you cite will be asked for their opinions. UNESCO may also contact other authoritative 
refereessothata~a~ses. 

14.0 Legal information-· 

4.1 Owner of the documentary heritage (name and contact details) 

Name Address 
NAAM Johan van Walbeeckplein 13 

Telephone Facsimile 
Access code: 599-9 
462-1933/462-1934 462-1936 

Email 

info@naam.cw 

4.2 Custodian of the documentary heritage (name and contact details if different from the owner) 

Name Address 

Telephone Facsimile Email 

4.3 Legal status 

NAAM is custodian of national heritage co||ections. As such, any coIlections it owns or is custodian of 
impose a duty of safeguarding. There are no laws in place yet for this role of custodian of national 
heritage. The National Archives is bound by the Archive Law of 2003 to acquire, preserve and use 
cultural information for educational purposes. The custodianship of the collection reels becomes a 
legal commitment to their safeguarding 

4.4 Accessibility 

Describe how the item(s) / collection may be accessed 

The collection is currently freely accessible but only by request to NAAM. Items may be duplicated and 
used in any form with just the mention of NAAM as custodian. NAAM and the University of Cura9ao are 
preparing a public access platform open-access resource located in the University of Cura9ao Digital 
Platform Network. It is anticipated that such disclosure will be made in early 2016. 

No restrictions a塗·
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4.5 Copyright status 

Describe the copyright status of the item(s} / collection 

NAAM has copyright to the collection. Naam inherited the copyright to the collection. Collectors passed 
on their right to Zikinza Foundation, which in turn passed it to NAAM. In the future the collection will or 
in the public domain or accessible with a Creative Commons license. 

|5.0 Assessment against the selection criteria 7 
5.1 Authenticity. 

The collection was donated by the collectors themselves to a Foundation established specifically for 
the purpose of safeguarding this collection. The original tapes ("reel to reel") are found in the National 
Archives and are accessible only in special cases. This digitized version was made from tape 
cassettes copied from these originals. 

5.2 World significance 

The collection documents Cura9aoan cultural aspects that we found in other sources. In the series of 
books on popular culture Samburnbu the author (one of the collectors themselves) cites the collection 
abundantly. The collection has been intensively used by researchers and cultural agents on the island. 
It is one of only a handful of collections that has material on the now non-existing language Guene, 
which is one of the few extinct creoles in the world of which a corpus of audio materials exists. 
Because of this it is an immense asset to the creolistics, historical linguistics, but also to the history of 
linguistic variation in the African Diaspora. It is also extremely useful in validating theories of the origins 
and development of Papiamentu, the c「eole language that has become the national language of 
Cura9ao, Aruba and Bonaire. 

The Guene songs recorded in this collection are a legacy of the forced migrations from Africa and the 
creation of an African Diaspora caused transatlantic slave trade and slavery. The language has been 
described as containing four distinct varieties that can be traced back to historic and current creole 
languages on the African continent. It is also the only historic Caribbean creole language of which 
surviving song recordings have been made from the 1950's through early 21 st century. The Zfkinza 
collection has the oldest audio recordings of Guene. 

The collection not only contains Guene material, however. Songs of different folkloric genres. As such, 
the collection becomes a database that is useful for comparative research that sues other oral history 
and audio history collections in the region , in African Diasporic networks and locations and in 
comparative folklore and ethnomusicological research. 

On a local level the collection was also the basis for developments such as the "theology of the street," 
of Paul Brenneker, valuing culture of African descent, confirmation of extensive African continuities in 
the national culture, the corroboration of the existence of oral traditions (as distinct from oral history). In 
its documentation of different topics it is also the first extensive collection of materials of the intangible 
cultural heritage of the country. While these are of national importance they also have regional and 
global importance for research, cultural and community action, and cultural exchange between 
Cura9ao and other societies. 

5.3 Comparative criteria: 

Does the heritage meet any of the following tests? (It must meet at least one of them.) 

1 Time 
It evokes the time of beginning of oral history documentation in Curacao and its popular sectors. In 
terms of content also the collection documents events of the time. 
2 Place 

Curacao was a center of transshipment in the transatlantic slave trade. Parts of the effects of this story 
is covered in this collection in the songs of the descendants of enslaved Africans who arrived on the 
island. 
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3 People 

It shows for the first time the popular voice in the national heritage. Some of the informants became 
important in the national culture after this research and after subsequent related actions of researchers 
and cultural agents. 

4 Subject and theme 

The collection is a key instance of documenting the lives and thoughts of the popular sectors in 
Cura9ao. 

5 Fo『m and style 
It represents the beginning of care for oral historical documentation of the culture of the leeward Dutch 
Caribbean islands. 

6 Social/ spiritual/ community significance: 

The collection has become iconic not only with researchers, but also with common folk. It has become 
an important source of identity as used in harvest festivals. The material is also seen as a repository of 
folk wisdom and ancestral wisdom. 

16.0 Contextual information | 

6.1 Rarity 

This type of material has been collected only by these two collectors and a few additional researchers. 
Several of the informants in this collection were unable to be interviewed by others. 

6.2 lnteg『ity

The collection is complete in terms of its original content. It is a small compilation of the work of Juliana 
and Brenneker, but the selections represent key samples of the recorded oral history work done by 
these researchers. Integrity is also maintained with respect to the original goal of the collection raise 
awareness of the popular cultural heritage of Curacao. It was created in response to violent social 
events in 1969, with fires and looting in the capital. The content of the collection is complete, in its 
original form. 

尸ation with stakehoIders 

7.1 Provide details of consultation about this nomination with the stakeholders in its 
significance and p『eservation.

Apart from the nominating institution itself, have other organizations or groups been consulted in the 
process ofpreparing the nomination - and, if so, did they support it or oppose it, or have useful 
comments to make ? 

The National Archives were consulted and they support the nomination. 

|8.0 Assessment of risk | 

Detail the nature and scope of threats to this documentary heritage. 
Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. 

The collection is not in any immediate danger. The reels are in good condition and in a controlled 
environment. Having been digitized, the collection is also portable and redundant. In addition to the 
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carriers in the form of CDs and DVDs the collection is also available in two main areas of deposit: the 
data storage of the digitizer and a Dropbox account. The University of Curacao is processing a virtual 
portal version. 

9.O Preservation and Access Management Plan | 
9.1 Is there a management plan in existence for this documenta『y he『itage?

YES X NO 

If yes, attach a summary of the plan. If no, please attach further details about current storage and 
custody of the materials. 

Please see attached document 

10.0 Any other information I 
Detail any other information that supports the inclusion ofthis documentary heritage on the 
International Memory of the World Register. If the nomination is successful, how will you use 
this to promote the MoW Programme? 

Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. 

This nomination complements the two other items from Curai;:ao on the MOW Register. In 2011 the joint 
nomination by Cura9ao, The Netherlands and Suriname of the Archive Middelburgsche Commercie 
Compagnie (MCC) was inscribed in the Register. The "Catecismo corticu pa uso di catolicanan di 
Cura9ao", the first catechism in the Papiamentu language, submitted by Cura9ao, was inscribed on the 
list in 2009. These both give a view of the colonial archives: one that relates to commerce and slave 
trade and another that relates to religious education by the Catholic Church. The current nomination is 
an alternate view from the popular sectors, the descendants of those who were either sold and 
transported as slaves or else had been educated with the cathecism . 

NAAM will be proud to announce inscription of the Zfkinza collection in the Memory of the World 
Register, on the NAAM website, on all sites and locations the collection will be placed, and through the 
Intangible Heritage Mechanism we participate in with Aruba, Bonaire, Sint Maarten, Saba and Sint 
Eustatius. 
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Dominica 

UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 





Nomination form 
International Memory of the Wo『Id Register 

1.0 Checklist 
Nominees may find the following checklist useful before sending the nomination form to 
the International Memory of the World Secretariat. The information provided in italics on 
the form is there fo『 guidance only and should be deleted once the sections have been 
completed. 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口

Summary completed (section 1 ) 

Nomination and contact details completed (section 2) 

Declaration of Authority signed and dated (section 2) 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口

If this is a joint nomination, section 2 appropriately modified, and all Declarations of 
Authority obtained 

Documentary heritage identified (sections 3.1 - 3.3) 

History/provenance completed (section 3.4) 

Bibliography completed (section 3.5) 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口

Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people or 
organizations recorded (section 3.6) 

Details of owner completed (section 4.1 ) 

Details of custodian - if different from owner - completed (section 4.2) 

Details of legal status completed (section 4.3) 

Details of accessibility completed (section 4.4) 

Details of copyright status completed (section 4.5) 

Evidence presented to support fulfilment of the criteria? (section 5) 

Additional information provided (section 6) 

Details of consultation with stakeholders completed (section 7) 

Assessment of risk completed (section 8) 

口
―
口

Summary of Preservation and Access Management Plan completed. If there is no 
formal Plan attach details about current and/or planned access, storage and custody 
arrangements (section 9) 

Any other information provided - if applicable (section 10) 

口

Suitable reproduction quality photographs identified to illustrate the documentary 
heritage. (300dpi, jpg format, full-colour preferred). 
Copyright permissions forms signed and attached. Agreement to propose item(s) for 
inclusion on the World Digital Library if inscribed 
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Nomination form 
International Memory of the World Registe『

The Alliance Newspaper Collection of Dominica 
ID Code [Internal use only] 

I1 .0 Summary (max 200 WO『ds)

The ALLIANCE Collection is a collection of 148 copies of the ALLIANCE newspaper in print 
and in digital format. The collection comprises of original copies of issues of the newspaper 
published between 1980 and 1984. It is the only and most complete collection ofthe newspaper 
available in Dominica and the rest of the world, ALLIANCE was the news organ of the 
Dominica Liberation Movement Alliance, a left of centre political party formed in the throes of 
the political upheaval in Dominica which occurred within a few months of the attainment of 
political independence by Dominica in 1978. The collection chronicles the political and social 
developments in Dominica in the immediate post-independence period when Cold War rivalries 
in the Eastern Caribbean were at its peak. The collection provides insights and perspectives on 
events not generally available on the mainstream media of the period. The collection is owned 
by Small Projects Assistance Team (SPAT) one of the leading non-governmental grassroots 
development agencies operating in Dominica between 1980 and 2010. 

2.1 Name of nominator (person or organization) 

Gregory Rabess 
2.2 Relationship to the nominated documentary heritage 
Editor and Printer of the Newspaper, former Communication Manager SPA T, member of 
SPAT 

2.3 Contact person{s) (to provide information on nomination) 

Gregory Rabess 
Francisco Esprit 

2.4 Contact details 

Name Gregory Rabess 

Telephone 1 (767) 245 0660 

Name Francisco Esprit 

Address 

Facsimile 

Address 
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15th Street, Canefield, Dominica 

Email rabessg@hotmail. com 

P. O.Box 268, Roseau, Dominica 



Telephone 1 (767) 235 9179 Facsimile Email ftmeslliiJ@g_mail. com 

I2.5 Declaration of authority | 
I certify that I have the autho『ity to nominate the documentary he『itage desc『ibed in this 
document to the International Memory of the World Register. 

Signatu『e Full name (Please PRINT) 
Gregory Rabess 
lnstitution(s), if app『op『iate

Date 

13.0 Identity and description of the documentary heritage 

3.1 Name and identification details of the items being nominated 
If inscribed, the exact title and institution(s) to appea『 on the certificate should be given 

The Alliance Newspaper Collection of Dominica 

3.2 Catalogue o『 registration details 

The catalogue comp『ises 148 issues of the Alliance Newspape『. The fi 『st issue of the collection 
was published on April 2 1980 and the last issue was published on December 15 1984. The 
collection can be viewed online at spatmemoryp『oject.org.

3.3 Visual documentation if app『opriate (fo『 example, photog『aphs, or a DVD of the 
documentary heritage) 

3.4 History/p『ovenance

The Dominica Liberation Movement Alliance was formed in the throes of the May 29, 1979 
demonstration which sparked a national strike and led to the overthrow of the Dominica 
Labour Party Government then led by Prime Minister Patrick John. The DLM Alliance united 
the various left of centre political groups under one umbrella. The DLM Alliance 
unsuccessfully contested the General Elections in Dominica in 1980. The DLM Alliance 
maintained a programme of political activism in the 1980s. It disbanded following a merger 
with the splintered groups of the Dominica Labour Party to create a new invigorated Dominica 
Labour Party under the leadership ofthe late Michael Douglas. 

During the 1970s and 1980s, many small publications, small newspapers produced by 
community groups, trade unions, NGOs and political parties surfaced in Dominica and other 
Caribbean countries. The Alliance news~ the DLM Alliance to 
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convey its messages and news to the population. It is typical of small bulletins or newspapers 
of that period. The first known issue was published in 1980. Approximately 148 issues of the 
newspaper were published. 1000 copies were produced and circulated on average. The 
readership is estimated at 2000 persons and compares favourably with the main mainstream 
newspaper in Dominica, the Chronicle. 

3.5 Bibliography 

Irving Andre, Edward Oliver Leblanc and the Struggle to Transform Dominica (Pont Casse Press, 
Brampton, Ontario Canada 2004) 

Irving Andre, Franklyn Baron: The Man, The Myth and The Mission (Pont Casse Press Toronto Canada 
2003) 

Irving Andre and Gabriel Christian In Search of Eden: Dominica, The Travails of a Caribbean Mini-State 
(Pont Casse Press, Toronto Canada, 1992) 

Irving Andre and Gabriel Christian, In Search of Eden: Essays on Dominican History (Pont Casse 
Press, Toronto Canada 2002) 

Gabriel Christian, Mamo! The Life & Times of Dame Mary Eugenia Charles (Pont Casse Press 2010) 

Rosie Douglas, Chains or Change: Focus on Dominica (Toronto Canada 1974) 

Lennox Honychurch, The Dominica Story (MacMillan Pres 1995) 

Kathy McAfee, Storm Signals: Structural Adjustment and Development Alternatives in the Caribbean 
(South End Press USA 1991) 

Bill Riviere, State Systems in the Eastern Caribbean (Institute of Social Economic Research 

UWI, MONA JAMAICA 1990) 
Chris Searle, Good Morning Grenada: A Memoir of the Revo (Karia Press London 1989) 

3.6 Names, qualifications and contact details of up to th 『ee independent people o『 organizations 
with exoert knowledae about the values and orovenance of the documentarv heritaae 

Name Qualifications Contact details 

1. Dr.Lennox H istorian/Author Barbados National Trust 
Honychurch Wildey House, 

Wildey 
St. Michael 

Barbados 
Tel (246) 426 2421 
Email: natrust@caribsurf.com 

lennoxh@cwdom.dm 

2. Dr.Irving Andre Judge/Author Superior Court of Justice 
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3. Gabriel Christian Attorney/Author 

Central West Region-Peel Regional Municipality 

Judges Chambers, Court House, 

100-7755 Hurontario St. 

Brampton, Ontario L6W 4T6 

Phone: 905-456-4835 

3060 Mitchellville Rd # 216, Bowie, MD 
20716, United States 
Tel : 1 301-218-9400 

I4.0 Legal information | 
4.1 Owne『 of the documentary he『itage (name and contact details) 

Name Small Projects Address 
Assistance Team 
(SPAT) 

Telephone Facsimile 

1 (767) 235 9179 

P.O.Box 268, Roseau, Dominica 

Email 

ftmesprit@gmail.com 

4.2 Custodian of the documentary heritage (name and contact details if diffe『entf『om the owner) 

Name Address 

Telephone Facsimile Email 

4.3 Legal status 

Provide details of legal and administrative responsibility for the preservation of the documentary 
heritage 

Full Legal Status. SPAT is a registered non-profit company in Dominica. 

4.4 Accessibility 

Describe how the item(s) / collection may be accessed 
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The digitized collection can be accessed online at http://spatmemoryproject.org/ 
The print collection is not accessible to the public. 

All access restrictions should be explicitly stated below: 

Digitization fo『 access purposes has been done. 

4.5 Copyright status 

Describe the copyright status of the item(s) / collection 

The collection being nominated is not formally copyrighted but the owner SPAT reserves the 
rights over usage and copying of the collection. The political party which created the 
newspaper is now defunct. The authors of the individual articles are not listed in the 
publication. 

15.o Assessment against the seIection criteria | 

5.1 Authenticity. 

Identity has not been formally established. The history and ownership of the collection is 
reliably known. 

5.2 World significance 

On average, a 1000 copies of the newspaper were published, distributed and sold during 
original publication, for reasons including the country's population size and the radical nature 
of publication content in that contemporary moment. As a result, very few copies of the 
collection currently exist and are dispersed, issue by issue, among members of the publishing 
organization. The collection being nominated is the only existing cohesive collection, which 
has been preserved as a consecutive-issue unit. In that sense it can be considered unique. 
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5.3 Compa『ative c『ite『ia:

Does the heritage meet any of the following tests? (It must meet at least one of them.) 

1 Time 

The ALLIANCE was published between the 1980 and 1984 which represents the immediate 
post-independence period of Dominica and also at a time when Cold War rivalries were at its 
peak in the Eastern Caribbean, the period of the Grenada Revolution and its repercussions in 
the Caribbean. The countries of the OECS with the exception of Grenada were governed by 
right wing governments strongly committed to the capitalist approach to development. This 
was the period in global politics when the economic model promoted by the governments of 
Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher and institutions such as the IMF and the World Bank 
held sway. Countries such as Jamaica and Dominica became engaged in structural adjustment 
programmes with the IMF and World Bank. These programmes came with stringent conditions 
including the privatization of public sector services, currency devaluation and wage freezes 
with negative consequences for the poor and working class. 

On the other hand, numerous left wing groups, labour organizations, farmers unions and NGOs 
in the Caribbean stood in opposition to this model and actively promoted alternative models of 
development. Such alternatives were comprehensively chronicled in the book Storm Signals 
(McAfee, South End Press, 1991) The Grenada Revolution in 1979 and the Cuban Revolution 
before it served as an alternative model being proposed by Caribbean left wing and popular 
organizations. Surrounded by hostile governments and targeted by the US Government, the 
Grenada Revolution imploded and finally came to an end with the infamous US invasion in 
1983. 

2 Place 

In relation to the OECS group of countries, it can be said that Dominica is where the 
social and political tensions produced by oppositional models of development were 
played out the most during the period under consideration. Located in the centre of 
the Eastern Caribbean chain of islands, Dominica in the 1970s was the scene of 
revolts against large landowners, the brutal crackdown on the Dreads - the island's 
early Rastafarians, a national uprising which overthrow the Government of Dominica 
then led by Patrick John. During the 1980s, Dominica was one the few Caribbean 
islands along with Jamaica where IMF/World Bank - sponsored structural adjustment 
programmes were implemented. Dominica was then headed by the Caribbean first 
female Prime Minister Mary Eugenia Charles of right wing political persuasion who 
eventually led the OECS to join the US in its invasion of Grenada in 1983. 

3 People 

Does the cultural context of the document's creation reflect si~ects of human 
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behaviour, or of social, industrial, artistic or political development? Or does it capture the 
essence ofgreat movements, transitions, advances or regression? Does it illustrate the lives 
ofprominent individuals in the above fields? 

4 Subject and theme 

The collection chronicles local, regional and international events of historical importance. The 
writers of the publication commented on structural adjustment programmes being carried out in 
Dominica, the impact of such programmes and the response by trade unions, farmers unions 
and other popular organizations. The writers of the publication commented regularly on events 
taking place during the revolution in Grenada and the subsequent intervention by the United 
States. Dominica played a key role in those events and Alliance presented a multiple and 
counter perspectives to the mainstream narratives about the issues at the core of Grenada' s 
revolution. 

5 Form and style 

The newspaper collection was produced using mimeograph technology, the typing of the 
content on stencils and duplication using related print technology, a very common technology 
during the seventies and eighties for the production of small bulletins. This technology is now 
obsolete, The collection reflects art work and text which offers a good insight into such 
technology and style specific to an important period in the development of the world, the 1970s 
and 1980s, a period of cultural nationalism, national liberation and anti-colonial movements. 

6 Social/ spiritual/ community significance: 

The collection does not have a significant emotional hold on people who are alive today. 

16.0 ContextuaI information | 

6.1 Rarity 

6.2 lnteg 『ity

The Collection does not claim to include all the issues of the Alliance which were 
published. It is possible that a few issues may be missing. The collection however 
includes the vast majority of issues published. As such the collection being nominated 
is the most comprehensive collection available. 

17.0 Consultation with stakeholders | 
7.1 Provide details of consultation about this nomination with the stakeholde『s in its 
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significance and preservation. 

The nomination was discussed at a meeting with the owner and custodian of the collection Mr. 
Francisco Esprit as a result of which he offered his full support for the nomination and 
provided much needed information for the completion of the nomination form. 

There was no consultation with the national or regional committee. The national committee 
does not exist. However discussions have been held with the Dominica National Commission 
of UNESCO with respect to this nomination and a copy of the nomination has been shared 
with the National Commission. The Commission has generally supported the nomination. 

18.0 Assessment of 『isk | 
Detail the natu『e and scope of th 『eats to this documentary heritage. 

There is no climatic control where the print collection is stored. The collection could be 
susceptible to irreparable damage by fire, water and other hazards. 

The print collection is susceptible to damage as follows : 

• natural deterioration of the paper including discoloration and obliteration of text 
• fire caused by electrical wiring fault 
• water - accidental spills, 
• tropical cyclones resulting in catastrophic damage to the property where the collection 

is stored 
• theft 

19.0 Preservation and Access Management PIan | 
9.1 Is there a management plan in existence for this documentary heritage? 

YES NO / 

The print collection is in the custody of Mr. Francisco Esprit and is stored at his home. There is 
no climactic control. The digital collection is stored online and on an external hard drive. 
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|10.o Any otheHnf0『mation | 
Detail any other information that supports the inclusion of this documentary heritage on the 
International Memory of the Wo『Id Register. If the nomination is successful, how will you use 
this to p『omote the MoW Programme? 
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Dominican Republic 

UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 





o• 
•

、

CENTRO CULTURAL 

PereLLJ ’ 
Centro Cultural Perella, INC. Carretera Sanchez Km. 2 ½, Escondido, Bani, Peravia. 

Republica Dominicana Tel. : 809-380-3100. RNC 4-30-11287-9 
www.ccp.org.do 
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DOCUMENTARY HERITAGE FUND: COLLECTION 
MAGAZINES: "Paginas Banilejas" 

1941-1975 
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Nomination form 

International Memory of the World Register 

|1.0 Checkl ist | 

Nominees may find the following checklist useful before sending the nomination form to 
the International Memory of the World Secretariat. The info『mation provided in italics on 
the form is there for guidance only and should be deleted once the sections have been 
completed. 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口

Summary completed (section 1 ) 

Nomination and contact details completed (section 2) 

Declaration of Authority signed and dated (section 2) 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口

If this is a joint nomination, section 2 appropriately modified, and all Declarations of 
Authority obtained 

Documentary heritage identified (sections 3.1 - 3.3) 

History/provenance completed (section 3.4) 

Bibliography completed (section 3.5) 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口

Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people or 
organizations recorded (section 3.6) 

Details of owner completed (section 4.1 ) 

Details of custodian - if different from owner - completed (section 4.2) 

Details of legal status completed (section 4.3) 

Details of accessibility completed (section 4.4) 

Details of copyright status completed (section 4.5) 

Evidence presented to support fulfilment of the criteria? (section 5) 

Additional information provided (section 6) 

Details of consultation with stakeholders completed (section 7) 

Assessment of risk completed (section 8) 

口
―
口

Summary of Preservation and Access Management Plan completed. If there is no 
formal Plan attach details about current and/or planned access, storage and custody 
arrangements (section 9) 

Any other information provided - if applicable (section 10) 

口

Suitable reproduction quality photographs identified to illustrate the documentary 
heritage. (300dpi, jpg format, full-colour preferred). 
Copyright permissions forms signed and attached. Agreement to propose item(s) for 
inclusion on the World Digital Library if inscribed 
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Nomination form 
International Memory of the World Registe『

"DOCUMENTARY HERITAGE FUND: COLLECTION MAGAZINES: "Paginas Banilejas" 
1941-1975" 

ID Code [Internal use only] 

1.0 Summary (max 200 wo『ds)

Give a brief description of the documentary he『itage being nominated and the 
reasons for proposing it. 
This is the "shop window" of your nomination and is best written last! It should contain all the essential 
points you want to make, so that anyone reading it can understand your case even if they do not read 
the rest of your nomination. 

DOCUMENTARY HERITAGE FUND: COLLECTION MAGAZINES: "Paginas Banilejas" 
1941-1975 

Magazines Collection Banilejas Pages is a series of historical documents, created 
and put into circulation from Bani for the entire Dominican Republic and the 
diaspora citizens of Bani residents worldwide. 

The collection itself includes all the historiographical heritage of Bani with articles, 
photographs and films that recreate and demonstrate the social, economic and 
political cultural trends from 1941 to 1975. They are the only material of the 
periodic circulation of cultural nature survive our time throughout the Dominican 
Republic: its content and cultural significance are used by researchers and 
scholars of social movements to get an idea of the way of small-town and rural 
life in the Dominican Republic and the Caribbean in the past half century. Its 
importance lies primarily in the sociological aspect, being an important reference 
material on the modus vivendi of the Dominican and Caribbean society of that 
time. Contains in its collection hundreds of pages, articles and literary works of 
important writers, scholars, researchers and professionals from various areas, not 
only from Banf and Dominican Republic, but other countries in America and the 
world. 

The Magazines "Paginas Banilejas" served his time for sharing and pooling of 
intellectual and renowned artists from different countries, serving them in various 
cities in Latin America, as intellectual correspondents and contributors, as in the 
case of Nelida Cherara in Argentina; Mauricio G. Obelar in Uruguay; John D. Byrne 
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of Cuba; Ana Gomez Mayorga, of Mexico; Rafael Parra of Colombia, Don Luis 
Villaronga, of Puerto Rico, an others. 

Its creator extinct bequeathed the cultural and journalistic, more history since 
1975 has not returned to be published. It had a format 8½ x 11 inch print was 
black and the cover to a color; the number of pages was varied and circulated 
monthly. 

The Perella Cultural Center, private non-profit, developed during three years an 
exhaustive work of collecting and preserving specimens that were found so 
disjointed in the country. Currently it has obtained 100% of this collection that it 
was digitized, in order to preserve this important publication as a way to protect 
our cultural, social and political heritage. 

2.0 Nominator 

2.1 Name of nominato『 (person or o『ganization)

Centro Cultural Perella 

2.2 Relationship to the nominated documentary heritage 

The Mediateca Hector Colombino Perella (Media Library) of the Perella Cultural 
Center, is the most prized of this important project for the development of 
culture instead. It becomes the custodian of this heritage, committed to its 
preservation and dissemination. Our Media Library HCP's main purpose is to 
provide researchers and students of the history of Bani, of all the necessary 
resources for their research and work. 

2.3 Contact person(s) (to provide information on nomination) 

Leda. Julia Castillo Mejfa 
Directora Centro Cultural Perella 

2.4 Contact details 

Perella Cultural Center, INC. Sanchez highway Km. 2 ½, Escondido, Bani, Peravia. 
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Dominican Republic. 94000 Tel .: 809-380-3100. RNC 4-30-11287-9 
E-mail: juliascastillo@hotmail.com / jcastillo@ccp.org.do Cel .: 809-754-6008. 

2.5 Declaration of authority 
I certify that I have the authority to nominate the documentary heritage 
described in this document to the International Memory of the Wo『Id Registe『.

Signature Full name (Please PRINT) 
lnstitution(s), if appropriate 

JULY 03! 2015 
Date 

3.0 Identity and description of the documentary he『itage

3.1 Name and identification details of the items being nominated 
If insc『ibed, the exact title and institution(s) to appear on the certificate should 
be given. 
In this part of the form you must describe the document or collection in sufficient detail to make clear 
precisely what you are nominating. Any collection must be finite (with beginning and end dates) and 
closed. 

* Journal Collection Banilejas Pages * Media Library of Columbian Hector Perella 
Perella Cultural Center. 
File consisting of 420 journals, which describe the political and social reality of the 
people of Bani, the Southern Region and the country, ranging from 1941 until 
1975. Its content themes are the history, culture and literature. It also represents 
an important source of historical and cultural heritage of the province Peravia, its 
people, its culture and customs and activities in the region during its time of 
circulation. 

Pages Banilejas are collected not only the most exciting aspects of life of Bani in 
the thirty years of their publication, but much of Past perfect, because the 
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magazine was always an anthology of what they wrote the people of Bani the past 
and what it was written about Bani. 

The collection consists of 420 journals, 8 ½ by 11 format. Were acquired through 
donation and purchase, the scanning process began on 02 / October / 2011 and 
ended on 16 / December / 2013. 

3.2 Catalogue or registration details 
Depending on what is being nominated, appending a catalogue can be a useful way of defining a 
collection. If this is too bulky or impractical, a comprehensive description accompanied by sample 
catalogue entries, accession or registration numbers or other ways of defining a collection's size and 

character can be used. 

ANNEX 

3.3 Visual documentation if approp『iate (for example, photographs, or a DVD of 
the documentary heritage) 
It is useful to append photographs (or in the case of audiovisual material a CD, DVD, USB key of all or some of the 
material), where this adds additional information, to help the assessors visualize or listen to the collection or 
document. 

3.4 History/provenance 
Describe what you know of the history of the collection or document. Your knowledge may not be complete, but 
give the best description you can. 

"Paginas Banilejas" arises from the need to bring a cultured people, important 
and significant traditions and customs such as the village of Bani. Angel Maria 
Pena Castillo, writer, journalist and illustrious man of Bani, initiated this project 
with the first edition published in 1941, during the dictatorship of Rafael L. Trujillo 
Molina. As is understood in an age of few civil liberties, Mr. Pena Castillo, began 
an ambitious project of a cultural nature that would gain importance with the 
passage of time and the great social changes demanded by the era of technology 
and information and therefore, the publication had a very important focusing as 
being democratizing access to information. 

At that time "Paginas Banilejas" was a true representation of the democratization 
of journalism at regional level. It is obvious that newspapers and weeklies were 
limiting their access to people in the city and also to the wealthy at the time. 
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However, "Paginas Banilejas" was more rural and popular access, so its 
significance transcends the urban and rural popular culture of those years. 

Importantly, for the time, Mr. Angel Marfa Pena Castillo was considered within 
the group of 'indifferent', those personalities of public life who were not active in 
the work and activities of the Dominican Party (PD, the only organization policy 
during the period) for which he was persecuted and even imprisoned during the 
beginning of the dictatorship. However, the circulation of "Paginas Banilejas" was 
not affected significantly by the regime 

Public, social connotation and historical and cultural significance it had in public 
life Peravia Valley, led him to exalt, develop and bring their work to the highest 
standard, developed with responsibility an unprecedented project in any region 
country. 
It was attended by important writers, researchers, students of social and cultural 
life of Bani and the Dominican Republic and renowned writers of national and 
international intellectual recognition. "Paginas Banilejas" contain poems, 
reflections and fragments of works by major writers from different countries in 
America and Europe, as in the case of Colombian writers Esteban Jaramillo, Jose 
Tobias T. Trejos, Rodolfo Jaramillo and Rafael Parra R, among others; also 
authored by Cuban artists as the teacher Jose Martf, poet Flora Bobada Granados, 
Gloria Gomez Izaguirre, the musician Flora Mora, Rene Cott, Bernardo Gomez 
Toro, son of Chief General of the liberating troops from Cuba, Maximo Gomez y 
Baez and also Curbelo Galvez Zoraida; while may find several books and articles 
from Spanish as the musician Enrique Granados, religious and humanist Fray Luis 
de Leon, the diplomat Emilio A. Morel and the poet Ramon Cabanillas; They can 
be found Guatemalan writers Roberto Zuniga Vega and others; Uruguayans also 
wrote, as in the case of Eloisa Ferrari Acosta, Angelica Plaza, Gaston Figueira, 
Dianadema Porraz Quintana, Mauricio G. Obelar, Borsella Juan Jose Enrique Rodo 
and Juana De lbarbourou; Chile we can find Agueda M. Perez, Martha Brunet, 
Jorge Isaacs and Benjamin Bicuna Maquena; French poems of Victor Hugo; Italian 
writers like Lilo and Giovani Salvanesqui Papfn; Irish Oscar Wilde and George 
Bernard Shaw, the latter Nobel Prize for Literature; not forgetting Argentine 
writers as Edelmira Chizzini D. Mattia, White Colt D. Hume, Professor Ana Maria 
Escalona, Margarita Amalia Latorre, Enrique P. Dichocho, Gregoria Lassus Rios and 
Mabel C. White; also, of Puerto Rico, Ferdinand R. Cestero, Emilio S. Benabar 
journalist, writer Isabel Cuchi Coll, Isabel Cabanillas, the Eugenio Maria de Hostos 
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humanist, poet Magda Lopez, writer Mercedes Colon, writer Letty Pratis, the 
Rosado and Felix Torres writer Clotilda Betances; Mexican writings as Lidia Rubio, 
Dr. Tail Market Dimas, Rebecca Charles Rocha, Mercedes Cortes and Juan De la 
Cruz Velasco; Ines Joo Ch of Pe『u and Alberto Masferrer and Jose Villegas Recinos 
of El Salvado『.

Also they participated in its content important studies and writings of various 
authors in America and the world on the general culture and issues of worldwide 
importance. An example of this is the appearance of articles dealing with the 
biography or include certain characters in international public recognition as 
Eugenio Maria de Hostos, Maximo Gomez, Jose Martf, the beauty queen Isabel M 
Sosa of Panama, Margarita Mora, actress Dominican Latino film, Dr. Jacques 
Simonet, of Puerto Rico or the history of Cuban Cesar Salas merchant who settled 
in Samana (Dominican Republic); while they are items of great interest it is the 
case of the appearance of articles on the professed education by Eugenio Maria 
de Hostos, or one written by the latter on the Testament of Don Jose Martf, also 
draws attention to the article " A Banileja Commission should visit Cuba 
"published in 1941 by the principal, where cultural fellowship between Bani and 
the Cuban people shown; "A Banilejo Triumphs Abroad" showing how banilejo 
highlighted in international settings; "Bani, as an example of the duty of 
contribution" by the humanist and Puerto Rican educator Eugenio Maria de 
Hostos, written in 1883, "A Colombian journalist says Banilejas editing pages" 
referring to a comment by journalist Rafael Parra R. edition October 1941 Pages 
Banilejas, "Cosas de Cuba: Cuban bibliographic yearbook pages Banilejas 
comment on" highlighting also a comment on this important publication and are 
published by Mario Lebron Savinon that tells us about the life of Don Americo 
Lugo. 

It is interesting to find in the magazine images, many unpublished, characters, 
actors, painters and artists (Attached to this document) as well as landscapes and 
historical monuments, some of which the primates of America and also part of 
the architecture of the area Colonial of Santo Domingo, World Heritage Site, 
according to UNESCO. 

It is important to emphasize fragments of various works of great interest to world 
literature, as Bani Engracia and Antonita Billini President Francisco Gregorio and 
Maria de Jorge Isaacs. 
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Magazines "Paginas Banilejas" circulated for about 34 years and survived even the 
death of its creator, through the administration of his family and finally leaving a 
circular last edition in 1975. 

3.5 Bibliog『aphy
A bibliography demonstrates what others have independently said and written about the heritage you are 
nominating. It is best if you can cite scholars from several countries, rather than just your own country, and if they 
are authoritative voices clearly independent from both your own institution and UNESCO. 

1. Evidence of publications where repeatedly mentioned some edition of the 
Journal, significantly initialed its cultural and historical significance, including its 
international significance are found. 

According to the writer returns to France Perez, in his serenisima.com.do digital 
newspaper, resuming a summary of the biography of the actress Maria Montez of 
the Dominican writer Margarita Vicens de Morales, he said: 

"Recall that initially his literary concerns were reflected in the Dominican 
magazines "Paginas Banilejas", which were published several of his poems [Maria 
Montez]". 

• Direct Enquiry: 
• The same article was published in the Listin Diario ~maria
m o ntez-re | eva ntes-a rista s-poco-co n ocid a s-d e-S U-vi d a/ 
• Similarly, a summary was published in the newspaper TODAY: 
htt 

2. In an article published by historian and sociologist Don Dagoberto Tejeda, in 
2011, in the Listin Diario newspaper, where he says he gave a collection of pages 
Banilejas the Pere116 Cultural Center. 

Direct consultation: htt~untos-de-
vista~rint 

3. Dominican authorship of Angel Hernandez Acosta, in the play 'Carvana' his 
semblance of life, which also states that his first poems were written in the 
Journal "Paginas Banilejas" collected. Importantly, Mr. Hernandez Acosta is a 
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longtime Dominican writer, customs and researcher, member of the "Ateneo 
Dominicano". 

Direct consultation: 

htto://inabima.gob.do/descarnas/bibliotecaFAIL/Autores%20Dominicanos/%C1n 
el%20Hernadez%20Acosta.df. 

4. As stated by the publication itself, the Colombian journalist Rafael Parra said 
the Journal "Paginas Banilejas" in a number of the Armenian Review, published in 
Armenia, Republic of Colombia, in 1942. 

5. Likewise, the Cuban Bibliographical Yearbook, with the wording of Dr. Fermin 
Pezara for the newspaper "El Mundo" published in its section 'Disclosures' 
published and commented on the magazine "Paginas Banilejas". 

3.6 Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people 
or organizations with expert knowledge about the values and provenance of the 
documenta『y heritage 
The referees you cite will be asked for their opinions. UNESCO may also contact other authoritative referees so 
that a good spectrum of opinion is available for assessment purposes. 

1. Dr. Dagoberto Tejeda Ortiz 
Meritfsimo master of the Autonomous University of Santo Domingo (UASD). 
Director of the Department. Culture UASD. 
Folklorist, cultural manager, social worker, sociologist and writer. Member of the 
Dominican Academy of Sciences. 
International Award of Casa del Caribe (Santiago, Cuba). 
Former president and former director of the Dominican Institute and the 
Directorate General of Folklore. 

2. Architect. Ismael Diaz Melo 
Writer, storyteller and historian. He has developed several research will field of 
rural and communal history of various districts in the province Peravia. 
Cultural manager, architect and sports promoter. He has been a member of 
various clubs, groups promoting sport and culture. 
Contact information: 
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Cel .: 809-697-0019. 

3. Dr. Vetilio Manuel F. Valera Valdez. 
He's Dr., in Dentistry, Chairman of the Board History Bani, Honorary Member of 
the Meritorious Masonic Lodge "Esperanza # 911 to the east of Santo Domingo. 
Fellow of the Dominican Institute of Genealogy, President of the Meritorious 
Cultural Society "Light and Progress" and corresponding member of the 
Dominican Academy of History. 
Cel . : 829-962-4790. 

4.0 Legal info『mation

4.1 Owner of the documentary heritage (name and contact details) 

Perella Foundation. Incorporation Decree 357-03, issued by the Executive Power 
of the Dominican Republic. 

With offices in the headquarters of INDUSTRIAS Banilejas (lnduban) 
Maximo Gomez # 118 Santo Domingo, 
National District, Dominican Republic. 
Tel: 809-565-3121 

4.2 Custodian of the documentary he『itage (name and contact details if 
diffe『ent from the owner} 

Centro Cultural Perella. RNC 4-30-11287-9 
Central: {809} 380-3100 
Fax: {809} 380-3500 
E-mail: info@ccp.org.do 
Address: Carretera Sanchez Km. 2.5 Escondido, Banf, Provincia Peravia, 
Republica Dominicana 94000 
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4.3 Legal status 
Provide details of legal and administrative responsibility for the preservation of the documentary heritage 

Ownership 

Magazines Collection "Paginas Banilejas" is owned by the Perella Foundation, 
Perella Cultural Center safeguard it happens to become, responsible for its 
preservation, cataloging and digitization. 

4.4 Accessibility 
Describe how the item(s) / collection may be accessed. All access restrictions should be explicitly stated below: 
Encouraging accessibility is a basic objective of MoW. Accordingly, digitization for access purposes is encouraged 
and you should comment on whether this has been done or is planned. You should also note if there are legal or 
cultural factors that restrict access 

The Media library projected these files in digital format through our intranet, 
based on the use of CONTENTdm OCLC library management system and digital 
collections. Where users through a virtual environment can flip through 
magazines, watching the controlled terms that describe and perform content 
search for specific terminology. 

4.5 Copyright status 
Describe the copyright status of the item{s) / collection 
Where copyright status is known, it should be stated. However, the copyright status of a document or collection 
has no bearing on its significance and is not taken into account in determining whether it meets the criteria for 
inscription. 

The Perella Foundation is responsible for all applicable copyright to this collection 
of legal proceedings. 
Responsible administration 
The Media Library of Perella Cultural Center aims to collect and disseminate all 
published works by authors from "banilejo" origin or others who have written 
about Banf and Peravia Province, to encourage research and knowledge on 
various issues in the region. 

Facilitate access to digital information, updated and quality about the cultural and 
environmental heritage of Bani and the Southern Region. 
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The Media Library of the Perell6 Cultural Center reconstructs the cultural 
distinctiveness of Peravia Province, through a file of logos of local and regional, 
such as "South Sound", photos, reports, literature, environmental and intangible 
heritage identities. Some of these identity files come from testimonies of seniors, 
documentaries and reports about the customs, characters, places, changes in the 
landscape and society, historical events that helped shape the identities of Bani, 
Peravia Province and its diaspora (in the different areas in which this takes shape, 
as Santo Domingo and the cities of the Northeast United States). 

The media library is an information center for the recognition of the basic 
elements that identify literature, folklore and culture of Bani, its diaspora, the 
Peravia Province and the Southern Region. As such, it seeks to be a resource for 
permanent use by other programs of the CCP and local, regional, national or 
international cultural and educational initiatives. 

5.0 Assessment against the selection crite『ia

5.1 Authenticity. 
Is the documentary heritage what it appears to be? Have identity and provenance been reliably established? 

It has been able to verify the originality and authenticity through consultations 
with key players in the process of analysis and preparation of this proposal. In this 
regard it has been concluded that the documents are in their original, verifiable 
through a process of physical essence magazine review. In addition, we have 
acquired direct information through Ms. Dulce Marfa Pena, daughter of the 
creator; through the witness can verify the authenticity of the material, in 
consultation with the likes of Arch. Ismael Diaz Melo, Dr. Dagoberto Tejeda and Dr. 
Vetilio Manuel Valera Valdez. 
It was found that magazines that make up this collection, the distinguished 
journalist and Editor Angel Ma. Pena Castillo, represent a unique collection by the 
state of preservation of 75% of its units, are a source of reference and historical 
and cultural research, providing characteristic elements of the period, reflecting 
the events of daily life and mitigating the development process. A lot of 
Dominicans known writers articles and captured their visions of political and 
social reality, others expressed through pen their literary compositions. We can 
mention Don Fabio F. Herrera; Santiago lnchaustegui; Arturo Logrono; Don 
Arsenio Velazquez; Tulio Manuel Cesteros; Federico Henriquez y Carvajal; 
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America Lugo; Alfau Vetilio J. Duran; Eugenio Deschamps; Pedro Henriquez Urena; 
Landestoy Pedro Garrido; Fabio Fiallo; Ruben Suro; B. Arturo Pellerano Castro; 
Joaquin Balaguer great Dominican writers among others. 

5.2 World significance 

The material in this documentary heritage reflects the historical and cultural 
heritage of the valley's limits, and the most significant historical landmarks of the 
entire southern region of the country, with the participation in the drafting of 
illustrious men and women of the time, not only Bani but the entire region, the 
country and the world. It was also picked up an interesting exchange element of 
regional culture, participating artists from the Caribbean and Latin America 
showing and highlighting the work of people in the Dominican Republic whose 
work or work has been merited abroad. 

We understand that this heritage includes material historical and cultural high 
importance. Few copies out of this collection can be achieved while any other 
media, on any support, written or graphic guard history of this region in the 
period of time corresponding manner. 

It is shown in its content an important and accurate indication of how the world 
culture was present in order to educate, mainly as an impoverished region of the 
south. 

In that sense, its disappearance would mean the loss or misuse of these roots, 
distinctive customs and traditions of the region, disappearing vital for the 
development of programs and projects to disseminate the culture of the peoples 
of old information in Dominican Republic. So far it has not been able to confirm 
the existence of any similar material in any region of the country. 

5.3 Comparative c『ite『ia:
Does the heritage meet any of the following tests? (It must meet at least one of them.) 

5.3.1 Time 
Is the document evocative of its time (which may have been a time of crisis, or significant social or cultural change? 
Does it represent a new discovery? Or is it the "first of its kind"? 
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The collection is very representative of the era in which they were produced 
individuals that make it up, respectively, in the sense that collect the events, 
milestones, celebrations, etc. of the time. Also it reflects the social, cultural and 
historical development of the era in all its forms and through different definitions. 

5.3.2 Place 
Does the document contain crucial information about a locality important in world history and culture? For 
example, was the location itself an important influence on the events or phenomena represented by the document? 
Does it describe physical environments, cities or institutions that have since vanished? 

This material contains information that may be essential in the analysis of the 
historical, social and cultural development of the time. It is the only way that 
reflects the development of such information in the context, time and space. The 
collection features and the precise relationship between the document and the 
place, how this affects and affect the development of the town. 

5.3.3 People 
Does the cultural context of the document's creation reflect significant aspects of human behaviour, or of social, 
industrial, artistic or political development? Or does it capture the essence of great movements, transitions, 
advances or regression? Does it illustrate the lives of prominent individuals in the above fields? 

Magazines Collection Banilejas pages containing information about the social and 
cultural context of the time in the region. In the areas of economics, culture, 
history, advertising, social and political development, among other issues, it could 
be an important consultation. 

5.3.4 Subject and theme 
Does the subject matter of the document represent particular historical or intellectual developments in the natural, 
social and human sciences? Or in politics, ideology, sport or the arts? 

Magazines Collection "Paginas Banilejas" addresses three areas of knowledge 
which are: literature in all its manifestations, history and culture. Stressing 
identifying aspects of Bani essentially of its initiation, but encompassing other 
national. 

5.3.5 Form and style 
Does the document have outstanding aesthetic, stylistic or linguistic value? Or is it a typical exemplar of a type of 
presentation, custom or medium? Is it an example of a disappeared or disappearing carrier or format? 

It is an organized collection in annual series with monthly content published on 
rustic paper 8 ½ x 11, with an internal printing grayscale or black and white and 
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the cover to a single color. The number of pages ranging between 24 and 34 
pages per issue. 

5.3.6 Social/ spiritual/ community significance: 
Application of this criterion must reflect living significance - does documentary heritage have an emotional hold on 
people who are alive today? Is it venerated as holy or for its mystical qualities, or reverenced for its association 
with significant people and events? (Once those who have revered the documentary heritage for its social/ 
spiritual/ community significance no longer do so, or are no longer living, it loses this specific significance and may 
eventually acquire historical significance.) 

At present the community and researchers, are important in the consultation on 
historical subjects and cultic. The social, economic, political and administrative 
development of the province and the region, finds its acquis in this collection. Its 
importance lies in the aspects: academic, social, cultural and historical. 

6.0 Contextual info『mation

6.1 Rarity 

These magazines dating from 73 years old, its first copies, constitute an 
indispensable or irreplaceable resource, because the elements used at that time 
for editing the copies, the latest issue circulated in print media of the Dominican 
Republic 39 years ago and is therefore an invaluable heritage. 

6.2 Integrity 

The Media Library of the Perella Cultural Center, has been commissioned to do 
the hard work to complete, identify and project through the digital platform, this 
collection of magazines from our province Peravia. By highlighting the 
chronological order of their publication and identifying printing errors. 

7.0 Consultation with stakeholders 
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7.1 Provide details of consultation about this nomination with the stakeholders 
in its significance and p『eservation.
Apart from the nominating institution itself, have other organizations or groups been consulted in the process of 
preparing the nomination - and, if so, did they support it or oppose it, or have useful comments to make? 

Learn about the consultations have been held on this proposal with a) the owner 
of the documentary heritage, b) your c custody) the Programme Committee to 
report the relevant regional or national World. 

The Perell6 Cultural Center presented the Memory of the World Committee of 
the Dominican Republic drafts of the scheme that was developed in the Media 
Library Perell6 Cultural Center, as a working element, forming the basis and 
rationale for the proposal that we presented at meetings are held with members 
of the committee, a detailed description of our collection was made and 
presented the archival record of it. Continuing our commitment to this proposal, 
the Perell6 Cultural Center seeks to present the first work of preservation and 
digitization, to the other institutions, as a way to recognize our incipient 
contribution in the area. 

Dulce Maria Pena Castillo, daughter of the editor Angel Ma. Pena Castillo verified 
autenticad of individuals that make up this collection, it is noteworthy that she 
like other members of her family after the death of her father, took care of 
editing the magazine until 1975 when it ended. 

Dagoberto Tejeda Ortiz, sociologist and writer. "Profesor Meritfsimo" of the 
Autonomous University of Santo Domingo, a member of the Academy of Sciences 
of the Dominican Republic and International Award Casa del Caribe in Santiago de 
Cuba. Former President-Director of the Dominican Institute of Folklore 
Foundation. He noted the veracity of the copies in this collection and its cultural 
and historical content, a lot of the material comes from his personal collection. 

Vetilio Manuel F. Valera Valdez. He's Dr., in Dentistry, Chairman of the Board 
History Bani, Honorary Member of the Meritorious Masonic Lodge "Esperanza # 

911 to the east of Santo Domingo. Fellow of the Dominican Institute of Genealogy, 
President of the Meritorious Cultural Society "Light and Progress" and 
corresponding member of the Dominican Academy of History. 
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Ismael Diaz Melo. Writer, historian, cultural manager and architect. Researcher 
historical themes. He has managed the collection and verified that there are no 
changes in its content and correspondence their publication dates. 

8.0 Assessment of risk 
Detail the nature and scope of threats to this documentary heritage. 
Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. Be accurate and honest. If your document(s) is at risk for any 
reason, say so. UNESCO needs to know its true situation. 

Collections of documentary heritage are facing threats ranging from the 
conditions of the support to environmental circumstances that could affect its 
integrity. 

Heated area under constant verification, to maintain standards for the 
management of assets. Ensuring the preservation of all our files that make up our 
heritage including: magazines, pictures, manuscripts, books and movie films 
historical. 

Including our digital collection produced internally Perell6 Cultural Center. 
Negative impacts to which it is exposed this collection are reduced due to the 
infrastructure of the Media Library HCP in the Perell6 Cultural Center, and 
processes involving the digitization and cataloging of these specimens. 
Considered dead file restricted use, physical copies, and availability of the public 
who come to our facilities digital versions through an intranet where all our digital 
collections are housed. Where the user can interact with documents and perform 
query. 

9.0 Preservation and Access Management Plan 

9.11s the『e a management plan in existence for this documentary heritage? 

YES NO 

If yes, attach a summary of the plan. If no, please attach further details about current storage and custody of the 
materials. 
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Digitization process: 

• Magazine is scanned through the scanner. 300 PPI color. 

• Then the Adobe Acrobat X Pro software is used to reduce the size of the 

object and this can be charged to the CONTENTdm software (usually 

magazines weigh 40 MB, but after reduction by the software size is reduced 

to 11 MB, allowing the magazine to load CONTENTdm). 

• When loaded magazine to CONTENTdm, then it proceeds to edit the 

metadata of the object through the Dublin Core format. This metadata 

includes author, description, date, format, among others. 

contentdm: program management and automation of digital documents through 
an intranet supporting a portal where project and describe the documents 
comprising the different collections. 

Management plan 

Is there a management plan for this documentary heritage? 
The working arrangements linked to a project are linked to a work scheme that 
guarantees the specific and general objectives set out in the annual work program 
Perella Cultural Center. 

10.0 Any other info『mation

Detail any other info『mation that supports the inclusion of this documentary 
heritage on the International Memory of the World Registe『. If the nomination 
is successful, how will you use this to promote the MoW Prog『amme?
Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. 

a} This collection was obtained through a purchase process between Perell6 
Foundation to highlight Dominican sociologist and folklorist Dagoberto Tejeda 
Ortiz who heads the Dominican Institute of Folklore. August 24, 2011. Other 
copies were donated by Dulce Marfa Pena Castillo and Ortiz Guaroa. 
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b) This collection is part of digital catalog of the media library of The Perella 
Cultural Center, located in the community of Escondido, Bani, Peravia Province, 
Dominican Republic. 

c) The direct responsibility of safeguarding this heritage, are subject to the 
direction of Perell6 Cultural Center, in the person of its director Julia Castillo 
Mejia. 

d) The Journal Collection "Paginas Banilejas" addresses three areas of knowledge 
which are: literature in all its manifestations, history and culture. Stressing 
identifying aspects of Bani essentially of its genesis, but encompassing other 
national. 

e) Proposal composed of existing units in our Media Library concerning the 
magazines collection "Paginas Banilejas". It includes only periodical journals 
between 1941-1975. 
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El Salvador 

UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 





Nomination fo『m
International Memory of the Wo『Id Register 

1.0 Checklist 
Nominees may find the following checklist useful before sending the nomination form to 
the International Memory of the World Secretariat. The information provided in italics on 
the form is there fo『 guidance only and should be deleted once the sections have been 
completed. 

✓
―✓
―✓
―✓

―✓
―✓
―✓
―✓

―✓
―✓
―✓
―✓
―✓
―✓
―✓
―✓
―✓
―✓
 

Summary completed (section 1 ) 

Nomination and contact details completed (section 2) 

Declaration of Authority signed and dated (section 2) 

If this is a joint nomination, section 2 appropriately modified, and all Declarations of 
Authority obtained 

Documentary heritage identified (sections 3.1 - 3.3) 

History/provenance completed (section 3.4) 

Bibliography completed (section 3.5) 

Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people or 
organizations recorded (section 3.6) 

Details of owner completed (section 4.1 ) 

Details of custodian - if different from owner - completed (section 4.2) 

Details of legal status completed (section 4.3) 

Details of accessibility completed (section 4.4) 

Details of copyright status completed (section 4.5) 

Evidence presented to support fulfilment of the criteria? (section 5) 

Additional information provided (section 6) 

Details of consultation with stakeholders completed (section 7) 

Assessment of risk completed (section 8) 

✓
―✓

―✓
 

Summary of Preservation and Access Management Plan completed. If there is no 
formal Plan attach details about current and/or planned access, storage and custody 
arrangements (section 9) 

Any other information provided - if applicable (section 10) 

Suitable reproduction quality photographs identified to illustrate the documentary 
heritage. (300dpi, jpg format, full-colour preferred). 
Copyright permissions forms signed and attached. Agreement to propose item(s) for 
inclusion on the World Digital Library if inscribed 
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Nomination form 
International Memory of the World Registe『

FILE OF IGNACIO ELLACURIA. S.J. 
title of item being proposed 

ID Code [Internal use only] 

|1.o Summary (max 200 words) | 

Give a brief description of the documentary heritage being nominated and the reasons for 
proposing it. 

This is the "shop window" of your nomination and is best written last! It should contain all the 
essential points you want to make, so that anyone reading it can understand your case even if 
they do not read the rest ofyour nomination. 

The Archive Ignacio Ellacurfa, S.J., housed on the campus of Universidad Centroamericana 
Jose Simeon Cahas of E| Sa|vador (UCA), it is a co||ection of documents inherited by the 
Society of Jesus from the personal belongings of Ignacio Ellacurfa, former UCA president in 
the period 1979-1989. The Archive gathers handwritten documents, notes, lectures and class 
outlines, typed articles, newspaper cuttings, audio recordings of his classes and other 
personal documents. Almost all of his intellectual production can be found among this 
documents, both at philosophical and theological level as well as valuable socio-political 
analysis and critical interpretations of the Salvadoran and Central American reality, especially 
in the seventies and eighties. 

Ignacio Ellacurfa is a nationally and internationally recognized intellectual, not only for his 
theoretical contributions to theology and philosophy of liberation regarding Latin American 
reality, but also for his role in the search for a negotiated solution to the internal armed conflict 
in El Salvador in the eighties. He was among the group of Jesuits who were killed in their 
academic center by the army in November 16, 1989. His legacy still continues to inspire the 
liberating mission of the university and is a standard reference of everyday social practice for 
many people and social groups in El Salvador and other Latin American countries. Ignacio 
Ellacurfa and his Jesuit companions have become a knowledge, ethical and moral guide, and 
his ideals and goals of human cohabitation are an inspiration to the country and the world. 

Ignacio Ellacurfa and his team were committed to conflict resolution of El Salvador and Central 
America and their scope places them with the personalities working for peace and social 
development in their countries, like Gandhi, Martin Luther King and Mandela. His personal 
projects, missionary commitments, individual career, knowledge and experience were 
articulated in a strategy against inequality of Salvadoran society, seeking human beings 
promotion and their liberation, the transforming reality knowledge, national reconciliation and 
the revolutionary cause of peace. His work on behalf people in different field of social life is 
what makes them last in time. 

When Ignacio Ellacurfa proposed his thesis on the "third force" in 1986 was very relevant and 
much discussed by the warring parties in the Salvadoran conflict. Ellacurfa argued that 
although both sides had restructured and strengthened themselves in order to achieve their 
political and military objectives, none of them had achieved to weaken the other, on the 
contrary, they had improved themselves. If this was so, according to Ellacurfa, it was 
necessary to do something qualitatively new that was not in line with a strengthening of the 
warring parties. His proposal was based in the fact that most of the population and a group of 
major social forces wanted a different solution to war. Why not take advantage of the power of 
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society to force a war end, to define provisional measures until it is finished and to find basic 
agreement points to start addressing the structural causes that originated the conflict? 

Ellacurfa was not proposing a third political party that entered the contest, much less a "third 
way", the other way around, he was appealing to the strength of civil society, trade unions, 
NGOs, churches, small and medium-sized business and other popular organizations, in order 
to, that through a negotiation process, this force of society exert pressure to end the armed 
conflict, defending the interests of the popular majority and democratize the country. 

Ignacio Ellacurfa organized in his later years large segments of Salvadoran society in order to 
mobilize them towards peace and tried to build bridges to finish a bogged down war producer 
not only of an unnecessary violence but also of poverty and social exclusion, which ironically 
was what insurgents leaders wanted to eradicate in the then current civil war. 

Subsequently, between 1990 and 1991, when both warring parties began to realize not only 
the military parity, but also the overwhelming pressure of Salvadoran people towards peace 
and need for a negotiated settlement, Ellacurfa's thesis over the third force started to gain 
reality and showed the rationality of his proposal, which at the time he presented it was not 
adequately valued by the contending forces. At the end, time proved him right. The peace 
agreement, signed in January 1992, ended the Salvadoran conflict. 

At 26 years after his assassination, the work and live of Ellacurfa, his example, his immense 
legacy, the force of his message for the future, should be taken up and continued today, in the 
light of new realities and new situations that have been set in this second decade of XXI 
century in El Salvador and Central America. 

2.1 Name of nominator (pe『son o『 organization) 

Society of Jesus, Province of Central America 

2.2 Relationship to the nominated documentary he『itage

Owner and Custodian 

2.3 Contact person{s) (to provide information on nomination) 

Dr. Rolando Alvarado, S.J., Provincial. 

2.4 Contact details 

Name 
Dr. Rolando Alvarado, S.J., 
Provincial 

Telephone 
(503) 2564-6371 

Address 
Compafifa de Jesus, Provincia Centroamericana 
Curia Provincial: Ave. Rfo Lempa, 9-N. Colonia Jardines de 
Guadalupe. Apdo. Postal A-102. Antigua Cuscatlan (La 
Libertad), El Salvador. 

Facsimile 
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Email 

socio@iesuitascam.orq 
provincial@jesuitascam.org 



I2.5 Declaration of authority | 
I certify that I have the autho『ity to nominate the documentary he『itage desc『ibed in this 
document to the International Memory of the World Register. 

Signatu『e Full name (Please PRINT) 
Dr. Rolando Alvarado, S.J., 
Provincial of the Society of Jesus in Central 
America. 

lnstitution(s), if app『op『iate

Society of Jesus, Central America. 

Date 
August oih, 2015. 

13.0 Identity and description of the documentary heritage 

3.1 Name and identification details of the items being nominated 
If insc『ibed, the exact title and institution(s) to appea『 on the certificate should be given 
In this part of the form you must describe the document or collection in sufficient detail to 
make clear precisely what you are nominating. Any collection must be finite (with beginning 
and end dates) and closed. 

Title: "File of Ignacio Ellacurfa, S.J." 
Custodian: Universidad Centroamericana "Jose Simeon Canas", UCA, El Salvador. C.A. 

3.2 Catalogue o『 registration details 

Depending on what is being nominated, appending a catalogue can be a useful way of 
defining a collection. If this is too bulky or impractical, a comprehensive description 
accompanied by sample catalogue entries, accession or registration numbers or other ways of 
defining a collection's size and character can be used. 

It is important to mention that this proposal is based on the study and organization made by 
Rocfo de los Reyes Ramfrez, recognized Spanish archivist, for Universidad Centroamericana 
"Jose Simeon Canas", UCA, and the International University of Andalusia1. In this work, the 
author develops a brief diagnosis of the status of the File before her intervention. It describes 
the procedures carried out, the organization and schemes she permeated it with, as well as 
the particularities of the documentation contained in the file. The types of documents 
comprising the "File of Ignacio Ellacuria, S.J." are very different. The following describes the 
classification table showing the structure given to the "Documentary File" (printed and 
manuscript file material). The section named RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS contains 5 
subsections: NOTES, COURSES, LECTURES, WRITINGS, and MISCELLANEOUS. Each of 
these, in turn, are divided into series in the following way: 

1 Reyes Ramirez, Rocio de los. Archivo de Ignacio Ellacuria, S.J. Universidad Internacional de Andalucfa, Sevilla, 2002, 
84p. 
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■ NOTES contains 5 series: History, Philosophy, Politics, Theology, and Varia. 
■ COURSES contains 2 series: Philosophy, and Theology. 
■ LECTURES contains 4 series: Philosophy, Theology, Politics, and University. 
■ WRITINGS contains 7 series: Philosophical Anthropology, Philosophy, Politics, 

Theology, University, Bibliographical Reviews, Literary Presentations, and 
Personal Public Defense. 

■ MISCELLANEOUS contains 4 series: programs of courses and conferences, 
poetry, writings and reports, negotiation of the kidnapping of Ines Duarte, and 
Varia. 

On the other hand, there is the "audio file", which consists of a set of audio cassettes 
containing recordings of various interventions of Father Ellacurfa. This file was ordained apart 
as follows: 

■ The section COURSES contains 6 series: Metaphysics, Philosophy of History, 
Ethics, Material Conditionings of Knowledge, the Subject of the History, and Hegel. 

■ The section INTERVIEWS contains 4 series: Person and Society, "Spain's 
Window/Specials: Life and Work of Xavier Zubiri, Xavier Zubiri, and Interview with 
Peasants. 

In total, there are "27 units of installation with 621 folders, to which we must add the 87 
cassettes of the audio file"2. The vast majority of them - almost-all-, are authored by Father 
Ellacurfa and represent the result of his interaction with his surroundings, both personally and 
professionally. This file has its respective classification table and inventory, through which it is 
possible to learn the distribution of the documents, as well as to identify what type of material 
is preserved in it. The archive is completely digitized and cataloged, the complete register can 
be consulted on the following link: h!!Q://www.uca.edu.sv/centro-documentacion-virtual/indice/ 

The sound archive is fully digitized, a good part of it corresponds to lectures and courses 
taught by Ignacio Ellacuria in the university. The developed courses were: Metaphysics, 
Philosophy of History, Ethics, Material Conditioning of Knowledge, The Subject of History, and 
Hegel's tought. On the other hand, in the audio cassette we have interviews with Ignacio 
Ellacuria, among these we have: "Persona y sociedad", "Ventana de Espafia/Especiales": Life 
and work of Xavier Zubiri, Xavier Zubiri and "Entrevista con campesinos". The status of the 
audio cassette is very delicate, being magnetic tapes it has deteriorated over the years, and 
therefore it has been digitized, but are still being cataloged to describe its contents 
adequately. This material represents approximately 161 mp3 files (48000 Hz, stereo, 128 
kb/s). Once this material is cataloged will also form part of the digital archive that could be 
found at the above indicated link. 

3.3 Visual documentation if appropriate (for example, photographs, or a DVD of the 
documentary heritage) 

It is useful to append photographs (or in the case of audiovisual material a CD, D VD, USB key 
of all or some of the material), where this adds additional information, to help the assessors 
visualize or listen to the collection or document. 
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Installation units in Library P. Juan Ramon Moreno, of Centro Monsefior Romero, in 
Universidad Centroamericana Jose Simeon Cail.as, - UCA. 

Manuscripts ofP. Ignacio Ellacuria, S.J. in conservation process. The documents have been 
ordered and secured in anti-acid boxes. 

Ignacio Ellacuria documentary material in digitization process. The final product can be 
consulted at the Ignacio Ellacuria Virtual Documentation Center in the link mentioned above. 
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Original audio cassettes, sorted by course topic taught by Ignacio Ellacuria, already digitized 
and in cataloging process, as stated above. 

This photographs can be divulged by MOWLAC. 

A CD with photographs of more complete conservation can be consulted in the Annex of this 
card. 

3.4 History/p『ovenance
Describe what you know of the history of the collection or document. Your knowledge may not 
be complete, but give the best description you can. 

Since Ignacio Ellacurfa was a member of the Society of Jesus, the "File of Ignacio Ellacurfa, 
S.J." was inherited by the institution after his death, and has remained in the premises of the 
Library of Theology "Juan Ramon Moreno" of the Monseiior Romero Center, in the 
Universidad Centroamericana "Jose Simeon Canas", UCA, in El Salvador. 

Before the intervention of archivist Rocfo de los Reyes Ramfrez, the documentation was 
housed in 3 metal filing cabinets, the organization that had the archive was assigned by 
Ellacurfa himself, this was his personal archive, and the documents were in less than optimal 
conditions for preservation and conservation purposes of historic documentation. In fact, her 
intervention responds to the Project of Organization of the Personal File of Father Ignacio 
Ellacurfa S.J., in year 2001, as a result of an agreement between the International de 
Andalusfa and the Ministry of Social Affairs of the Government of Andalusfa, in collaboration 
with UCA, especially its Department of Philosophy. 

The intervention began with the removal of the documents from hanging folders, due to the 
negative impact that this situation had on the physical copies. All office materials such as 
clips, staples, rubber bands, among others, were then eliminated. Then we proceeded with 
the classification of the information, separating the documentation according to their support: 
documentary material and audio material. The latter enjoyed an optimal organization, which is 
why much archival work was not necessary. 

An effort was made to systematize and order the archive, because after the assassination of 
Ignacio Ellacurfa and his companions, UCA and Jesuits lived a constant strain, so an optimal 
treatment of the collection was not the priority. However, based on the procedure mentioned 
before, it was obtained the systematized "Archive Ignacio Ellacurfa, S.J." including the 
description instruments necessary for consultation. This archive shows all the documentation 
generated by Ignacio Ellacurfa. 
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3.5 Bibliography 

A bibliography demonstrates what others have independently said and written about the 
heritage you are nominating. It is best ifyou can cite scholars from several countries, rather 
than just your own country, and if they are authoritative voices clearly independent from both 
your own institution and UNESCO. 

• AAW (2009), Ignacio Ellacuria 20 aflos despues. Actas del Congreso Internacional, 
Sevilla: lnstituto Andaluz de Administraci6n publica. 

• Beirne, Charles J. (1996), Jesuit Education and Social Change in El Salvador, New 
York and London: Garland Publishing, Inc. 

• Dogget, Marta (1993), Una muerte anunciada, San Salvador: UCA Editores. 

• Hasset, John y Lacey, Hugh (1991 ), Towards a Society that Serves its People: The 
Intellectual Contribution ofEl Salvador's Murdered Jesuits: Washington, D.C., 
Georgetown University Press. 

• Mora Galiana, Jose (2001 ), Homenaje a Ignacio Ellacuria: de la realidad a la realidad 
hist6rica: Huelva, Servicios de publicaciones de la Diputaci6n de Huelva. 

• Reyes Ramfrez, Rocfo de los (2002) Archivo Ignacio Ellacuria, S.J. Sevilla: 
Universidad Internacional de Andalucfa. 

• Whitfield, Teresa (1998), Pagando el precio, San Salvador: UCA Editores. 

• Senent de Frutos, Juan Antonio (1998), El/acuria y los Derechos Humanos. Bilbao, 
Espana: Desclee de Brouwer. 

• Fornet-Ponse, Thomas (2008), Ignacio Ellacuria: lnterkulture/1 Gelesen. Nordhausen, 
Alemania : Traugott Bautz. 

• Loriente Pardillo, Jose Luis (2004), Ignacio El/acuria. Madrid: Fundaci6n Emmanuel 
Mounier, 2004. 

• Rosillo Martfnez, Alejandro (c2009), Los Derechos Humanos desde el Pensamiento 
de Ignacio Ellacuria. Madrid, Esp. : Dykinson, c2009. 

• Sols Lucfa, Jose (c1 999): Valladolid: Trotta, c1 999. 

• Burke, Kevin F. (s.f.) The Ground beneath the cross: historical reality and salvation in 
the theologyofIgnacio Ellacuria [s.l.] : [s.n], [s.f.]. 

• Mora Galiana, Jose (2004), Para investigar la fi/osofia de la rea/idad hist6rica y la 
praxis liberadora, desde Ignacio Ellacuria, Salvador, El Salv.: [s.n.]. 

• Sobrino, Jon, (2006) Ignacio El/acuria, el hombre y el cristiano: "Bajar de la cruz al 
pueblo crucificado", San Salvador, El Salvador. : Centro Monsenor Romero. 

• Cardenal, Ashley and Maier (2015), La civilizaci6n de la pobreza: el legado de Ignacio 
El/acuria para el mundo de hoy, San Salvador, El Salvador: UCA Editores. 

• Flores Garcfa, Vfctor (1997), El Lugar que da verdad: la filosofia de la realidad 
hist6rica de Ignacio Ellacuria, Mexico, D.F.: Miguel Angel Porrua. 

• Samour, Hector (2003), Voluntad de liberaci6n: la fi/osofia de Ignacio Ellacuria, 
Granada: Comares. 

• Tamayo, Juan; Alvarenga, Luis (2014) Ignacio Ellacuria: utopia y teoria critica, 
Valencia: Tirant Humanidades. 
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• Cardenal, Rodolfo (c2012) Ignacio El/acurfa: inte/ectua/, fi/6sofo y te6/ogo, Valencia: 
ADG-N Libros; Madrid: Universidad Carlos Ill de Madrid. 

• Samour, Hector (2012), Crftica y liberaci6n: Ellacurfa y la realidad hist6rica 
contemporanea , Valencia: ADG-N Libros ; Madrid : Universidad Carlos Ill de Madrid, 
2012. 

• Sennet, Juan Antonio (2012), La lucha par la justicia: selecci6n de textos de Ignacio 
Ellacurfa (1969-1989), Bilbao: Universidad de Deusto, 2012. 

• Rosa Borjas, German (2013) Mons. Oscar Romero y el P. Ignacio Ellacuria, dos 
iconos de la fe y la justicia, San Salvador: UCA Editores, 2013. 

A complete bibliography can be consulted in the Annex of this card. 

3.6 Names, qualifications and contact details of up to th 『ee independent people or organizations 
with exoert knowledae about the values and orovenance of the documentarv heritaae 
Name Qualifications Contact details 

1. Jose Sols Lucia 

2. Juan Antonio 
Senent de Frutos 

Professor of ethics at 
the lnstituto Quimico 
de Sarria (Chemistry 
lntitute of Sarria. 

Profesor Titular de 
Filosofia juridica y 
politica 
Dtor. Dpto. 
Humanidades y 
Filosofia 
Coordinador de la 
Catedra 
Latinoamericana 
Ignacio Ellacuria 

UNIVERSIDAD 
LOYOLA 
ANDALUCIA 

3. Marfa Elisabeth de University of 
los Rfos Uriarte Anahuac 

~s.url.edu 

iasenent@u|ovo|a.es 

marieli829@hotmail .com 

The referees you cite will be asked for their opinions. UNESCO may also contact other 
authoritative referees so that a good spectrum of opinion is available for assessment 

7r~::a---— 4.1 Owne『 of the documentary he『itage (name and contact details) 

Name Address 
Dr. Rolando Alvarado, Curia Provincial: Ave. Rfo Lempa, 9-N. Colonia Jardines de Guadalupe. 
S.J., Provincial Apdo. Postal A-102. Antigua Cuscatlan (La Libertad), El Salvador. 
Society of Jesus, P. Rolando Alvarado, S.J., Provincial 
Central American 
Province 
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Telephone Facsimile Email 

(503) 2564-6371 socio@iesuitascam. org 

provincial@jesuitascam. org 

4.2 Custodian of the documentary heritage (name and contact details if diffe『entf『om the owner) 

Name Address 
~~th~r ~~fael ~e_ . Apartado Postal 01-168, Boulevard Los Pr6ceres San Salvador, El Salvador, 
Sivatte Alguer6, S.J ·"' · Centroamerica 
Theology Library 
"Juan Ramon 
Moreno", Universidad 
Centroamericana 
Phone number: 

(503) 2210-6600 

4.3 Legal status 

Fax 
(503) 2210-6671 

E-mail 

rsivatte@uca.edu.sv 

Provide details of legal and administrative responsibility for the preservation of the documentary 
heritage 

Owne『ship: Private 

Owne『 of the item of documentary heritage 
Father Rolando Alvarado, S.J., Provincial 
Society of Jesus, Central American Province 
Curia Provincial: Ave. Rfo Lempa, 9-N. Colonia Jardines de Guadalupe. Apdo. Postal A-102. 
Antiguo Cuscatlan (La Libertad), El Salvador 

Custodian of the item of documentary heritage 
Father Rafael De Sivatte Alguer6, S.J. - Director 
Library "Juan Ramon Moreno, S.J." 
Universidad Centroamericana "Jose Simeon Canas" 

Apartado Postal 01-168, Boulevard Los Pr6ceres San Salvador, El Salvador, Centroamerica. 

4.4 Accessibility 

Describe how the item(s) I collection may be accessed 

The "File of Ignacio Ellacurfa S.J." is property of the Society of Jesus, and therefore is open to 
the public in the "Juan Ramon Moreno, S.J." Library of UCA. There is a room where 
researchers and users can consult the information in printed format, which is provided by the 
staff of the Library of Theology "Juan Ramon Moreno S.J.". 

The classification table and inventory can be found at the following link of the Department of 
Philosophy of UCA, ~ - This index is published 
in the book of Rocfo de los Reyes Ramfrez, as well as in the annex No. 1 of this document. 
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The collection is 100% digitalized, and it is available in the Internet through the Virtual 
Documentation Center Ignacio Ellacuria, S.J.: 血2://www.uca.edu.sv/centro
documentacion-virtual/ 

All access restrictions should be explicitly stated below: 

Encouraging accessibilityis a basic objective ofMoW. Accordingly, digitization foraccess 
purposes is encouraged and you should comment on whether this has been done or is 
planned. You should also note if there are legal or cultural factors that restrict access. 

4.5 Copyright status 

Describe the copyright status of the item(s) / collection 

Where copyright status is known, it should be stated. However, the copyright status of a 
document or collection has no bearing on its significance and is not taken into account in 
determining whether it meets the criteria for inscription. 

The copyright belongs to the Society of Jesus. This is stipulated in the Act of surrender of 
goods signed on January 29, 1966; subsequently took vows on February 02, 1966. These 
documents are stored in the file of the provincial curia, in Antiguo Cuscatlan, La Libertad, El 
Salvador. 

15.o Assessment against the seIection criteria | 

5.1 Authenticity. 

Is the documentary heritage what it appears to be? Have identity and provenance been reliably 
established? 

Although seals, signatures or other signs that can prove the authenticity have 
not been identified in a systematic way in the documentation, the certainty lies 
in that the institutions involved, UCA and the Society of Jesus, directly 
inherited the documentary collection included in the personal belongings of 
Father Ellacurfa, S.J., who was a member of both institutions. The 
documentary fund has not left the campus and, has been guarded since its 
formation by staff of the Library of Theology "Juan Ramon Moreno, S.J.". In 
that sense, the path of the physical file guarantees that the documents 
guarded by this institution today, and gathered under the name of "File of 
Ignacio Ellacurfa, S.J.", correspond to those generated by this character in the 
exercise of his interaction in the different areas of his life. 
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5.2 World significance 

Is the heritage unique and irreplaceable ? Would its disappearance constitute and harmful 
impoverishment of the heritage of humanity? Has it created great impact over time and/or within a 
particular cultural area of the world? Has it had great influence (positive or negative) on the course of 
history? 

The intellectual production of P. Ellacurfa can be assessed in at least two 
ways: the related to national events and the theoretical, philosophical and 
theological production. 

At national level, Ignacio Ellacuria was a personality of great importance to 
the country. From the institutional platform of UCA, he managed to 
position himself as an important analyst of national and regional reality. He 
was also a leading promoter of a negotiated solution to the armed conflict, 
as mentioned before. As for the university, he was responsible and the 
adviser of the institutional development, creating various levels and units 
that expanded and improved the academic and scientific quality of UCA 
and its impact on the socio-political Salvadoran process. Intellectually, 
Ellacurfa is considered as an important Latin-American thinker, 
philosopher, and theologian. Since his death until now, multiple 
investigations on his thinking and his actuality has been developed, 
occupying documents of his personal archive as primary sources. In this 
regard, the documents stored in his archive are exceptional, from which a 
large number of both national and international publications have been 
done, thus highlighting the impact of his intellectual production. 

In this regard, the documents are unique and irreplaceable as primary 
sources for the study of his thinking and its application to the serious 
problems we are facing nowadays, and its deterioration or disappearance 
would damage seriously not only the documentary heritage of El Salvador 
but also Latin America and the world. 

5.3 Compa『ative c『iteria:

Does the heritage meet any of the following tests? (It must meet at least one of them.) 

1 Time 
Is the document evocative of its time (which may have been a time of crisis, or significant 
social or cultural change? Does it represent a new discovery? Or is it the "first ofits kind"? 

The documentation generated by Ignacio Ellacurfa dates from 1949-1989, and reflects 
the social and political crises that occurred during that period in El Salvador and Central 
America. The perspective and their approach represents a unique manner of accounting 
the social and political events and their significance in Salvadoran history. Furthermore, 
the documentation criticized not only the current situation, but also proposed solutions to 
gradually overcome the historical crisis of El Salvador and Central America. In this 
sense, it can be said that the documents re~ 
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of seeing the historical reality of the region, and to propose new ways to transform it into 
a humanizing and liberating direction, not only for a few but for everyone. 

2 Place 

Does the document contain crucial information about a locality important in world history and 
culture? For example, was the location itself an important influence on the events or 
phenomena represented by the document? Does it describe physical environments, cities or 
institutions that have since vanished? 

The archive contains reliable information of social, military, political and cultural events in 
El Salvador in the last decades of the last century, and is a prime source of information 
and an ethic-political assessment of the major social and political events that occurred at 
that time. The role of the military, electoral frauds, murder of catholic priests, emergence 
and development of popular mass organizations, actions of guerrilla organizations, 
massive and systematic violation of human rights by the military regime, actions of death 
squads, the critical role of the Catholic Church under the leadership of Archbishop Oscar 
Romero, the role of the government of the United States in the armed conflict, civilians 
massacre, such as the one in El Mozote, are, among other relevant facts described and 
critically analyzed in the different written documentation contained in the archive. 

3 People 

Does the cultural context of the document's creation reflect significant aspects of human 
behaviour, or of social, industrial, artistic or political development? Or does it capture the 
essence ofgreat movements, transitions, advances or regression? Does it illustrate the lives 
ofprominent individuals in the above fields? 

In the decades of the 70s and 80s of the XX century, El Salvador 
experienced one of the most troubled periods in its history. The political 
and economic conditions in which the majority of the population lived, the 
generalized repression and electoral frauds by the ruling military regime 
generated a deep discontent within civil society, which was concretized in 
the emergence of popular and political-military organizations that 
considered the taking of power by force of arms. This atmosphere of social 
unrest and exacerbated politics characterizes the ?Os and leads to a civil 
war that lasted approximately 12 years (1980-1992). It is precisely during 
the armed conflict that Ignacio Ellacurfa performs as Rector of the 
University, a position he held until his assassination in 1989. 

From that platform, Ellacuria managed to permeate a special mystique in 
the university and projected it as a civil society organization with public 
voice and presence on the national scene. During the armed conflict, even 
before, the UCA led by Ellacuria was characterized by making rigorous 
analysis of the socio-political process in El Salvador and by generating 
criticism of the prevailing militarism, its repression and the situation that 
kept most of the population in poverty and exclusion. In that sense, the 
massive attendance of journalists to his periodic lecture on National 
Reality, organized in the university, his role as mediator in the release of 
the kidna~hter of former President Duarte3, in 1985, the social 

3 On September 10, 1985 a FMLN unit kidnapped Ines Guadalupe Duarte Dur血 daughter ofJose Napoleon Duarte, 
President of El Salvador ( 1984-1989). By intermediation of the Archbishop of San Salvador, Arturo Rivera y Damas, 
and Fr. Ellacuria the release was achieved on October 24 of that year, with the release of 24 mayors, also kidnapped by 
the FMLN. This in tum, secured the release of 25 political prisoners and safe conduct out of the country for 101 FMLN 
war disabled. 
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and political impact generated by his writings and public interventions, and 
his tenacious commitment in achieving a negotiated solution to the armed 
conflict lead him to being subject of insults, defamation and death threats 
by right-wing groups, death squads and high officers of the armed forces. 
He went into exile between 1970 and 1980 

The documents of the archive reflects in an original form those great 
events that occurred at a time of high conflict and social change in El 
Salvador, analyzed with great intellectual acuteness and ethical 
commitment by Ignacio Ellacurfa. 

In his political writings, Ellacurfa proceeded to a critical analysis of 
economic policies, social structures, the State, rights, constitutional 
framework, armed forces, electoral processes, political ideologies, and the 
armed conflict. It was an exercise of critique of ideologies, which called into 
question the many ideological elements that influenced the configuration of 
the Salvadoran reality at the time. But while performing this critical task, 
Ellacurfa was always attentive to discover possibilities for the solution to 
the main problems and open new avenues to advance the Salvadoran 
process, a difficult balance between the utopia of the liberation of the 
majority and that what was possible at every stage of the process. 

4 Subject and theme 

Does the subject matter of the document represent particular historical or intellectual 
developments in the natural, social and human sciences? Or in politics, ideology, sport or the 
arts? 

Political, philosophical and theological texts contained in the Archive 
Ellacurfa, are of great theoretical value and represent advances in the field 
of theology, philosophy and social sciences. 

As for his philosophical contribution Ellacurfa imagined the historical reality 
as the domain par excellence of liberation". Ellacurfa felt an immense 
passion for history that encompasses the reality. But he did not look just for 
the historical data, to mere conventional historiography, to simply describe 
past events. Ellacurfa sought to influence it, to intervene in the historical 
reality that, from his philosophical conception, is a unitary, open and 
dynamic reality that has nodes and networks on which we must act to 
change it from its "structural hinges".5 

The starting point of the Ellacurian philosophical analysis was the 
negativity that occurs in historical reality, from which to wonder about 
possible solutions that will enable to overcoming it historically through 
theoretical and practical processes of emancipation, which would be 
configured as overtaking process of the negation or negation of the 
negation, in a dialectical sense. Against abstract and ideologized 

4 Cf. I. Ellacuria, Filosofia de la realidadhist6rica, UCA Editores, San Salvador, 1990. 
5 Cf. I. Ellacuria, "Curso de Etica", en Cursos universitarios, UCA Editores, San Salvador, 2009, pp. 265ss. 
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proclamations of the common good, a general good, Ellacurfa maintained 
that what actually occurs is the common evi/.6 The "common evil" is the real 
state of the world where most people are structurally wrong for the same 
living conditions order of such world. It originates from unjust structures 
that hamper human life and, therefore, dehumanize most of those who live 
under them, and is translated onto an institutionalized injustice in laws, 
customs, ideologies and the rest of social life dimensions. Against common 
evil, so defined, arises the common good as a denying requirement to that 
structural and institutional injustice. 

This leads Ellacurfa to consider that the basic requirements contained in 
the human rights program are, in fact, a need to enable the historic 
renovation of the common good. In the situation determined by the 
common evil and the tension that it causes with the desired common good 
is based, for Ellacurfa, the need to claim human rights as a specific 
demand to the need to achieve or attain the common good historically. 
Human rights from the perspective of a dominant common evil, shows 
them as a particular common good, to be sought in the ambitious denial of 
the common evil, which is a situation where human rights are permanent 
and massively violated.7 Violation of human rights occurring in the current 
civilization of capital, as a result of the breaking of solidarity of mankind, 
leading to the absolutism of the individual, social class, nation or economic 
bloc, above all others and of humanity itself.8 In this context, liberalism is 
the ideology that legitimizes and justifies this situation and gives legal and 
formal coverage to the freedoms of the rich and privileged elites who seek 
to, in turn, that others do not get respect from them, "by successive and 
complex processes of liberation ".9 

In the field of social sciences, Ellacurfa contributions are also relevant to 
emphasize the need to analyze social facts in their historical context and 
consider them as moments of a socio-historical totality from which they 
acquire their true meaning. Also notes the importance of the place from 
where society and history science are done. In the context of a divided and 
conflictive society, the right place from which it is possible to achieve more 
objectivity, it is the place of the victims of social and economic systems. 
Ellacurfa was also one of the first intellectuals to point out, over 40 years 
ago, the trend of globalizing social and economic processes that were 
occurring worldwide. 

5 Form and style 

Does the document have outstanding aesthetic, stylistic or linguistic value ? Or is it a typical 
exemplar of a type of presentation, custom or medium ? Is it an example of a disappeared or 
disappearing carrier or format? 

The predominant style of Ellacurfas texts is prose. They are characterized 
by letters written systematically, clearly and directly. Approach the 

roblems and develoo arauments in a loaical and consistent wav until aive 

6 Cf. I. Ellacuria, "El mal com血 y los derechos humanos", en Escritosjilos6jicos, t.3, UCA Editores, San Salvador, 
2001, p. 447-450. 
7 Cf. J. A. Senent de Frutos, Ellacuriay los derechos humanos, Desclee de Brouwer, Bilbao, 1998. 
8 Cf. I. Ellacuria, "Subdesarrollo y derechos humanos", Revista Latinoamericana de Teologia, no. 25, 1992. 
9 I. Ellacuria, "Utopia y profetismo desde America Latina, Revista Latinoamericana de Teologia, no. 17, 1989, p. 161. 
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account of their solution, which is expressed in the conclusions. Most 
documents are drafted either by hand or old typewriters. In other words, it 
is about a support or format practically currently disappeared. Hence the 
importance of preserving it. 

6 Social/ spiritual/ community significance: 
Application of this criterion must reflect living significance - does documentary heritage have 
an emotional hold on people who are alive today? Is it venerated as holy or for its mystical 
qualities, or reverenced for its association with significant people and events? 

(Once those who have revered the documentary heritage for its social/ spiritua/I community 
significance no longer do so, or are no longer living, it loses this specific significance and may 
eventually acquire historical significance.) 

The Archive of Ignacio Ellacurfa, SJ, can be regarded as unique, as it represents 
the thinking of an intellectual who faced the crises of their time in a committed 
way, both an intellectually and ethically level. All his intellectual production is 
safeguarded in the archive, which has been the basis for many investigations at 
national and international level. And as stated in the beginning, his legacy still 
continues to inspire the liberating mission of the University and other Jesuit 
universities, and is a standard reference of everyday social practice of many 
people and social groups in El Salvador and other Latin American countries. 
Ignacio Ellacurfa and his assassinated Jesuit companions have become a guide 
in the field of knowledge, ethics and morals, and his ideals and goals of human 
society are an inspiration to the country and the world. 

16.0 ContextuaI inf0『mation | 

6.1 Rarity 

The documents contained in this file are unique copies; productions generated 
by the activity of Ignacio Ellacuria. His personal documents, manuscripts, 
notes from books, notes and recordings of lectures, are original and 
irreplaceable documents. In that sense, the loss or physical damage would be 
an irreparable harm to the historical sources of the country. 

6.2 Integrity 

The documentation is kept in antacid file boxes, and since the intervention of 2001, the 
organization itself has not been modified. There is some information generatec 
throughout his activity as a member of the Society of Jesus and Dean of UCA, but is no1 
the subject of this proposal. This information is available in the Provincial Curia files anc 
the files of the Board of Directors of the Universidad Centroamericana "Jose Sime6r 
Canas", UCA. 
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7.0 Consultation with stakeholders 

7.1 Provide details of consultation about this nomination with the stakeholde『s in its 
significance and preservation. 

Apart from the nominating institution itself, have other organizations or groups been consulted 
in the process of preparing the nomination - and, if so, did they support it or oppose it, or have 
useful comments to make ? 

This nomination was submitted for consultation to the Chairman of the 
National Committee of the Memory of the World, Mr. Oscar Campos Lara, 
and to the Permanent Delegate Ambassador of El Salvador to UNESCO, 
Mrs. Lorena Sol de Pool. Both supported the nomination. 

Additionally, on November 14, 2014, the application of the "File of Ignacio 
Ellacurfa, S.J." was presented in a public ceremony to the National Register 
of the Memory of the World. The event was chaired by Mr. Wolfgang 
Effenberger Lopez, National Director of Cultural Heritage of the Secretary of 
Culture of the Presidency of El Salvador, authorities of the Central American 
Province of the Society of Jesus and Universidad Centroamericana "Jose 
Simeon Canas". It was an act with much symbolism and broad support for 
the nomination. There is a summary in the Annexes of the news published 
after the event. 

18.o Assessment of risk | 
Detail the nature and scope of th 『eats to this documentary heritage. 
Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. 

Be accurate and honest. Ifyour document(s) is at risk for any reason, say so. UNESCO needs 
to know its true situation. 

As for safeguard, the file is ordered in file boxes, in an area intended for this 
use only. The care and direct manipulation are in charge of the Theology 
Library "Juan Ramon Moreno", that is, of specialists. 

The safeguard room has natural ventilation through windows protected with 
nets, which allow the entry of air, but not insects. 

However, our tropical climate can generate sudden moisture changes, 
which, if not controlled, can cause sharp deterioration in the material, 
increasing the risk of fungus or pests, or accelerating the fragility of the 
documents. 
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The room does not yet have air conditioning or dehumidifiers, which may 
affect in a long-term the consistency and integrity of the paper. 

In that sense, this is an immediate challenge; however, its solution will 
depend on the economic capabilities of the institution. 

19.0 P『eservation and Access Management PIan | 
9.1 Is the『e a management plan in existence fo『 this documentary he『itage?

YES NO 

X 

If yes, attach a summary of the plan. If no, please attach further details about current storage 
and custody of the materials. 

Currently, the conditions of preservation and conservation are limited to the 
following: 

Periodic cleaning of the consulting room and monitoring of material. 
Even though there is no A/C or dehumidifiers due to lack of funds, a 
cool climate is maintained within the section through the air circulation 
through the windows, which have protective nets that prevent insects 
from entering. 

Guard units are constantly reviewed and cleaned to prevent the 
presence of insects and to monitor the conditions of biological agents. 

The conditions of access to documents have no restrictions; the only 
condition is to contact the custodian previously to explain the reason of 
consultation, in order for the custodian to give guidance on research 
needs. 

The user service is from Monday through Friday, from 8:00 am to 6:00 
pm, and Saturday mornings. 

The digitalization of 100% of the documents was carried out, which 
allows a broader access and avoids direct manipulation of the originals. 

The catalog of inventory and classification tables are available and published 
in the book of Rocio de los Reyes Ramirez, under the title Archivo de 
Ignacio Ellacuria, S.J. It is also available through the database of Virtual 
Documentation Center Ignacio Ellacuria, in the following link: 
httQ://www.uca.edu.sv/centro-documentacion-virtual/. 
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|10.o Any otheHnf0『mation | 
Detail any other information that supports the inclusion of this documentary heritage on the 
International Memory of the Wo『Id Register. If the nomination is successful, how will you use 
this to p『omote the MoW Programme? 

Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. 

If the nomination were successful, we would release the news through 
various national media and official documents of the University, through the 
institutional website, the Virtual Documentation Center Ignacio Ellacuria, and 
the entire network of Jesuit Universities internationally. In this way, they can 
learn the importance of valuing the documentary heritage and the efforts 
being carried out by UNESCO through the Memory of the World Program. 
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Haiti 

UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 





Nomination fo『m
International Memory of the Wo『Id Register 

1.0 Checklist 
Nominees may find the following checklist useful before sending the nomination form to 
the International Memory of the World Secretariat. The information provided in italics on 
the form is there fo『 guidance only and should be deleted once the sections have been 
completed. 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口

Summary completed (section 1 ) 

Nomination and contact details completed (section 2) 

Declaration of Authority signed and dated (section 2) 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口

If this is a joint nomination, section 2 appropriately modified, and all Declarations of 
Authority obtained 

Documentary heritage identified (sections 3.1 - 3.3) 

History/provenance completed (section 3.4) 

Bibliography completed (section 3.5) 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口

Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people or 
organizations recorded (section 3.6) 

Details of owner completed (section 4.1 ) 

Details of custodian - if different from owner - completed (section 4.2) 

Details of legal status completed (section 4.3) 

Details of accessibility completed (section 4.4) 

Details of copyright status completed (section 4.5) 

Evidence presented to support fulfilment of the criteria? (section 5) 

Additional information provided (section 6) 

Details of consultation with stakeholders completed (section 7) 

Assessment of risk completed (section 8) 

口
―
口

Summary of Preservation and Access Management Plan completed. If there is no 
formal Plan attach details about current and/or planned access, storage and custody 
arrangements (section 9) 

Any other information provided - if applicable (section 10) 

口

Suitable reproduction quality photographs identified to illustrate the documentary 
heritage. (300dpi, jpg format, full-colour preferred). 
Copyright permissions forms signed and attached. Agreement to propose item(s) for 
inclusion on the World Digital Library if inscribed 
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Nomination form 
International Memory of the World Registe『

title of item being proposed 
ID Code [Internal use only] 

I1 .0 Summary (max 200 WO『ds) | 
Give a brief description of the documentary heritage being nominated and the reasons for proposing it. 

This is the "shop window" ofyour nomination and is best written last! It should contain all the essential 
points you want to make, so that anyone reading it can understand your case even if they do not read 
the rest ofyour nomination. 

This documentary fund represents half a century research of Madame Rigaud Mennesson to overcome the 
age-old exclusion of the haitian Vodou by offering to the community of researchers means of her approach. 
Through many years of personal research (1940-1960), It is question of over one thousand files relating to 
Vodou practices in Port-au-prince as well as in large areas of Haiti. Various topics were documented: Day of 
the Dead, ceremonies and various notes, vodou places, prayers and rituals, veve, songs, and rara carnival, 
games and stories. 

2.1 Name of nominator (pe『son o『 organization) 

Bibliotheque Hanienne des Peres du Saint-Esprit (BHPSE) 

2.2 Relationship to the nominated documentary heritage 

Custodian 

2.3 Contact person(s) (to provide information on nomination) 

Patrick Tardieu, curator 

2.4 Contact details 

Name Address 

Patrick Tardieu Rue Lamarre. 
16, , Port-au-Prince, Ha'iti 

Telephone Facsimile Email 
509 48757483 Patricktardieu@gmail.com 

2.5 Declaration of authority 

On behalf of the BHPSE, I certify that I have the authority to nominate the documentary heritage 
described in this document to the International Memory of the World Register. 

Signature Full name (Please PRINT) 

lnstitution(s), if approp『iate

Date 
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I3.0 Identity and desC『iption of the documentary heritage 

3.1 Name and identification details of the items being nominated 

If inscribed, the exact title and institution(s) to appea『 on the certificate should be given 

In this part of the form you must describe the document or collection in sufficient detail to make clear 
precisely what you are nominating. Any collection must be finite (with beginning and end dates) and 
closed. 

This fund contains more than one thousand files such as: 

a) Manuscripts, newspaper articles collected by Odette Mennesson Rigaud between 1940-1960. The 
whole identified documentary heritage is related to the haitian oral culture tradition 

b) Ethnographic studies 

c) Author's correspondence 

Everything has been classified and properly identified. 

3.2 Catalogue o『 registration details 

Depending on what is being nominated, appending a catalogue can be a useful way of defining a 
collection. If this is too bulky or impractical, a comprehensive description accompanied by sample 
catalogue entries, accession or registration numbers or other ways of defining a collection 's size and 
character can be used. 

Please go the following website: http://www.ht.refer.org/OMR/ 

3.3 Visual documentation if approp『iate (for example, photographs, or a DVD of the 
documentary heritage) 

It is useful to append photographs (or in the case of audiovisual material a CD, DVD, USB key of all or 
some of the material), where this adds additional information, to help the assessors visualize or listen to 
the collection or document. 

3.4 History/p『ovenance
Describe what you know of the history of the collection or document. Your knowledge may not be 
complete, but give the best description you can. 

The Reverend priest Antoine Adrien had received all the documentary heritage of Madame Odette 
Rigaud Mennesson from Mr. Dauphin for tabling in the Bibliotheque Hanienne des Peres du Saint
Esprit (BHPSE) in 1987. Later on, by 1989, a catalogue of the collection had been graciously 
undertaken for better accessibility of such large archives. 

By 2004 the Bureau Caraibes de l'Association des Universites Francophones, through, particularly, the 
interest of its Director, Mr. Salifou, from Benin who, attracted by the retentions historic African
American, was able to obtain the minimum funds needed for the organization of this collection. A first 
CD was released in early summer 2004, gathering the collected documents concerning the historical 
"Lakou" of Gonaives: Souvenance, Soucri and Badjo. 

3.5 Bibliography 

A bibliography demonstrates what others have independently said and written about the heritage you 
are nominating. It is best if you can cite scholars from several countries, rather than just your own 
country, and if they are authoritative voices clearly independent from both your own institution and 
UNESCO. 
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1- A catalogue of this fund and analysis has been produced by Rachelle Beauvoir Dominique of 
Ayizan Velekete foundation. Rachelle is an anthropologist and a professor at the Universite 
d'Etat d'Haiti. Neverthelessm this present catalogue, she was assisted by Florance Jean-Pierre, 
Elisabeth Beauvoir, Giuditta Castioni et Eddy Lubin 

2- WWW.|ehman.edu/cunyfirsti 
3- htt~df 

3.6 Names, qualifications and contact details of up to th 『ee independent people or organizations 
with expert knowledge about the values and provenance of the documentary heritage 

Name Qualifications Contact details 

1-Laennec Hurbon, 
Professor and 
Researcher at NCRS, 
FRANCE 

2.Jean Coulanges 
Permanent secretary at 
Haitian national 
commission for 
cooperation with 
UNESCO 

3.Wilfrid Bertrand 

General Director of 
national archives 

4-Erol Josue 

General Director of the 
National Bureau of 
Ethnology 

The referees you cite will be asked for their opinions. UNESCO may also contact other authoritative 
referees so that a aood spectrum of opinion is available for assessment purposes. 

4.1 Owne『 of the documentary he『itage (name and contact details) 

Name 

Telephone 

Address 

Bibliotheque Hanienne des Peres du Saint-Esprit (BHPSE), 

16 Rue Lamarre Port-au-Prince Haiti 
Facsimile Email 

4.2 Custodian of the documentary heritage (name and contact details if different from the owner) 

Name Address 

Telephone Facsimile Email 
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4.3 Legal status 

4.4 Accessibility 

Describe how the item(s) / collection may be accessed 

A catalogue of this collection is accessible on the internet platform through the following: 

http:IIwww.ht.refer.orq/OMR/ 

http:IIWWW.ht.refer.orq/OMR/Cata|oque OMR.pdf 

Within a year the curator is planning to digitalize the whole documentary heritage for a complete access 
of the public to its contents. 

All access restrictions should be explicitly stated below: 

For the time being since the earthquake of 2010 the documents are in some boxes at the library 
Campus. 

Encouraging accessibility is a basic objective of MoW. Accordingly, digitization for access purposes is 
encouraged and you should comment on whether this has been done or is planned. You should also 
note if there are legal or cultural factors that restrict access. 

So far, more or less one-third of this documentary heritage has been digitalized and published in PDF 
format in internet. 

Provide details of legal and administrative responsibility for the preservation of the documentary 
heritage 

The Bibliolotheque haitienne des Peres du Saint-esprit BHPS is the owner of the fund. This institution is 
res~reservation. 

4.5 Copyright status 

Describe the copyright status of the item(s) / collection 

Where copyright status is known, it should be stated. However, the copyright status of a document or 
collection has no bearing on its significance and is not taken into account in determining whether it 
meets the criteria for inscription. 

The Bibliolotheque Haitienne des Peres du Saint-Esprit (BHPSE) has the copyright status to proceed 

5.0 Assessment against the selection criteria | 

5.1 Authenticity. 

Is the documentary heritage what it appears to be? Have identity and provenance been reliably 
established? 

On behalf the Bibliolotheque Ha"itienne des Peres du Saint-Esprit (BHPSE) I certify that the submitted 
document is authentic 
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5.2 World significance 

Is the heritage unique and irreplaceable ? Would its disappearance constitute and harmful 
impoverishment of the heritage of humanity? Has it created great impact over time and/or within a 
particular cultural area of the world? Has it had great influence (positive or negative) on the course of 
history? 

The Haitian vodou is an American-afro religion which had been developed during the colonial and the 
slavery era (1492-1803). It is a mixture of some beliefs and socio-religious practices that are alimented 
by some forms of syncretism rooted in Africa and Catholics. 

The voodoo is a real reservoir of collective memory. It is a testimony of the interrelations between 
Europe, Africa and America. The sounds collected the dances, the prayers, the iconographies as welll 
as their references to Catholics saints, to some African Haitian divinities are proofs of these 
interrelations. All those should attest the interest of the three continents to develop specific studies on 
the subject. 

5.3 Comparative criteria: 

Does the heritage meet any of the following tests? (It must meet at least one of them.) 

1 Time 

Is the document evocative of its time (which may have been a time of crisis, or significant social or 
cultural change? Does it represent a new discovery? Or is it the ''first ofits kind"? 

1- Regarding the creation of the national Bureau of ethnology (1941 ), this work coincides with 
the institutionalisation of ethnology studies in Haiti, 

2- Also, it coincides with the anti-superstitious campaign against vodou. 

2 Place 

Does the document contain crucial information about a locality important in world history and culture ? 
For example, was the location itself an important influence on the events or phenomena represented 
by the document? Does it describe physical environments, cities or institutions that have since 
vanished? 

The collects were made on geographical basis: the North, the South (extending from Leogane), 
Artibonite, the plain of the Cul-de-sac - with Saut d'Eau and Arcahaie - and the region Petion-ville 
including Morne la Selle and Route de Freres). 

This collection, is the first documented and digitalised document relating to the three vodou "lakou" in 
Artibonite department: Soukri, Badjo, Souvenance. 

3 People 

Does the cultural context of the document's creation reflect significant aspects of human behaviour, or 
ofsocial, industrial, artistic orpolitical development? Or does it capture the essence ofgreat 
movements, transitions, advances orregression? Does it illustrate the lives ofprominent individuals in 
the above fields? 

See comparative criteria # 1 "time" 

4 Subject and theme 

Does the subject matter of the document represent particular historical or intellectual developments in 
the natural, social and human sciences? Or in politics, ideology, sport or the arts? 
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See comparative criteria # 1 "time" 

5 Fo『m and style 

Does the document have outstanding aesthetic, stylistic or linguistic value? Or is it a typical exemplar 
of a type of presentation, custom or medium ? Is it an example of a disappeared or disappearing carrier 
orformat? 

6 Social/ spiritual/ community significance: 

Application of this criterion must reflect living significance - does documentary heritage have an 
emotional hold on people who are alive today? Is it venerated as holy or for its mystical qualities, or 
reverenced for its association with significant people and events? 

(Once those who have revered the documentary heritage for its socia/I spiritua/I community 
significance no longer do so, or are no longer living, it loses this specific significance and may 
eventually acquire historical significance.) 

6.0 Contextual inf0『mation | 

6.1 Ra『ity

This fund is the only known manuscripts based on Vodou during one decade (1940-1950) 

6.2 Integrity 

According to what the Bibliotheque Hanienne des Peres du Saint-Esprit has received (BHPSE) in 1987 
from the M.Dauphin, this fund is complete. 

7.0 Consultation with stakeholde『S

7.1 Provide details of consultation about this nomination with the stakeholders in its 
significance and preservation. 

Apart from the nominating institution itself, have other organizations or groups been consulted in the 
process ofpreparing the nomination - and, if so, did they support it or oppose it, or have useful 
comments to make ? 

Organisation des Nations Unies pour !'Education (UNESCO), la Science et la Culture, Komite Ayisyen 
memoire du monde •ie, Ministere de la Culture. 

18.0 Assessment of risk | 

Detail the nature and scope of th 『eats to this documentary heritage. 

Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. 

The fund is in danger. Since the earthquake its preservation becomes a must. In my conservative 
quality, I am preoccupied for its long-lasting conservation. 

Be accurate and honest. Ifyour document(s) is at risk for any reason, say so. UNESCO needs to know 
its true situation. 

|9.0 Preservation and Access Management PIan | 
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9.1 Is there a management plan in existence for this documentary heritage? 

NO 

If yes, attach a summary of the plan. If no, please attach further details about current storage and 
custody of the materials. 

So far this documentary heritage is still in 30 boxes at the Bibliotheque Ha,1'tienne des Peres du 
Saint-Esprit BHPSE (campus), ready and waiting for scanning process. 

|10.0 Any other information | 

Detail any othe『 information that supports the inclusion of this documentary he『itage on the 
International Memory of the Wo『Id Register. If the nomination is successful, how will you use 
this to promote the MoW Programme? 

Within one year this fund will be digitalized and published on internet platform. 

Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. 
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Jamaica 

UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 





ATTACHMENT II 
MEMORY OF THE WORLD REGISTER FOR LATIN AMERICA AND THE 

CARIBBEAN 
APPLICATION FORM 2013 

Title of item being p『oposed

Estate Maps Collection 

|1.o Summary (max 200 words) | 
Give a brief description of the documentary heritage being nominated and the reasons for proposing it. 
This is the "shop window" ofyour nomination and is best written last! It should contain all the essential points you 
want to make, so that anyone reading it can understand your case even if they do not read the rest of your 
nomination. 

The National Library of Jamaica houses a treasure of twenty thousand maps and plans that is 
altogether known as the 'Estate Maps Collection' . This collection represents an important part 
of our national heritage as it provides a medium through which the patterns and evolution of 
land tenure and land ownership from the 1650s to 1890s could be traced. Vital information can 
be garnered from the maps about the internal layout and operations of large scale agricultural 
plantations and pens. These estates focused chiefly on the cultivation of sugar and to a lesser 
extent on growing coffee, pimento, cocoa and cotton. These maps also provide physical 
evidence about the ways in which the hegemonic planter class regulated and restricted the 
access of the enslaved group to land both during and after emancipation. 

The value and indispensability of this collection to both the layman and the academic 
community are innumerable but in contemporary times they are an important primary source 
that can aid with the construction ofparish histories. This collection also contains critical data 
about early surveying and cartographic techniques that would prove useful to students and 
practitioners within both disciplines. The historiography of slavery and the period of freedom 
up to 1900 have also been deeply enriched by the access that has been granted to this 
documentary heritage. 

2.1 Name of nominator (person or organization) 

Nationa| Library of Jamaica 
2.2 Relationship to the nominated documentary heritage 

Custodian 
2.3 Contact person(s) (to provide information on nomination) 

National Librarian: Mrs Winsome Hudson 
2.4 Contact details 

Name: Winsome Hudson Address: 12 East Street Kingston 
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Telephone: 967-294 Facsimile : 922-5567 Emai/.winsome.hudson@nlj.gov.jm 

|2.5 Decla『ation of authority 

I certify that I have the authority to nominate the documentary he『itage desc『ibed in this 
document to the Regional Memory of the Wo『Id Register. 

Signature 
Winsome Hudson 
Full name {Please PRINT) 

lnstitution(s), if app『opriate

~ofJamaica 
Date 

|3.o ldentity and description of the documentary he『itage | 

3.1 Name and identification details of the items being nominated 
If insc『ibed, the exact title and institution(s) to appear on the certificate should be given 
In this part of the form you must describe the document or collection in sufficient detail to make clear precisely 
what you are nominating. Any collection must be finite (with beginning and end dates) and closed. 

Title: The Estate Map Collection 
Institution: National Library of Jamaica 

The Estate Map Collection contains twenty thousand maps and plans that were created 
from the mid 1650s to 1870s. Even though the title 'Estate Maps' is being applied to the 
collection that is being nominated, there are plans of barracks, hospitals, prisons, towns and 
roads. Drawings ofmountains and sketches showing the course ofrivers and the positions of 
drainage and irrigation systems are also to be found amongst the set of documents. These 
miscellaneous elements are not considered to be estate maps but they compliment the 
collection that is being nominated and were connected in some shape or form to the 
happenings in the landscape and to specific estates and pens. As it relates to the estate map 
collection there are maps showing the internal layout of both rural and urban settlements while 
others reveal the purposes for which the land was utilized and the number of settlements that 
was to be found on different plantations and pens. Estate plans and maps that are being 
nominated were also done to accompany patents, deeds, wills, boundary disputes, settlement 
and debtor hearings and sale and land transfer. 

A typical estate map contained: the name of the estate, the landowner, the surveyor and 
reference tables showing the names, numbers and areas of fields. The Jamaican cartographers 
also used a range of symbols to depict the features on the estates, the different ways in which 
the land was utilized and the crops that were planted. Plantation buildings such as great houses, 
work buildings and slave villages were also captured on the maps. The reasons for the creation 
of the map and important elements such as a scale were also recognisable on the estate maps. 

3.2 Catalogue o『 『egist『ation details 
Depending on what is being nominated, appending a catalogue can be a useful way of defining a collection. If this 
is too bulky or impractical, a comprehensive description accompanied by sample catalogue entries, accession or 
re~ a collection's size and character can be used. 
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The Estate Map Collection is organized on a geographical basis by parish and is housed in acid 
free paper folders in metal cabinets. All the maps have been catalogued and are available on a 
computerised data base. A card catalogue for the maps is also available on the Special 
Collections and Conservation Department floor of the National Library. 

3.3 Visual documentation if appropriate (for example, photographs, o『 a DVD of the documentary 
heritage) 

It is useful to append photographs (or in the case of audiovisual material a CD, DVD, USB key of all or some of the 
material), where this adds additional information, to help the assessors visualize or listen to the collection or 
document. 

See attached 

3.4 History/provenance 
Describe what you know of the history of the collection or document. Your knowledge may not be complete, but give 
the best description you can. 

In 1655 the English defeated the Spanish in the Battle at Rio Nuevo and Jamaica was 
immediately added to her colonial possessions. As soon as the conquest was completed and up 
until 1865 when Crown Colony Government was instituted there were several laws related to 
lands and surveying that were implemented by the plantocracy. As early as 1683 there 

were acts drafted to limit the activities of a Surveyor General to those in which the Crown was a 
party while any other form of surveying could be done by any random person. This act was 
further refined in 1780 where there were stipulations requiring surveyors to meet minimum 
standards of requirement such as serving for five years as an apprentice to an established 
surveyor or having been sworn in as a surveyor in Ireland or Britain after having completed an 
examination. This was a brief synopsis of the context in which the estate maps that have been 
described so far have been produced. The total numbers of surveyors that were identified as the 
creators ofmaps was noted by Barry Higman to be 300, where 220 were identified by name. 
Some ofthese surveyors were owners ofproperties and slaves themselves and it is important to 
note that their individual styles were often reflected in the pieces that they created. 

Although the role of the surveyor was paramount in the creation of estate maps, the ultimate 
desire ofplanters was central in determining the content that was replicated in the diagrams. In 
providing a breakdown of the production of the plans Higman noted that over 95 percent of 
these plans were done between 1770 -1870. He further divided the surveying activities into four 
different time periods where from 1770 - 1790 there was a rapid production of maps attributed 
to the growth in the sugar industry, while in 1790 -1830 there was a steady output ofmaps 
because a decline had set in the sugar industry while other cops such as coffee was introduced to 
create a balance. The third period was identified to be between 1834-1850 where surveying 
reached a peak due to fact that slaves were emancipated and planters needed to obtain accurate 
surveys in order to rent land to the freed populace to cultivate. In the final period between 1850 -
70, there was a steady decline in the production of maps as the sugar industry waned. After 1870 
these maps were still produced but the parish cadastral maps gained precedence. 
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3.5 Bibliog『aphy
A bibliography demonstrates what others have independently said and written about the heritage you are 
nominating. It is best if you can cite scholars from several countries, rather than just your own country, and if they 
are authoritative voices clearly independent from both your own institution and UNESCO. 

Higman, Barry. Jamaica Surveyed: Plantation maps andplans ofthe eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. Institute ofJamaica, 1998. 

Buisseret, James. Rural Images: Estate Maps in the Old and New World. University of Chicago 
Press, 1996. 

3.6 Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people o『 0『ganizations
with exoert knowledae about the values and 『ovenance of the documentarv heritaae 

Name Qualifications Contact details (address and/or email) 

1.Professor Barry 
Higman 

2.Dr.David Buisseret 

3. Simon Mitchell 

The referees you cite will be asked for their opinions. UNESCO may also contact other authoritative referees so that 
a good spectrum of opinion is available for assessment purposes. 

h.0 Legal information 

4.1 Owner of the documentarv heritaae (name and contact details 

Name: National Address: 12 East Street 

Library of Jamaica. 

Telephone: 967-2494 Facsimile: 922-5567 Email:nlj@nlj.gov.jm 

4.2 Custodian of the documentary he『itage (name and contact details if different f『om the owne『)

Name Address 

Telephone Facsimile Email 

4.3 Legal status 
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Provide details of legal and administrative responsibility for the preservation of the documentary heritage 

The National Library of Jamaica is a public institution that is funded and operated by the 
Government of Jamaica and as noted earlier it is the sole owner and custodian of the Estate 
Map Collection. 

4.4 Accessibility 
Describe how the item(s) / collection may be accessed. All access restrictions should be explicitly stated below: 
Encouraging accessibility is a basic objective of Mo W. Accordingly, digitization for access purposes is encouraged 
and you should comment on whether this has been done or is planned. You should also note if there are legal or 
cultural factors that restrict access. 

All the maps in the collection are available for viewing by members of the public upon 
request. Access to the actual physical map is allowed after basic instructions are provided about 
the care and handling of the material by the Librarian on the Special Collections floor where 
the maps are stored. A replica of the physical copy is only allowed through a digitization 
process that comes at a cost at the National Library. Several maps have been digitized but this 
digitization does not allow for a viewing of the image via the internet. It is also important to 
note that a manual and an online catalogue is available to patrons who wish to search for a 
particular estate map. 

4.5 Copyright status 

Describe the copyright status of the item(s) / collection 
Where copyright status is known, it should be stated. However, the copyright status of a document or 
collection has no bearing on its significance and is not taken into account in determining whether it 
meets the criteria for inscription. 

The original maps are stored in cabinets on the Special Floor Collection of the National 
Library of Jamaica and ownership of the collection rests within the said institution. 

|5.0 Assessment against the selection C『ite『ia | 

5.1 Authenticity. 
Is the documentary heritage what it appears to be? Have identity and provenance been reliably established? 

The Estate maps were produced in Jamaica from the mid 1 ?1h century to the latter half of 
the 19 th century. They were created by a number of Jamaican surveyors who also held the 
habit ofbuying the documents oftheir counterparts and then passing it on as family heirlooms. 
However there is one collector and surveyor whose name was Thomas Harrison who made it 
his life quest in the 1850s to obtain accurate depictions of landscape whether through actual 
survevs or bv buvim! the dia2:rams oroduced bv other reoutable collea2:Ues in the orofession. 
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This collection was deposited to the Institute of Jamaica in the 1940s and housed in the West 
India Reference Library (WIRL). However it changed ownership in 1979 when the National 
Library was formed. All the documents are genuine and original. 

5.2 Regional significance 
Is the heritage unique and irreplaceable ? Would its disappearance constitute and harmful impoverishment of the 
heritage of humanity? Has it created great impact over time and/or within a particular cultural area of the region ? 
Has it had great influence (positive or negative) on the course of history? 

Patterns of evolution of the landscape within the region can be deduced from the map 
collection that is being explored. Moreover these diagrams may allow for a comparative 
analysis of the environmental conditions that are faced by the region today especially in 
matters concerning the impact that agricultural practices have had on the degradation of the 
envirornnent after the period of plantation slavery. These maps also provide ample physica! 
evidence about the ways in which land as a resource was exploited and utilized for economic 
gains. This is paramount to the claims that are being laid out in the case for reparations for 
Carribean countries from Britain. These maps also provide evidence that could help with the 
assesment of the plight that was faced by the landlessness peasant after emancipation and the 
ways in which this struggle for land has persisted into the twenty first century. 

5.3 Comparative criteria: 
Does the heritage meet any of the following tests? (It must meet at least one of them.) 

1 Time 
Is the document evocative ofits time (which may have been a time ofcrisis, or significant social or cultural change? 
Does it represent a new discovery? Or is it the '1irst of its kind"? 

The era ofplantation slavery has definitely impacted the trajectory ofhistory in Jamaica and 
the wider Americas. It was a time in which some ofthe greatest human tragedies were 
committed and there are residual effects that are still observable today. A large percentage of 
these maps were engineered during this time period and after slavery ended and so they are 
quite relevant to issues about colonialism that are still unresolved. 

2 Place 
Does the document contain crucial information about a locality important in world history and culture? For example, 
was the location itself an important influence on the events or phenomena represented by the document? Does it 
describe physical environments, cities or institutions that have since vanished? 

These estate maps originated in Jamaica. However, they were created in other British and 
European colonies in the Caribbean but the collection that is housed at the National Library is 
unique because of its size and the content that is reproduced about the socio-economic 
landscape.These maps help to broaden an understanding ofthe ways in which planters 
managed their estates, and the data ascertained could be used to assess the varying fortunes of 
individual owners. This source is also relevant for the individual who wants to do a 
comparaitive analysis of the evolution of land settlements and land use patterns in territories 
that were colonised by Britain and other European countries in the Americas.The expansion 
and death ofthe institution ofslave-s in this 
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collection. 

3 People 
Does the cultural context of the document's creation reflect significant aspects of human behaviour, or of social, 
industrial, artistic orpolitical development? Or does it capture the essence ofgreat movements, transitions, 
advances or regression? Does it illustrate the lives ofprominent individuals in the above fields? 

Since the 1970s, in the Caribbean, there has been a concerted effort to rewrite history from 
the perspective of the laity, therefore sources such as the Estate Map Collections may be 
viewed as an elitist product. However it is quite useful in constructing the stories of blacks and 
coloureds who held landholdings during slavery and those who acquired land after 
emancipation. These documents can also help to write the histories of women especially 
female owners ofland and estates who have not been retrieved from the annals. Even the roles 
played by the individual surveyors within the plantation enterprise could be further explored by 
examining these documents. The maps are also symbolic ofthe power that was wielded by the 
British plantocracy and as such is an excellent source to consult for an analysis of the landed 
gentry. However there is a darker side to the heritage of these maps that were produced as this 
show ofwealth was done at the expense ofthe exploitation ofthe enslaved populace. 

4 Subject and theme 
Does the subject matter of the document represent particular historical or intellectual developments in the natural, 
social and human sciences? Or in politics, ideology, sport or the arts? 

The estate map collection has been consulted by numerous scholars from varying academic 
disciplines. It is an essential tool for researchers who wish to gain a critical understanding of 
the ways in which land was used, distributed, surveyed and captured on a map during the time 
period aforementioned. This documentary heritage can also serve as a complimentary tool for 
genealogical searches conducted by descendants of all the parties that were accounted for on 
the maps produced. The story that is presented on these maps is of value to a range of fields 
that fall within the humanities and the natural and social sciences. 

5 Form and style 
Does the document have outstanding aesthetic, stylistic or linguistic value ? Or is it a typical exemplar of a type of 
presentation, custom or medium ? Is it an example of a disappeared or disappearing carrier or format? 

The maps are mostly available on paper and in a manuscript format while only a few of those 
belonging to the collections under scrutiny are to be found in atlases. The sizes ofthe plans 
vary but there was an overall decline in the size in the periods from 1750-1890. Hence a plan 
that was created in 1870 was usually three times smaller than one done in 1770. The outlines of 
plans were done in Indian ink and embellished with water colours. Some of the plans are rough 
sketches done in pencil while others contained all the elements mentioned thus far. These maps 
also allow for an examination of the relationship that existed between art and cartography in 
the earliest years of the surveying profession in Jamaica. It also reveals both the ornamental 
and utilitarian purposes that informed the commission and creation of the maps as even though 
the planters were interested in tools that could help with estate management there were others 
who wanted to hang a map of their estate on the walls of residences in England or in the Great 
houses of the West Indies . This was deemed to be a display of their wealth and power and was 
acommon~. 
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The techniques that are employed in the creation of these maps have evolved and so they are 
reminiscent of a time in which the cartogarpher was bouded by particular ideas and limited by 
the tools at his disposal. In the Jamaican context the tools that were used by the surveyor 
included the compass, the chain, a pencil, paper, water colours and field books. Thse 
surveyors were never able to diffrentiate between a true and magnetic azimuth but the maps 
are still a resorvoir of information about the surveying tradition that emerged in the country. 
The peservation of this collection is encouraged on the grounds that it fosters an appreciation 
for the efforts that were dedicated to mapping human exploits. 

6 Social/ spiritual/ community significance: 
Application of this criterion must reflect living significance - does documentary heritage have an emotional hold on 
people who are alive today? Is it venerated as holy or for its mystical qualities, or reverenced for its association with 
significant people and events? (Once those who have revered the documentary heritage for its socia/I spiritua/I 
community significance no longer do so, or are no longer living, it loses this specific significance and may 
eventually acquire historical significance.) 

The parties involved in the commissioning and the creation of the estate maps are no longer 
alive but plantation slavery has had a profound impact on the social and economic landscapes 
of the European colonies in the Caribbean. Though colonialism has ended, issues of reparation 
have resurfaced and so it is evident that matters concerning the compenastion of descendants of 
those who were enslaved are not reconciled. Since the land and the exploitation of this physical 
resource was key to the ecomnic enterprise of slavery, these maps are still relevant to any 
resolution that could be arrived at on matters of economic reparations. Also this nomination 
may help to present a case for a truth and reconciliation movement that may be necessary if 
there is going to be a mending of social relationships between the descedants of the victims of 
slavery and those who were colonizers. 

16.0 Contextual information | 
6.1 Rarity 

Jamaica's Estate Map Collection is quite unique as there is none that is comparable in volume 
and scope throughout the Caribbean. Barry Higman, a notable historical geographer, alluded to 
the fact that cartographic records are sparse for older plantation colonies such as Barbados and 
the Leeward islands. However, in other Caribbean territories where maps were created, they 
have repatriated with European collectors. As it relates to the existence of such maps in 
Britain's former North American possession, David Bussiret noted that a plethora ofestate 
maps were done in South Carolina. He further explained that these mapping practices were 
adopted from Jamaica with whom the colony held mutual relations. Thus the existence of such 
an elaborate collection in Jamaica is grounds for further comparative studies about the 
cartographic traditions that emerged in British colonies throughout the world. The argument 
could also be proposed that if a person is desirable of conducting a detailed study of land 
settlements in former Caribbean colonies then the estate map collection of Jamaica could 
provide a possible framework from which certain generalizations could be drawn about the 
region. 
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6.2 Integrity 

The Estate Map Collection is fairly well maintained and is intact. The conditions in which 
they are stored is on par with those that are standardized for library storge and work has been 
done to repair fragile copies. The use of acid free paper to store these maps and plans have also 
prevented any unwanted deterioration. However, the legibility of the notes on a few documents 
has been significantly reduced because of the age and time factor that has caused the ink and 
writing to fade. The edges of some plans have been eaten away while others have become crisp 
and will be further damaged if individuals are still allowed to have physical interaction with 
them. The practice of folding a small percentage of specimen have also resulted in the loss of 
information especially in the areas that the creases have formed. A small percentage of the 
collection has been digitized and there is the goal that the process will be completed sometime 
in the future if adequate funding is accessed. 

|7.0 Consultation with stakeholders | 
7.1 P『ovide details of consultation about this nomination with the stakeholde『s in its 
significance and p『eservation.
Apart from the nominating institution itself, have other organizations or groups been consulted in the process of 
preparing the nomination - and, if so, did they support it or oppose it, or have useful comments to make ? 

The National Library of Jamaica is the sole nominator for the Estate Map Collection to be 
inscribed on the Memory of the World Listing. 

18.0 Assessment of risk | 
Detail the nature and scope of threats to this documentary he『itage.
Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. Be accurate and honest. If your document(s) is at risk for any 
reason, say so. UNESCO needs to know its true situation. 

There are no imminent dangers or risks to which the documentary heritage is currently 
exposed. However, if the area experiences an earthquake and there are significant structural 
damages to the building in which the collection is housed, then the documents could be 
destroyed. 

19.0 Preservation and Access Management Plan | 
9.1 Is there a management plan in existence for this documentary heritage? 

YES NO 

If yes, attach a summary of the plan. If no, please attach further details about current storage and custody of the 
materials. 

The Estate Maps are currently stored in acid free paper in enclosed map cabinets. There is also a fire 
alarm system in place with smoke detectors in the vicinity to guard against any eventuality of a fire. The 
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NLJ also has a Conservation Department that has the expertise to carry out restoration work on the 
collection. There is also a system in place to ensure that where physical access is provided to the 
originals, that the researcher uses gloves to guard against any damage to the collections as a result of 
oils or contaminants on their hands. 

|10.0 Any other inf0『mation | 
Detail any other info『mation that supports the inclusion of this documentary heritage on the 
Regional Memory of the Wo『Id Registe『. If the nomination is successful, how will you use this to 
promote the MoW Programme? 
Attach a separate statement if space insufficient 

If the nomination from the NLJ is successful we would develop an exhibition centred around the 
Estate Map Collection and this exhibition would be used as a basis to spark discussion among 
high school history students as well as those at the Tertiary level about the Memory of the World 
Programme and it's significance to Jamaica and the region. 
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ATTACHMENT III 

MANDATORIAL FOR ARCHIVAL MATERIAL 
(In case of proposals which join more than one fonds or collection, fill a form 

for each one) 

| on the basis of the IntemationaI Standard f0『 Archiva I DeSC『iption - ISAD (G) - ICA | 

Refe『ence code 

Title 

Dates 

Level of description 

Extent and medium of the 
unit of description 

Name of c『eato『(s)

Administrative / 
biog 『aphical histo『y
(maximum one page) 

A『chival story 

Immediate sou『ce of 
acquisition or transfe『
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Scope and content 

Appraisal, dest『uction and 
scheduling information 

System of arrangement 

Conditions governing access 
Specify: 

Conditions governing 
『ep『oduction
(Specify types of reproduction 
authorized) 

Language/scripts of 
mate『ial

Physical cha『acte『istics and 
technical requirements 
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Finding aids 

Existence and location of 
copies 

Related units of description 

Publication note 

Notes 
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Panama 

UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 





Nomination fo『m
International Memory of the Wo『Id Register 

1.0 Checklist 
Nominees may find the following checklist useful before sending the nomination form to 
the International Memory of the World Secretariat. The information provided in italics on 
the form is there fo『 guidance only and should be deleted once the sections have been 
completed. 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口

Summary completed (section 1 ) 

Nomination and contact details completed (section 2) 

Declaration of Authority signed and dated (section 2) 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口

If this is a joint nomination, section 2 appropriately modified, and all Declarations of 
Authority obtained 

Documentary heritage identified (sections 3.1 - 3.3) 

History/provenance completed (section 3.4) 

Bibliography completed (section 3.5) 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口

Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people or 
organizations recorded (section 3.6) 

Details of owner completed (section 4.1 ) 

Details of custodian - if different from owner - completed (section 4.2) 

Details of legal status completed (section 4.3) 

Details of accessibility completed (section 4.4) 

Details of copyright status completed (section 4.5) 

Evidence presented to support fulfilment of the criteria? (section 5) 

Additional information provided (section 6) 

Details of consultation with stakeholders completed (section 7) 

Assessment of risk completed (section 8) 

口
―
口

Summary of Preservation and Access Management Plan completed. If there is no 
formal Plan attach details about current and/or planned access, storage and custody 
arrangements (section 9) 

Any other information provided - if applicable (section 10) 

口

Suitable reproduction quality photographs identified to illustrate the documentary 
heritage. (300dpi, jpg format, full-colour preferred). 
Copyright permissions forms signed and attached. Agreement to propose item(s) for 
inclusion on the World Digital Library if inscribed 
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Nomination form 
International Memory of the World Registe『

title of item being proposed 
ID Code [Internal use only] 

I1 .0 Summary (max 200 WO『ds) | 
Give a brief description of the documentary heritage being nominated and the reasons for 
proposing it. 

This is the "shop window" of your nomination and is best written last! It should contain all the 
essential points you want to make, so that anyone reading it can understand your case even if 
they do not read the rest ofyour nomination. 
Panama Canal Torrijos Carter Treaties 

Due to the existence of Hay-Bunau Varilla Treaty, between Panama and the United 
States, subscribed in November 18, 1903, the independence, sovereignty and 
jurisdiction of the Republic of Panama were severely compromised by reason of the 
concessions that the agreement granted to the detriment of the national interest. 
As a consequence of such concessions and due to the growing Panamanian 
nationalism resulting from the American presence in the territory, and events such as 
those of January 9, 1964, negotiations between both countries began, in 1970, with 
the adoption of a new strategy of international policy by applying a multilateral twist to 
the defense and promotion of the major national objective, thereby bringing about 
favourable conditions for convening extraordinary session of the United Nations 
Security Council on Panamanian soil, on march-April, 1973. 

The result of these negotiations was the signing of the Panama Canal Treaties in 
Washington, in September 7, 1977, among the head of the Government of Panama 
Omar Torrijos, and Jimmy Carter, President of the United States, with the commitment 
of both countries to guarantee good management, operation and maintenance of the 
Panama Canal, in the framework of a decolonization process agreed upon to last 23 
years and the other component is the Treaty of Permanent Neutrality and Operation of 
the Canal, which guarantees that the waterway is free and open, in times of peace and 
in times of war, to all nations of the World. In this context, the protocol of adhesion to 
the Treaty of Permanent Meutrality was made available to the signature of all nations. 

The fundamental importance of the Panama canal lies in the fact that 5% of the global 
trade goes through this interoceanic waterway, thereby connecting the Pacific and 
Atlantic routes of the coasts of United States, Europe and the East. 

With the present management of the Panama Canal the efficiency of this important 
resource has been upheld, so that it continues to promote world commerce and global 
peace. 

Panama and the United States keep a historic relation as strategic partners; with much 
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Maturity and political will from both parties the basis of a harmonic and lasting relation 
was forget, after many years of disappointments. The solidarity and understanding of 
the international community have been a major contribution towards this endeavour. 

It is an element of common knowledge that form the British West Indies provided much 
of the labor needed for the construction of the Panama Railroad during the decade of 
1850 and for the Panama Canal between 1881 and 1914. 

The demographic and economic consequences of migration from the West Indies, and 
also in lesser proportions of the other groups from India, as well as Greeks and 
Italians, fostered the ethnical and cultural blending that has continued to influence the 
Panamanian society. 

The Panama Canal treaties provided peaceful solutions to a long standing conflict. 
Since they paved the way to an era of understanding and harmony throughout the 
region, they are regarded as a major contribution to interational reconciliation, 
particulary in the Americas. 

2.1 Name of nominator (person or organization) 

Lie. Mirevda C. Jaramillo-Jefa de Archivos Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores. 
2.2 Relationship to the nominated documentary he『itage

custody 
2.3 Contact person{s) (to provide information on nomination) 
Lie. Mireyda Jaramillo 

2.4 Contact details 

Name 
Mireyda Jaramillo 

Telephone 
511-4283 

2.5 Declaration of authority 

Address 
San Felipe Street 3rd palace Bolivar 

Facsimile 
511-4022 

Email 
mjaramillo@mire.gob.pa 

I certify that I have the authority to nominate the documentary heritage desc『ibed in this 
document to the International Memory of the World Register. 

Signatu『e Full name (Please PRINT) 

lnstitution(s), if app『op『iate

Date 
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3.0 Identity and description of the documentary heritage 

3.1 Name and identification details of the items being nominated 
If inscribed, the exact title and institution(s) to appear on the certificate should be given 
In this part of the form you must describe the document or collection in sufficient detail to make 
clear precisely what you are nominating. Any collection must be finite (with beginning and end 
dates) and closed. 

Treaties of the Panama Canal signed in Washington, United States, September 7, 1977 
between the head of government of Panama, Omar Torrijos and Jimmy Carter, President of the 
United States, established the delivery of the administration of the Panama Canal and the 
closure of all US military bases in Panama, on December 31, 1999 at 12:00pm both countries 
pledged in a friendly and cooperative agreement to provide good administration, operation and 
maintenance of the Panama Canal, composed of the Torrijos - Carter Treaty concerning the 
Permanent Neutrality and Operation of the Panama Canal, which contains 8 articles, which 
guarantees freedom of movement and perpetual. 

In this context the opening was given to the Protocol of Accession to the Treaty of Permanent 
Neutrality in order that all countries adhere in to ensure compliance with the pact of neutrality, 
and being the Organization ofAmerican States the repository ofthese firms adhesion. 

3.2 Catalogue or registration details 

Depending on what is being nominated, appending a catalogue can be a useful way of defining 
a collection. If this is too bulky or impractical, a comprehensive description accompanied by 
sample catalogue entries, accession or registration numbers or other ways of defining a 
collection 's size and character can be used. 

The following is the index or catalogs that complete the Compendium of Panama Canal Treaties: 
• Panama Canal Treaties: 

a. A preamble 
b. Fourteen articles 
c. An annex 
d. A record 

• Treaty Cocenrning the Permanent Neut『ality

a. Eight articles 
• Protocol of Accession 

b. A document 

3.3 Visual documentation if approp『iate (for example, photographs, o『 a DVD of the documentary 
he『itage)

It is useful to append photographs (or in the case of audiovisual material a CD, D VD, USB key 
of all or some of the material), where this adds additional information, to help the assessors 
visualize or listen to the collection or document. 

3.4 Histo函『ovenance
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Describe what you know of the history of the collection or document. Your knowledge may not 
be complete, but give the best description you can. 

After the events of January 9, 1964, a series of negotiations began between the 
governments of Panama and the United States to reach agreements that allow the 
ssigning of a treaty between the two countries regarding the Canal Zone and the Canal 
from Panama. In June 1964 the first Joint Declaration of the Presidents of the Republic 
of Panama and the United States, Roberto Francisco Chiari and Lyndon Johnson 
signed. Ambassadors Miguel J. Moreno and Ellsworth Bunker were appointed to 
represent their countries in the Permanent Council of the Organization of American 
States. 

In 1971, in the city of Washington, negotiations continued and took into account a 
variety of aspects concerning the causes of conflict and negotiation process lasted 
more than six years culminating in the signing of the Canal Treaties Torrijos-Carter 
Panama. 

3.5 Bibliog『aphy

A bibliography demonstrates what others have independently said and written about the 
heritage you are nominating. It is best if you can cite scholars from several countries, rather 
than just your own country, and if they are authoritative voices clearly independent from both 
your own institution and UNESCO. 
Time of Ty『ants-Richard Foster, United States. 

Anthology of Documents on the Canal-Jose de Jesus Martinez, Nica『agua

Of the Hay-Bunau-Varilla to the Torrijos Carter- Jorge Conte Porras, Panama 

Panama Lost Because 1980-Alfonso Lopez Michelsen, Colombia 

Panama Odyssey-William Jorden, United States 

The Path Between the seas-David McCullough, United States 

3.6 Names, qualifications and contact details of up to th 『ee independent people or organizations 
with expert knowledge about the values and p『ovenance of the documentary heritage 
Name Qualifications Contact details 

1.Luis Navas professor of 66-865738 Panama University 
Philosophy and 
History, Professor 
of the Panama 
relations with the 
United States 
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2.Cesar del Vasto Historian, writer 66-082551 Panama university 
and eoet 

3.Angeles Ramos 
Baquero 

lnteroceanic Canal 211-1649 lnteroceanic Canal Museum of 
Museum of Panama 
Panama 

The referees you cite will be asked for their opinions. UNESCO may also contact other 
authoritative referees so that a aood spectrum of opinion is available for assessment purposes. 

4.1 Owne『 of the documentary he『itage (name and contact details) 

Name Address 

Ministry of Foreign San Felipe street 3rd Palace Bolivar 

Telephone} 
511-4100 

Facsimile 
511-4022 

Email 
mjaramillo@mire.gob.pa 

4.2 Custodian of the documentary heritage (name and contact details if diffe『entf『om the owner) 

Name Address 

Telephone Facsimile Email 

4.3 Legal status 

Provide details of legal and administrative responsibility for the preservation of the documentary 
heritage 

Legislative Decree No.3 of 1903 

4.4 Accessibility 

Describe how the item(s) / collection may be accessed 

All access restrictions should be explicitly stated below: 
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Encouraging accessibility is a basic objective ofMoW. Accordingly, digitization for access 
purposes is encouraged and you should comment on whether this has been done or is 
planned. You should also note if there are legal or cultural factors that restrict access. 

Open public consultation 

We intend to digitize all documents relating to the signing of the Torrijos-Carter 
Treaties, as an effective tool of consultation and conservation. 

4.5 Copyright status 

Describe the copyright status of the item(s) / collection 

Where copyright status is known, it should be stated. However, the copyright status of a 
document or collection has no bearing on its significance and is not taken into account in 
determining whether it meets the criteria for inscription. 

15.0 Assessment against the selection C『ite『ia | 

5.1 Authenticity. 

Is the documentary heritage what it appears to be? Have identity and provenance been reliably 
established? 

If it is a documentary heritage of our country and that this document is the result of 
the struggle for sovereignty, nationalism, territorial independence; which became a 
powerful symbol that can bring peace and good understanding through dialogue and 
perseverance. 

5.2 Wo『Id significance 

Is the heritage unique and irreplaceable? Would its disappearance constitute and harmful 
impoverishment of the heritage of humanity? Has it created great impact over time and/or within a 
particular cultural area of the world? Has it had great influence (positive or negative) on the course of 
history? 

If only because it generated a great impact on the historical evolution of our country 
and thanks to that could be achieved through negotiations total return of all the 
territory it occupied the Canal Zone and Panama Canal. 
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5.3 Comparative criteria: 

Does the heritage meet any of the following tests? (It must meet at least one of them.) 

1 Time 
Is the document evocative of its time (which may have been a time of crisis, or significant social 
or cultural change ? Does it represent a new discovery? Or is it the "first of its kind"? 

Yes, it is a very important document in the history of Panama, as a result of the conflict 
arisen because of the actions occurred on January 9, 1964 

2 Place 
Does the document contain crucial information about a locality important in world history and 
culture? For example, was the location itselfan important influence on the events or 
phenomena represented by the document? Does it describe physical environments, cities or 
institutions that have since vanished? 

If this document determines of the territory of the Canal Zone by the US military and 
gives deadlines for dislodging before and after the reversion of the Panama Canal 

3 People 

If it generates significant aspects because through fair negotiations are achieved 

Does the cultural context of the document's creation reflect significant aspects of human 
behaviour, or of social, industrial, artistic or political development? Or does it capture the 
essence ofgreat movements, transitions, advances or regression? Does it illustrate the lives of 
prominent individuals in the above fields? 

4 Subject and theme 

Particularly represents the new way of achieving consensus using political strategies 
through dialogue favourable results allow our country. 

Does the subject matter of the document represent particular historical or intellectual 
developments in the natural, social and human sciences? Or in politics, ideology, sport or the 
arts? 

5 Form and style 

It is a document prepared within the framework of diplomatic policies of time. 

Does the document have outstanding aesthetic, stylistic orlinguistic value? Oris it a typical 
exemplar of a type of presentation, custom or medium ? Is it an example of a disappeared or 
disappearing carrier or format? 

6 Social/ spi『itual/ community significance: 
Application of this criterion must reflect living significance - does documentary heritage have an 
emotional hold on oeoole who are alive todav? Is it venerated as holv or for its mvstical 
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qualities, or reverenced for its association with significant people and events? 

(Once those who have revered the documentary heritage for its social/ spiritua/I community 
significance no longer do so, or are no longer living, it loses this specific significance and may 
eventually acquire historical significance.) 

16.0 Contextual inf0『mation | 

6.1 Rarity 

6.2 Integrity 

It is an integral document, preserved in its original state. 

17.o Consultation with stakeholders | 
7.1 Provide details of consultation about this nomination with the stakeholde『s in its 
significance and preservation. 

Apart from the nominating institution itself, have other organizations or groups been consulted 
in the process of preparing the nomination - and, if so, did they support it or oppose it, or have 
useful comments to make ? 

I did not consult with any organization 

18.0 Assessment of risk | 
Detail the nature and scope of threats to this documentary he『itage.

Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. 

Be accurate and honest. If your document(s) is at risk for any reason, say so. UNESCO needs 
to know its true situation. 

There is no risk 

19.0 P『eservation and Access Management PIan | 
9.1 Is the『e a management plan in existence fo『 this documentary he『itage?

YES NO 

If yes, attach a summary of the plan. If no, please attach further details about current storage 
and custody of the materials. 
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There is not a management plan, this document is preserved considering stricter 
conservation measures in a glass case in a healthy environment for its preservation 

I1 0.0 Any other information | 
Detail any other information that supports the inclusion of this documentary heritage on the 
International Memory of the Wo『Id Register. If the nomination is successful, how will you use this 
to promote the MoW Programme? 
Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. 

With the signing of the Torrijos-Carter, not only the reversion of the Panama Canal to 
Panamanian control is achieved, but there is a change in the political strategy of 
countries of America regarding the relationships had with the great power world. United 
States, are precisely those who manage treaty negotiations for the seconds time the 
United Nations security council out of its headquarters and installed in Panama a small 
country in population but with a great love for their national identity. 
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Paraguay 

UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 





Tr, 

Nomination fo『m

International Memory of the World Register 

1.0 Checklist | 
Nominees may find the following checklist useful before sending the nomination fo『m to 
the International Memory of the World Secreta『iat. The information p『ovided in italics on 
the form is the『e fo『 guidance only and should be deleted once the sections have been 
completed. 

J 

E] 
Summary completed (section 1 ) 

Nomination and contact details completed (section 2) 
E] 

Declaration of Authority signed and dated (section 2) 

口 If this is a joint nomination, section 2 appropriately modified, and all Declarations of 
Authority obtained 

Documentary heritage identified (sections 3.1 - 3.3) 

m
균
]
E
 

History/provenance completed (section 3.4) 

Bibliography completed (section 3.5) 

Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people o『
organizations recorded (section 3.6 

Details of owner completed (section 4.1) 

믿
더
걸
탈
回
―
더
더
 

Details of custodian - if different from owner - completed (section 4.2) 

Details of legal status completed (section 4.3) 

Details of accessibility completed (section 4.4) 

Details of copyright status completed (section 4.5) 

Evidence presented to support fulfilment of the criteria? (section 5) 

Additional information provided (section 6) 

Details of consultation with stakeholders completed (section 7) 

Assessment of risk completed (section 8) 

따 
t 

Summary of Preservation and Access Management Plan completed. If there is no 
formal Plan attach details about current and/or planned access, storage and custody 
arrangements (section 9) 

Any other information provided - if applicable (section 10) 

口 Suitable reproduction quality photographs identified to illustrate the documentary 
heritage (300dpi, jpg format, full-co|our preferred) . 

Copyright permissions forms signed and attached. Agreement to propose item(s) for 
inclusion on the World Digital Library if inscribed 
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Nomination form 
International Memory of the World Registe『

title of item being proposed 
ID Code [Internal use only} 

1.0 Summary (max 200 words) | 
The Archive of Asuncion, begins with the founding of the council, this titles, provisions and 
royal decrees, supplied for the Rio de la Plata were added. 
While the Cabildo of Asuncion was founded in September 1541. It was probably around 1544, 
when lobbyists agreed to sit in the governor's house in the absence of local self also ordered 
the production of "Ark 3 keys … to have in it the Irons marks Her Majesty and the scriptures, 
provisions and schedules with everything else that His Majesty commands. " 
The "secret file" was intended to keep confidential what they agreed in meetings Together, 
both the municipal council and agreements, not to mention the letters, election expenses of the 
city, certain royal charters, foundation of forts , maps, drawings and old books, among others. 
Through time and the passing of great thinkers and historians who assumed the post of 
directors ofthe file always handled the existence ofa similar "secret file" ofthe Council ofthe 
Indies, "closed file saved" but no one took care of opening . It was around 1985, when one day 
any of the older officers of the National Archives, decided to open the cabinets, which 
remained locked, and began to withdraw 
Subsequently, the index is the Secret Archives ofthe City Council (1595-1796), processing 
was conducted by prosecutors Marco Ignacio Valdovinos and Pedro Jose Molas; clerks acted 
Mateo Martin Lopez and Jose Ruiz. These and other data are known by the record begun in 
1797 on the investigation of the missing books agreements in the Secret Archives of the 
Cabildo. 
It is not aware of any other similar, except the Secret Archive of the Indies Archive. 
Notably original, though scattered, they are mostly bound in different funds, other preserved in 
boxes because of their fragility and the remaining sector in folders. 
Although they are digitized, for lack of resources it was not possible to gather electronically, 
following what is stated in the index. 
This finding may encourage researchers in finding similar to other regions. 

2.1 Name of nominato『 (person o『 organization) 

Dra Margarita Duran Estrag6 ( 
2.2 Relationship to the nominated documentary he · 

Investigadora deI Archivo Naciona| - Paraguay (ANA) 
2.3 Contact person(s) (to provide information on nomination) 

Lic. Norma Ibahez de Yegros 
2.4 Contact details 

Name: 
Norma Ibanez de Yegros 

Telephone: 
595-21-447311 

Address: 
Archivo Nacional de Asuncion 
McaI. Estigarribia esq. Iturbe - Paragua 
Facsimile: Email 
595-21-44 7311 Archivonacionaldeasuncion@gmail. com 
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|2.5 Decla 『atIOn of authority | 

I certify that I have the authority to nominate the documentary heritage described in this 
document to the International Memory of the World Register. 

Norma Ibanez de Yearns 

Signatu 『e ` · 명조었 `；강도.\0,~:''>~;... Full name (Please PRINT) 

` 
f1군, 

一닉i «<-::'\_p·::.;" \ ,.J)\ lnstitution(s), if appropriate 
스-蠶\} - ’나 2 .. Archivo NacionaI de Asunci0n 

Date 

|3.O Identity and description of the documentary heritage | 

3.1 Name and identification details of the items being nominated 

ARCHIVO SECRETO DEL CABILDO DE ASUNCION (INDICE 1595-1796) 

3.2 Catalogue o『 regist『ation details 

The secret file was intended to keep confidential what they agreed in meetings Together, both the 
council as municipal agreements, not to mention the letters, election expenses of the city, certain ballots 
Royals founding of pillboxes, maps Marks and old books among others. This file index ranges from 
1595-1796, with some missing. Currently there is not a catalog. Whereas the indexed documents are 
scattered in the various funds of the National Archives, so it is necessary to first consult the index and 
from that get the document. The secret file index, developed in 1796 no title, just an ID that says "1609 
volumes" are numbered and ordered alphabetically folio; It is the only one among all indices preserved in 
the National Archives this feature. 

3.3 Visual documentation if app『opriate (fo『 example, photographs, o『 a DVD of the documentary 
heritage) 
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3.4 History/provenance 

The documentary, called "Secret Archives ofthe Cabildo", today, unfortunately dispersed in the National 
Archives, allowed, check that followed identified as such, even after the Paraguayan War. 
Viriato Diaz Perez, director ofthe National Archives in the early twentieth century, published in the 
Journal ofthe Paraguayan Institute, Year 9, No. 8, 1907, a briefcomment referred to documents found in 
the archive. After 6941 sobe information volumes and their distribution in sections, highlights have met 
with "a number of undated loose papers, which fonn about 70 volumes that have not been bound and are 
stored in locked drawers." 
Explains that continued to review those loose papers and among them found important and historically 
valuable documents; says "I could detach a large collection ofold books in deteriorated end, it can be 
judged that many ofthem belonged to the former College ofthe Society ofJesus." 
Officials, students and researchers with the task of reorganizing the secret file from the index remains. 
Whereas the documents are digitized and dispersed in different funds, the reorganization should be done 
electronically which is necessary to have technical and economic for hiring experts to lead the project 
imolementation resources. 

3.5 Bibliography 
Except 『esea『ch published by Dr. Margarita Du 『an, "National Archives. First documentary 
heritage of the Rio de la Plata "(2014). You do not have anothe『 bibliography 『eferring to the index 
of the minutes and a 『eements of this period (1595-1796). 

3.6 Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people o『 organizations 
with exoert knowledae about the values and orovenance of the documentarv he『itaae

IGNACIO TELESCA Dr. en Historia Tel. 595-21-0982 227450 

HERIB CABALLERO Dr. en Historia 

GUIDO RODRIGUEZ A. Ensayista 

Tel. 595-21-0981 443467 

Tel. 595-21-606850 

4.0 Legal information | 

4.1 Owner of the documentary heritage (name and contact details) 

The documents are 
National Heritage. 

4.2 Custodian of the documentary heritage (name and contact details if diffe『ent from the owne『)

Archive Nacional 

Telephone: 
595-21-447311 

4.3 Legal status 

Meal. Estigarribia esq. Iturbe (Asuncion - PY) 

Facsimile 
595-21-447311 

Email 
archivonacionaldeasuncion@gmail.com 

Ley N° 1099/97; Decreto N° 4071/99 

4.4 Accessibility 

Visiting the National Archives in working days, you can check and r~quest copies of the material of 
interest. 
The archive is o resentation of identification. 

4.5 Copyri9ht status 

As primary source ofconsultation, it should be declared to the National Archives, and identify the 
documentary referred to. 
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r 
1 5.0 Assessment against the seIection criteria 一」
5.1 Authenticity. 
What makes confirm the authenticity, of the documents are the index and lobbyists firms more 
authentication by the Clerk of the Cou~ 
5.2 Wo『Id significance 
Like other so far it is not known except for the Secret Archives of the Indies Council. The 
recent discovery of the index, adds value to documents that make up the acquis. However, it is 
not possible to measure the impact on society because the "discovery" is very recent. 

5.3 Compa『ative criteria: 
1 Time 
If, it represents a new discovery 
2 Place 
If, Asuncion center Conquest, mainly in the Rio de la Plata, 
3 People 
If, to be minutes and agreements of Cabildo, in great majority, written and ratified during the 
colonial period sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries. It reflects the political, economic and social 
organization of the time. 
4 Subject and theme 
As a historical documentary, the content covers all aspects. 
5 Fo『m and style 
The documentary has propis expressions and language of the time ( 1541-1824). 
6 Social! spiritual! community significance: 
It has great historical significance, insofar as it will allow more research is disseminated and 
bibliographic _2roduction on time. 

6.1 Rarity 
To date, no similar known and is the only alphabetical index is at the National Archives. 
6.2 Integrity 
It is not possible to know, considering the contents of the index is dispersed in the National 
Archives 

7.0 Consultation with stakeholders | 
7.1 Provide details of consultation about this nomination with the stakeholders in its 
significance and preservation. 
If, apart from consultation with the director of the Archives were consulted with the UNESCO 
National Committee who encouraged his nomination. 

8.O Assessment of risk | 

Scattered fund and the index are scanned and protected in the National Archives. However 
necessary, at some point, reorganize and bring them together in one document collection. 

9.0 Preservation and Access Management PIan | 
9.1 Is the『e a management plan in existence for this documentary heritage? 

YES NO 

Although discussions have been initiated. However, due to lack of resources (equipment and 
personnel) mainly for the hiring of experts who devote their time to reorganize electronically, 
whereas the body is scanned and the originals are processed and stored. . -277-



10.0 Any other information J 
The successful nomination of this proposal will affect significantly the knowledge of its 
existence, this would lead to encourage formal investigation Secret Archives ofthe Cabildo. 
Finally it encourages other researchers, or file owners to apply their collections to the Memory 
of the World. 
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St. Kitts and Nevis 

UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 





That is the last place we visited with Phil and TineNomination form 
International Memory of the Wo『Id Register 

1.0 Checklist 
Nominees may find the following checklist useful before sending the nomination form to 
the International Memory of the World Secretariat. The information provided in italics on 
the form is there fo『 guidance only and should be deleted once the sections have been 
completed. 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口

Summary completed (section 1 ) 

Nomination and contact details completed (section 2) 

Declaration of Authority signed and dated (section 2) 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口

If this is a joint nomination, section 2 appropriately modified, and all Declarations of 
Authority obtained 

Documentary heritage identified (sections 3.1 - 3.3) 

History/provenance completed (section 3.4) 

Bibliography completed (section 3.5) 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口

Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people or 
organizations recorded (section 3.6) 

Details of owner completed (section 4.1 ) 

Details of custodian - if different from owner - completed (section 4.2) 

Details of legal status completed (section 4.3) 

Details of accessibility completed (section 4.4) 

Details of copyright status completed (section 4.5) 

Evidence presented to support fulfilment of the criteria? (section 5) 

Additional information provided (section 6) 

Details of consultation with stakeholders completed (section 7) 

Assessment of risk completed (section 8) 

口
―
口

Summary of Preservation and Access Management Plan completed. If there is no 
formal Plan attach details about current and/or planned access, storage and custody 
arrangements (section 9) 

Any other information provided - if applicable (section 10) 

口

Suitable reproduction quality photographs identified to illustrate the documentary 
heritage. (300dpi, jpg format, full-colour preferred). 
Copyright permissions forms signed and attached. Agreement to propose item(s) for 
inclusion on the World Digital Library if inscribed 
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Nomination form 
International Memory of the Wo『Id Registe『

Journals o-St. Kitts 

ID Code [Internal use only] 

|1.0 Summary (max 200 WO『ds) | 

In the years before 1834, there were considerable difficulties in bringing a case against 
enslavers for any injustice committed on their enslaved workers. Slave evidence 
against whites was not allowed in court nullifying the efficacy of any laws that were 
meant to protect the enslaved. 

Anticipating that apprenticeship would create conflicts which could not receive a fair 
hearing under the old system ofjustice, new class of magistrate was created in the 
former slave colonies. The Stipendiary Magistrates, also known as Special 
Magistrates, marked a departure from the norm whereby the slave-owning class 
controlled every aspect of society including the courts. They were paid magistrates, 
appointed by the imperial government, largely from England and therefore, at the time 
of their appointment, had no direct ties to the planter class or the local administration. 
For the first time the former enslaved could take a white person to court, give evidence 
against him or her and obtain redress when a case wasjudged in their favour. 

While the magistrates were meant to be unbiased, this was not always the case. Their 
small stipend, and their cultural affinity with the white population in the slave colonies 
often endangered their impartiality. However a very significant change had been 
made and the apprentices could, at last, voice their objections to the way they were 
treated. The journals show the character of the men appointed and the extent to 
which the apprentices were prepared to defend their newly acquired rights to 
designated working hours and to wages. 

2.1 Name of nominator (pe『son or organization) 
National Archives of St. Kitts & Nevis 

2.2 Relationship to the nominated documentary heritage 
custodian 

2.3 Contact person(s) (to provide information on nomination) 
Victoria O'Flaherty, Archivist 

2.4 Contact details 

Name 
Victoria O 'Flahert 

Address 
National Archives, GHQ, Church Street, Basseterre, St. Kitts 
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Telephone 
869 467 1208 

Facsimile Email 
stkitts. archives@qmai/. com 

nationalarchives@요ov. kn 

2.5 Declaration of authority 

I certify that I have the authority to nominate the documentary heritage described in this 
document to the International Memory of the World Register. 

Signature Full name (Please PRINT) 

lnstitution(s}, if appropriate 

Date 

|3.O Identity and description of the documentary heritage | 
3.1 Name and identification details of the items being nominated 
If inscribed, the exact title and institution(s) to appear on the certificate should be given 
In this part of the form you must describe the document or collection in sufficient detail to 
make clear precisely what you are nominating. Any collection must be finite (with beginning 
and end dates) and closed. 

Journals of the Stipendiary Magistrates of St. Kitts 

3.2 Catalogue o『 registration details 

Depending on what is being nominated, appending a catalogue can be a useful way of 
defining a collection. If this is too bulky or impractical, a comprehensive description 
accompanied by sample catalogue entries, accession or registration numbers or other ways of 
defining a collection's size and character can be used. 

St. Kitts listing 
Stipendiary Magistrates' Journal 

1834 Nov-1835 Jan No. 3 District - Magist『ate J E A Sadler 
1835 Feb-Apr 

1835 Feb-Mar 
1835 May-Jun 
1835 Oct-Dec 
1836 Jan-Mar 
1836 Apr-Jun 
1836 Oct-Dec 

1836 Jul-Oct 
1836 Oct-Dec 

1835 Jul-Se_e 

Cayon - Magist『ate R B Cleghorne 

Dieppe Bay - Magist『ate R M Rumsey 

No.4. District~herts 
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1835 Oct-Dec 
1836 Apr-Jun 
1836 Jul-Sep 
1836 Oct-Dec 

1835 Feb-Apr 
1835 May-Jun 
1834 Jul-Aug 
1835 Aug-Oct 
1836 Jan-Feb 
1836 Ap『-Jun
1836 Oct-Dec 

1836 Dec 

Basseter『e - Magistrate F Robinson Taylor 

3.3 Visual documentation if app『opriate (for example, photog『aphs, or a DVD of the 
documentary heritage) 

It is useful to append photographs (or in the case of audiovisual material a CD, D VD, USB key 
of all or some of the material), where this adds additional information, to help the assessors 
visualize or listen to the collection or document 

The Cleg_horn Journals 
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3.4 History/p『ovenance

Describe what you know of the history of the collection or document. Your knowledge may not 
be complete, but give the best description you can. 

In 1834 the Emancipation Act ended enslavement in the British Caribbean. 
However the fo『mer enslaved were not enti 『ely f『ee. What followed were 
the years of app『enticeship which were supposed to give the fo『mer
enslavers, fou『 more years of cont『olled labour and in theory, train the 
newly freed labourers in the responsibilities that were to accompany full 
freedom. In reality the relationship between employe『 and laboure『 was 
very much the same as unde『 slavery for most of the working week while 
the remaining time was negotiable. 
The system of enslavement within the Caribbean had been shaped by 
profit-making and the major concern of the planters was the continuation of 
that p『ofit. Because the islands p『oduced one main crop, the demand for 
labour was great in crop time but fell off in dull season. Fo『 centuries, 
plante『s had 『elied on a labou『 force of enslaved workers that was large 
enough to cope with the demands at crop time, and because the enslaved 
we『e property they had to be maintained both in and out of crop. Given that 
the labourers on the various sugar estates we『e the『e not by choice but by 
coe『cion, it was a concern that with the end of enslavement, they would 
either leave the plantation enti 『ely or they would not perform as 『equired
especially if alternative means of livelihood we『e available. 

The enslaved we『e not opposed to plantation labour itself but they had a 
concept of what a free society should have been like. They expected 
control over their own time and labour to meet their domestic requirements 
and to undertake their own agricultural activities and they opposed being 
compelled to work without fair wages. However under the Apprenticeship 
system, they we『e 『equired to labou『 fo『 forty-five hours pe『 week fo『 thei 『
fo『me『 owne『s, who were to continue to p『ovide them with food, clothing, 
housing, medical ca『e.

Anticipating that these differing interests would give rise to conflict 
between Employer and Apprentice, the British Government 『ec『uited
special o『 "stipendiary" magistrates to oversee and adjudicate the system. 
As their salaries were not dependent on the local administrations, it was 
thought that these magistrates would be relatively free f『om planter 
influence. The Journals are a reco『d of the evidence brought before the 
magistrates and their final decision. Many cases we『e b『ought by the 
employers and consisted of accusations of misbehaviour, poor work, lack 
of attendance in the wo『k place and stealing. One gets the imp『ession that 
the apprentices were testing the waters of the post emancipation era or 
continuing thei 『 forms of passive 『esistance developed unde『 slavery as 
they were fully aware of the fact that punishment would follow 
inf『ingements of the 『egulations. Other cases were brought by the 
apprentices themselves, these involved demands by their employers on 
thei 『 personal time, and physical abuse. 
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Although the Special Magistrates functioned th 『oughout the region, 쁘ry 
Jew of thei 『 journals have survived. 

The St. Kitts collection was p『oduced in the first half of the 19th century. It 
is possible that the journals for the magist『ates who worked outside of 
Basseter『e were kept else whe『e for a while as they seem to be in a poorer 
condition. Howeve『 eventually all of them were placed at the Court House. 
The majority of the journals measure 32.38 cm in length and 20.32 cm in 
width and have soft cove『s. Some of the soft cover ones show signs of a 
crease down the centre which may be an indication that the magist『ate who 
created them, car『ied them folded in his jacket pocket or saddle bag. Some 
have no cove『s at all. They contain between forty and one hundred and fifty 
pages each. Five of the Cleghorn Journals are hard bound but this may 
have happened at a late『 date. One of the Rumsey Journals is soft bound 
and the binding signed by Edgar Challenge『 and dated 1943 in g『een ink, 
the same ink used to name the Cleghorn hard covers. Challenger was an 
amateu『 historian and antiquarian and much of the collections that survive 
in St. Kitts owe their existence today to his inte『est. He was also the first 
president of the St. Kitts-Nevis Trades and Labour Union and as such 
would have taken a great deal of inte『est in labour conditions on the island. 
It is probably he who left blue and 『ed pencil marks in some of the journals. 
In 1965 vaults were built at Government HQ to house the histo『ic 『ecords of 
St. Kitts and the Journals were moved there along with other archives. This 
is whe『e they remain. 
The possibility of 『epai『ing and digitising them is being explored. Interest 
has also been expressed in publishing a selection from them. 

3.5 Bibliography 

A bibliography demonstrates what others have independently said and written about 
the heritage you are nominating. It is best ifyou can cite scholars from several 
countries, rather than just your own country, and if they are authoritative voices clearly 
independent from both your own institution and UNESCO. 

E. C. Baker, A guide to the Records of the Leeward Islands, (Oxfo『d: Blackwell 
fo『 UWI, 1965) 

E. C. Bake『, A guide to the Records of the Windward Islands, (Oxford: Blackwell 
for UWI, 1968) 

M. J. Chandler, A guide to the records ofBarbados (Oxfo『d: Blackwell fo『 UWI, 
1965) 

Jonathan Dalbv "Buckra Justice: The Vicissitudes of the Court Svstem and the 
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Role of Judges in Post-Emancipation Jamaica 1834-1865" in Journal of 
Caribbean History Vol 46, no. 2, 2012 

Elsa Goveia Slave Society in the British Leeward Islands at the end of the 
eighteenth Century (New Haven, Yale Univeristy P『ess, 1965) 

Gad Heuman "The Legacy of Slavery: The World of Jamaican 
App『entices" www.yale.edu/glc/belisario/Heuman.pdf 

Swithin Wilmot "Not 'Full Free': The ex-slaves and the App『enticeship System 
in Jamiaca, 1834 to 1838" in Jamaica Journal, 17 (1984) 

The Colhurstjournal: journal of the special magistrate in e islands of Barbados 
and St. Vincent July 1835-September 1838 edited by Woodville K Marshall (KTO 
P『ess 1977) 

Between slavery and freedom, special magistrate John Anderson'sjournal ofSt. 
Vincent during emancipation edited by Roderick A McDonald, forwa『d by 
Richard S Dunn (Ba『bados, University of the West Indies P『ess 2001 ) 

A Narrative of Events since the first ofAugust by James Williams, an 
Apprenticed Labourer edited by Diana Paton (Du『ham: Duke University P『ess,
2001) 

Negro Apprenticeship in the British Colonies (London: Anti-slavery Society, 
1838) -
4xAQAAMAAJ&oa=PA142&1oa=PA142&da=soecial+maaist『ates+to+deal+with+
aoorenticeshio&source=bl&ots=GRv9o5ZawK&sia=5M2o607bv7ZbSbPxPxaJ
Xtv3C4&hl=en&sa=X&ved=OCEMQ6AEw82oVChMli70trLDOxalVQYsNCh1ewwC 
x#v=oneoaae&a=soecial%20maaistrates%20to%20deal%20with%20a 『entices
hiQ&f=false 

James A. Thome, Joseph Ho『ace Kimball Emancipation in the West Indies: a six 
month tour ofAntigua, Barbadoes and Jamaica in the year 1837 (New York: 
American Anti-Slavery Society, 1838) 
httos://books.aooale.com.im/books?id=owYOAAAAIAAJ&oa=PA333&1oa=PA33 
3&da=soecial+maaistrates+to+deal+with+aoorenticeshio&sou『ce=bl&ots=kcJN
YIP4cw&sia= 1Aer1 iacW lceZp0QsmniiD8Rk&hl=en&sa=X&ved=OCCoQ6AEwA 
zqKahUKEwiM-
sKttfTGAhXBhAOKHYabD4k#v=oneoaae&a=soecial%20maaist『ates%20to%20d

eal%20with%20a~『~&f=false
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3.6 Names, qualifications and contact details of up to th 『ee independent people or organizations 
with exoert knowledae about the values and orovenance of the documentarv heritaae 

Name Qualifications Contact details 

1 Prof Gad Heuman Lecturer, Historian 

2 Dr. Tara Innis Lecturer, Historian 

3.Sir Probyn Innis Lawyer, Historian 

University of Warwick 

G.J.Heuman@warwick.ac.uk 

Dept of History and Philosophy, 

University of The West Indies, Barbados 

innisst@yahoo.com 

Cayon Street Basseterre St. Kitts 

IY.dr!.!J.l.§@sisterisles . kn 

The referees you cite will be asked for their opinions. UNESCO may also contact other 
authoritative referees so that a good spectrum of opinion is available for assessment 

!::.r~:;---— 
4.1 Owner of the documentary heritage (name and contact details) 

Name Address 

Telephone Facsimile Email 

4.2 Custodian of the documentary heritage (name and contact details if diffe『entf『om the owner) 

Name 

Telephone 

869-467 1208 

4.3 Legal status 

Address 

National Archives, Governement HQ, Church Street, 

Basseterre. St. Kitts 
Facsimile Email 

stkitts.archives@gmail.com 

nationalarchives_@gov.kn 

Provide details of legal and administrative responsibility for the preservation of the documentary 
heritage 

Full legal status 
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4.4 Accessibility 

Describe how the item(s) / collection may be accessed 

Can be viewed in house. 

All access restrictions should be explicitly stated below: 

Publicly accessible except in cases of concerns over preservation. Digitisation 
fo『 access pu『poses is unde『 consideration. 

Encouraging accessibility is a basic objective of MoW. Accordingly, digitization for access 
purposes is encouraged and you should comment on whether this has been done or is 
planned. You should also note if there are legal or cultural factors that restrict access. 

4.5 Copyright status 

Describe the copyright status of the item(s) / collection 

Where copyright status is known, it should be stated. However, the copyright status of a 
document or collection has no bearing on its significance and is not taken into account in 
determining whether it meets the criteria for inscription. 

There is no copyright restriction except for the 『egulations of the various 
agencies concerning the use and publication of documents in general. 

15.o Assessment against the seIection criteria j 

5.1 Authenticity. 

Is the documentary heritage what it appears to be? Have identity and provenance been reliably 
established? 

The collection came into existence in an effort to enforce the obligations set 
forth in the British Emancipation act of 1834. The records have 『emained in the 
care of colonial administration and then passed on to the government of 
independent states. 
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5.2 World significance 

Is the heritage unique and irreplaceable ? Would its disappearance constitute and harmful 
impoverishment of the heritage of humanity? Has it created great impact over time and/or within a 
particular cultural area of the world? Has it had great influence (positive or negative) on the course of 
history? 

The development of Latin America and the Caribbean often 『elied on slave 
labou 『. Certainly in the Caribbean, the plantations utilised enslaved workers for 
p『oduction of sugar. These wo『kers constituted the majo『ity of the population 
which had no rights under the law and we『e 『ecognised only as property. An 
enslaved pe『son could not 『efuse to wo『k o『 leave his enslaver's employment. 
He/She had to have permission to sell certain goods and the houses of the 
enslaved could be searched on demand. Laws were passed to prevent 
gatherings and feasts, and the playing of drums, and to 『egulate the time of 
slave funerals and the dress of the mourners. No enslaved person could testify 
against a white person. The evidence of an enslaved pe『son was only 
admissible against anothe『 enslaved. 

For the former enslaved Emancipation meant an opportunity to build family life, 
and to seek employment of one's choosing, and to be free to practice cultural 
rites and ceremonies that had survived within their communities. This b『ought

them in conflict with thei 『 former enslavers especially ove『 WO『k time and 
payment. The journals contain evidence of workplace bargaining and even 
concerted action like strikes although often on a small scale. 

Also of majo『 importance is the way that these trials changed the judicial 
system in the Caribbean. The enslaved could not obtain red『ess against thei 『
enslave『s or even his manager unless the owne『 intervened. All this changed 
in the yea『s of Apprenticeship when the fo『mer enslaved wo『ke『s could actually 
take their employers to court for what they perceived to be violations of their 
rights. While the results may not always have been favou『able to the 
apprentices or even fair to them, this was the first time that the majority of the 
population in the British speaking Caribbean could seek justice and attempt to 
protect their rights through thei 『 own testimony in court. 

5.3 Compa『ative criteria: 

Does the heritage meet any of the following tests? (It must meet at least one of them.) 

1 Time 
Is the document evocative of its time (which may have been a time of crisis, or significant 
social or cultural change? Does it represent a new discovery? Or is it the "first ofits kind"? 

The time period of which these records are part was unique in that it was officially 
recoanised as a t『ansition staae between slaverv and full emancioation. In the 
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Anglophone Caribbean this was the Apprenticeship period. "from the perspective of 
British policymakers, the apprenticeship system was necessary to create a bridge 
between slavery and freedom. Officials did not believe that it was possible for slaves 
to be f『eed without a g 『adual t『ansition to full freedom." (Gad Heuman, p. 349 in Palmie 
and Scarano). The enslaved saw things differently and viewed the situation as a 
continuation of compulsory labour, which did not make sense if they we『e supposed to 
be f『ee. For the plante『s, the survival of the plantation was c『itical and they could not 
always envision it doing so without total control over the labou『 force. Apprenticeship 
1834-38 and the years that followed were therefore a time of conflict in which the 
stipendiary magistrates were supposed to be the arbitrato『s.

2 Place 
Does the document contain crucial information about a locality important in world history and 
culture? For example, was the location itself an important influence on the events or 
phenomena represented by the document? Does it describe physical environments, cities or 
institutions that have since vanished? 

Throughout the Caribbean, the『e was a period of transition from slavery to f『eedom. In 
the English te『『ito『ies this started in 1834 and continued to 1838. The F『ench te『『ito『ies
went through a similar process 10 years later. The Dutch and Spanish Caribbean, also 
adopted app『enticeship systems. The English app『enticeship system in the region was 
characte『ised by the creation of a new class of magistrates who we『e paid for their 
services and who, in some instances, continued in the performance of their duty even 
after apprenticeship was abandoned 

3 People 

Does the cultural context of the document's creation reflect significant aspects of human 
behaviour, or of social, industrial, artistic or political development? Or does it capture the 
essence ofgreat movements, transitions, advances or regression? Does it illustrate the lives 
ofprominent individuals in the above fields? 

These records capture the conflicts between two classes in the Caribbean as 
they dealt with the transition from a society based on slave labou『 to one based 
on paid labour and contracts. While the apprentices were ready to start 
p『oviding for themselves, they also had to become used to paying rent and 
health services among other things. The planters had to come to terms with a 
labou『 force that was more mobile and therefore could seek employment where 
it was most profitable. 

4 Subject and theme 

Does the subject matter of the document represent particular historical or intellectual 
developments in the natural, social and human sciences? Or in politics, ideology, sport or the 
arts? 

Most cases heard by the magistrates involved theft of c『ops o『 insolence, being absent 
from work, incomplete tasks. From time to time, the apprentices accused their 
employe『 of making them work longer hou『s then 『equi 『ed by law, of 『efusing to pay fo『
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work done after the require working time was completed. It was clear that the 
apprentices were aware of their rights and in some cases acted to secu『e them. 

5 Form and style 

Does the document have outstanding aesthetic, stylistic or linguistic value ? Or is it a typical 
exemplar of a type of presentation, custom or medium ? Is it an example of a disappeared or 
disappearing carrier or format? 

Handw『itten notebooks 

6 Social/ spiritual/ community significance: 
Application of this criterion must reflect living significance - does documentary heritage have 
an emotional hold on people who are alive today? Is it venerated as holy or for its mystical 
qualities, or reverenced for its association with significant people and events? 
(Once those who have revered the documentary heritage for its socia/I spiritua/I community 
significance no longer do so, or are no longer living, it loses this specific significance and may 
eventually acquire historical significance.) 

16.0 ContextuaI inf0『mation | 

6.1 Rarity 

The Journals were created for a specific task - to record the cases of conflict 
between employe『 and employee b『ought before the magist『ates. Each 
magistrate kept his particular notes. 

Some of the volumes in St. Kitts are ma『ked duplicate, meaning that a second 
copy should exist. It was initially thought that these would have formed part of a 
pa『allel record series kept by the Colonial Office and eventually deposited at the 
National Archives at Kew. Inquiries have show that this was not the case. At 
p『esent it is not known whe『e the second set of Journals may have been kept 
and if they survived. This means that, in the case of St. Kitts the Journals held 
at its National Archives have to be considered unique. 

2 Integrity 

The Journals in St. Kitts survive as listed in section 3.2 above. The listing 
indicates b『eaks in the 『ecord keeping, which may be due to loss or to the fact 
that the magistrate did not sit during that period. There is damage that can be 
『epai『ed to a numbe『 of the Journals. 
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17.0 Consultation with stakeholders | 
7.1 Provide details of consultation about this nomination with the stakeholde『s in its 
significance and preservation. 

Apart from the nominating institution itself, have other organizations or groups been consulted 
in the process of preparing the nomination - and, if so, did they support it or oppose it, or have 
useful comments to make ? 

The nomination was discussed at a Pan-Caribbean consultative meeting in Sept 
2013 in Trinidad 

18.0 Assessment of risk | 
Detail the natu『e and scope of th 『eats to this documentary heritage. 
Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. 
Be accurate and honest. If your document(s) is at risk for any reason, say so. UNESCO needs 
to know its true situation. 

The volumes are notebooks that are mostly soft bound. Some have ha『d

covers. They boxed and stored in air-conditioned vaults. The pape『 has 
conside『able foxing and damage from the i 『on gall ink used in w『iting them. 
Repair wo『k will be done on them as funds become available. 

19.0 P『eservation and Access Management PIan | 
9.1 Is there a management plan in existence for this documentary heritage? 

YES NO 

If yes, attach a summary of the plan. If no, please attach further details about current storage 
and custody of the materials. 

The volumes that survive are managed as part of the archival collection by the 
different countries were they were c『eated. Although the resou 『ces fo『
conservation are ext『emely limited the volumes have been either boxed or 
W『apped and are p『eserved in environmentally controlled, limited-access secu『e
vaults. Preservation and access policies as well as disaster control plans 
provide additional security 
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|10.o Any otheHnf0『mation | 
Detail any other information that supports the inclusion of this documentary heritage on the 
International Memory of the Wo『Id Register. If the nomination is successful, how will you use 
this to p『omote the MoW Programme? 

Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. 
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St. Maarten 

UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 





Nomination form 
International Memory of the Wo『Id Register 

1.0 Checklist 
Nominees may find the following checklist useful before sending the nomination form to 
the International Memory of the World Secretariat. The information provided in italics on 
the form is there fo『 guidance only and should be deleted once the sections have been 
completed. 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口

Summary completed (section 1 ) 

Nomination and contact details completed (section 2) 

Declaration of Authority signed and dated (section 2) 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口

If this is a joint nomination, section 2 appropriately modified, and all Declarations of 
Authority obtained 

Documentary heritage identified (sections 3.1 - 3.3) 

History/provenance completed (section 3.4) 

Bibliography completed (section 3.5) 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口

Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people or 
organizations recorded (section 3.6) 

Details of owner completed (section 4.1 ) 

Details of custodian - if different from owner - completed (section 4.2) 

Details of legal status completed (section 4.3) 

Details of accessibility completed (section 4.4) 

Details of copyright status completed (section 4.5) 

Evidence presented to support fulfilment of the criteria? (section 5) 

Additional information provided (section 6) 

Details of consultation with stakeholders completed (section 7) 

Assessment of risk completed (section 8) 

口
―
口

Summary of Preservation and Access Management Plan completed. If there is no 
formal Plan attach details about current and/or planned access, storage and custody 
arrangements (section 9) 

Any other information provided - if applicable (section 10) 

口

Suitable reproduction quality photographs identified to illustrate the documentary 
heritage. (300dpi, jpg format, full-colour preferred). 
Copyright permissions forms signed and attached. Agreement to propose item(s) for 
inclusion on the World Digital Library if inscribed 
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Nomination form 
International Memory of the World Registe『

Route/Root to Freedom: How the enslaved Dutch in Sint Marleen gained their 
freedom in St. Martin 

ID Code 

|1.o summary | 
Through the Treaty of Concordia, the island of St. Martin is connected to two 
European powers - the Netherlands and France. The Dutch side of the island is 
known as Sint Maarten and the French side as St. Martin. During colonialism the 
enslavement ofpeoples from Africa was commonly practiced by European 
colonisers. The granting of freedom to those who were enslaved took place at 
different times in different European countries. This nomination illustrates how 
the enslaved attached to one European power took advantage of the freedom 
given to the enslaved by another European regime. 

The French freed their enslaved on 1848 a decision of the government that came 
to power after the French revolution. However, enslavement remained a fact of 
life in Sint Maarten until 1863. The day after the abolition of enslavement in the 
French territories twenty-six persons, the entire enslaved population of Diamond 
Estate Plantation in Sint Maarten, fled to the French Plantation Mount Fortune in 
St. Martin wf!ere they were considered free men and women. The Dutch 
Comman函, Johannes Willem van Romondt, wrote the French Commander, 
asking him to return any runaway slaves. The French Commander replied that 
any enslaved person who reached French territory would be considered free. 

This nomination are letters from the Dutch Commander, Johannes Willem van 
Romondt, to the French Commander which form part of a series of 
correspondence dating from when slavery was abolished in the French territories 
in 1848 up to and after slavery ended in the Dutch territories in 1863. The 
documents are of great significance because they demonstrate the tension 
between the mentalities of two different nations and the accommodations that 
had to be made because two different powers shared a space which had no 
effective or enforceable. 

2.1 Name of nominator 
Department of Records & Information Management 

2.2 Relationship to the nominated documentary heritage 
Custodians of the Government Archives of Sint Maarten 

2.3 Contact person{s) (to provide information on nomination) 
Alfonso Blijden 

2.4 Contact details 
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Name: Alfonso Blijden Address: Department of Records & Information 
Management 

Telephone: 1-721-520-2048 Facsimile 
1-721-553-1613 

Clem Labega Square 
Philipsburg, Sint Maarten 

Email: rolandoblij@yahoo. com 

I2.5 Declaration of authority | 

I certify that I have the authority to nominate the documentary heritage 
described in this document to the International Memory of the World Register. 

Signatu『e Full name: Alfonso Rolando Blijden 

lnstitution(s}, if appropriate: 

Department of Records & 
Information Management 

Date: 

|3.0 Identity and description of the documentary heritage 
Route/Root to Freedom: How the enslaved Dutch in Sint Maarten gained 
their freedom in St. Martin. Correspondences dated 1838 - 1848 
between the Dutch and the French pertaining to runaway slaves. 

Title of the Documents: 

Brieven aan Diversen 
9jan 1838 - 26 mei 1847 
(Miscellaneous letters 9 Jan 1838 - 26 May 1847) 

Brieven aan Diversen 
Jan 1840 - Jan 1845 
(Miscellaneous letters Jan 1840 - Jan 1845) 

Brieven aan Diverse 
September 1847- 17 April 1861 
(Miscellaneous letters September 1847- 17April 1861) 

Brieven aan Diversen 
1861-1863 
(Miscellaneous letters 1861 - Jan 1863) 

3.2 Catalogue o『 registration details 
These documents are part of the administrative correspondence 
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between the Dutch and French governments during the periods of 1838-
1863. The measurements of te books are as follows: 
1st book measures 12.5" x 8" x ¾" and it is bound paperboard with 
cursive lettering. All the correspondence is handwritten. 

~d book measures 12.5" x 8" x 0.5" and it is bound paperboard with 
cursive lettering. All the correspondence is handwritten. 

:rd book measures 13.2"x 8"x 1" and it is boundpaperboard with 
cursive lettering. All the correspondence is handwritten. 

4th book measures 13.2" x 8" x 1 " and it is bound paperboard with 
cursive lettering. All the correspondence is handwritten. 

The letter from the Dutch Commander is numbered 11/31 and is dated 
May 31 1848. The answer of the French commander is dated June 20th 
1848 and was published in the book "Abolition de L'esclavage a la 
Guadeloupe. Quatre mois de Gouvernement , Dans cette Colonie by 
Adolphe Ambroise Alexandre Gatine. 

3.3 Visual documentation if appropriate (fo『 example, photographs, or a DVD of the 
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3.4 History/p『ovenance

The archives of Sint Maarten date back to 19th century. A substantial 
part of the archives were destroyed by a fire in 1976. The document in 
question forms part of a set of correspondences dating back to when 
slavery was abolished in the French territories in 1848 up until and after 
slavery was abolished in the Dutch territories in 1863. The nature of the 
writing and language used are indicative of the style and manner writing 
in the mid19th century in Sint Maarten. 

Owing to the poor storage conditions the existence of these documents 
was unknown until 2004 when they were "discovered" by Mr. Alfonso 
Blijden, the official curator of the Government Archives for St. Maarten. 

3.5 Bibliography 

Hartog, J. De Bovenwindse Eilanden: Sint Maarten, Saba, Sint Eustatius 
(Aruba: De wit, 1964). 

Paula, A.F. Vrije Slaven. Een sociaal-historische studie over de 
dualistische slavenemancipatie op Nederlands Sint Maarten, 1816-1863. 
Zutphen: Centraal Historisch Archief, Universiteit van de Nederlandse 
Antillen, 1993. 

Sicking, L. Colonial Borderlands: France and the Netherlands in the 
Atlantic in the 19th Century. Leiden/Boston, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 
2008. 

3.6 Names, qualifications and contact details of up to th 『ee independent people or 
oraanizations with exoert knowledae about the values and 『ovenance of the 
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documentary heritage 

Name 

1. Dr. Jessica Vance 
Roitman 

2. Dr. Daniella Jeffry 

Qualifications Contact details 

PhD in History Roitman@kitlv.nl 

Teacher 
Historian daniellajeffry@wanadoo.fr 

3. Professor Louis Sicking PhD in History; ~um.leidenuni 
Author ofbook on Y:!11 
the History of St. 
Maarten 

The referees you cite will be asked for their opinions. UNESCO may also contact 
other authoritative referees so that a good spectrum of opinion is available for 
assessment purposes. 

I4.0 Legal information | 

4.1 Owner of the documentary heritage 

Name: Custodian: Address: 
Department of Records and Information Clem Labega Square, Philipsburg, 
Management Sint Maarten 

Telephone: 
1-721-520-2048 

Facsimile Email 
rolandoblij@yahoo. com 

4.2 Custodian of the documentary he『itage (name and contact details if diffe『entf『om
the owne『)

Name Address 
(same as above) 

Telephone Facsimile Email 

4.3 Legal status 
(a) Category of ownership 
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The documents are owned by the Government of Sint Maarten under Island Ordinance of Sint 
Maarten on Archives 2008 

4.4 Accessibility 

Some of these documents are in desperate need of preservation as they were kept in 
an inadequate storage area until they were discovered in 2004 by Mr. Alfonso Blijden, 
the official curator of the Government Archives of country, St. Maarten. 

Because of the fragile nature of the documents, access is limited until they can be 
digitalized. 

4.5 Copyright status 

Where copyright status is known, it should be stated. However, the copyright status of a 
document or collection has no bearing on its significance and is not taken into account in 
determining whether it meets the criteria for inscription. 
As documents of the state, the items being nominated belong to the Government and people 
of Sint Maarten. 

15.0 As:e\sm:nt against the selection criteria ••••••••••• ,. 
The abolition of enslavement took place at different times—based on a timeline 
determined by the various metropolitan countries. A critical significance of this 
nomination is that it demonstrates how aware the enslaved were of the process of 
freedom and how different metropolitan nations approached abolition. The nomination 
indicates how a group of enslaved persons took advantage of the legal realities of the 
island space in which they were located. As St. Martin was governed by two different 
metropolitan powers whose abolition dates were different there were advantages that 
could be taken. The enslaved from the Diamond Estate in Sint Maarten walked along a 
track through which the international border between Holland and France ran. Once 
they crossed the border they became governed by French law which made them free 
men and women and not Dutch law which would have kept them in enslavement. The 
ability to walk from one country to another to gain freedom is a very unusual 
phenomenon within the historiography of enslavement and being free. Freedom in the 
West Indies was often acquired by running away into the hinterland (Jamaica); 
swimming (from St. John to Tortola in the Virgin Islands); or, for the very fortunate 
leaving an island by boat. The ability to walk to freedom and have it granted 
immediately adds to the narrative of freedom in the Caribbean, especially given that the 
French refused to comply with the wishes of the Dutch—to return the "escapees". 

5.3 Com~a『ative c『iteria:
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Does the heritage meet any of the following tests? (It must meet at least one of them.) 

5.3.1 Time 

The British abolished enslavement in 1833 and emancipation became effective in their 
overseas territories in 1834. The Dutch, however, did not abolish slavery until 1863, 
while the French took this step in 1848. These documents demonstrate how different 
metropoles granted freedom according to a time line of their choice and that some 
countries kept the system longer than others. 

5.3.2 Place 
The island of Sint Maarten was divided between the Dutch and the French by the Treaty 
of Concordia (or Partition Treaty) 1648. Since the 1817, when the border was firmly 
established, the two countries have co-existed peacefully on the same small island. 
While the border is known, and marked in certain places, no legalities are enforced or 
required to move from one side to the other. Hence, the 26 enslaved persons were able 
to walk from one "country" to another in order to obtain their freedom. The distance 
between the two plantations, Diamond Estate on the Dutch side and Plantation Mount 
Fortune on the French side is not far. Further the route taken by those enslaved by the 
Dutch was through an area that was not densefy ·pu/ated. Hence, the opportunity for 
those enslaved on the Diamond Estate was not an insurmountable challenge. 

5.3.3 People 
Enslaved people in the Dutch colonies, for example, knew that both the British and the 
French declared that any person arriving on their soil would be considered a free man or 
woman after 1834 and 1848, respectively. In a region in which the islands of different 
nations are visible on a clear day, enslaved people could and did row boats to islands in 
which they could be free such as English St. Christopher (St. Kitts). On St. 
Martin/Maarten, which is shared between the Dutch and French, and in which the border 
between the two nations is not clearly defined by markers, enslaved men and women 
simply walked from the Dutch side to the French side, where they could be free. 

There was little that local authorities could do. Thus, these documents show the 
connected nature of the region, while also highlighting the empowerment of even 
enslaved people in determining their own fates and that enslaved peoples were actively 
engaged in collecting information about national policies and, thereby, became active 
agents in making decisions about their future once enslavement was abolished. Thus, 
the entire community of enslaved persons on the Diamond Estate belonging to Mr 
Percival —26 persons—became the first persons from Dutch Sint Maarten who acquired 
their freedom. Once on French soil they headed to the Mount Fortune plantation 
belonging to Mr. de Durat. The response of the French Commander to the Dutch 
Commander meant that the twenty-six (26) runaways were able to live as free persons 
without fear of being returned back to slavery. 

5.3.4 Subject and theme 
This nomination details the attainment of a universal human right—freedom when such a 
right was often denied to persons of certain ethnicities. 
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5 Form and style 

The letters are handwritten in Dutch as it was spoken and expressed in 1848. 

6 Social/ spi 『itual/ community significance: 
For the people of Sint Maarten, these documents are critical to the historiography of their 
ancestors. They form an important part of their heritage by indicating how persons 
became agents of their destiny by transitioning their status from being enslaved to being 
free. 

|6.o contextual information 

6.1 Rarity: There is no other known copy of these documents. 

6.2 Integrity: Yes, there are sources that compliment and support the information in this 
document. See 3. 5 bibliography 

17.0 Consultation with stakeholders | 
7.1 Provide details of consultation about this nomination with the stakeholde『s in its 
significance and preservation. 

Other organizations such as the Sint Maarten Heritage Foundation, the Philipsburg 
Jubilee Library, Kadaster, Sint Maarten Archaeological Center, and Sint Maarten 
National Commission for UNESCO have been consulted and they are in support of 
this nomination. 

18.0 Assessment of risk | 
Detail the natu『e and scope of th 『eats to this documentary heritage. 
Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. 

The storage and condition of these documents places these rare documents at risk of 
being damaged by the elements, natural disaster and improper physical 
accommodation (e.g., the laying of heavy bound volumes one on top of the other 
creates pressure on the lower volumes which will hasten the degradation of content. 
While the manner in which these items are stored now is much better than in the 
past, improvements are required so as to ensure compliance with international 
archival standards. Some of the documents are brittle because of the way they were 
stored, the quality of the paper and ink that was available at that time. 
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19.0 P『eservation and Access Management PIan | 
9.1 Is the『e a management plan in existence fo『 this documentary heritage? 

YES NO 

When the documents were found they were covered with mold and in a very brittle 
condition. The first thing that was done was the removal of the mold page by page. The 
documents were then transferred to the new repository where they were placed in acid 
free boxes and stored in a climate cont『olled environment. As funds are limited, we 
have begun digitizing the documents with a simple digital camera. 

I10.0 Any othe『 inf0『mation | 
Detail any other info『mation that supports the inclusion of this documentary heritage on the 
International Memory of the Wo『Id Registe『. If the nomination is successful, how will you use 
this to p『omote the Mow Programme? 
Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. 

If the nomination is successful, the following will be done to promote the MoW 
Programme: 

1. Presentation within the Parliament of St. Maarten, the Council of Ministers 

2. Awareness campaign to ensure exposure within the media (TV, radio, social 
media) 

3. Discussion about the MO W documentary heritage within the schools (primary 
and secondary, tertiary), library, museums 

i The Dutch Commander of Sint Maarten is also known to as the Lt. Governor. 
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St. Vincent and the Grenadines 

UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 





Nomination fo『m
International Memory of the Wo『Id Register 

1.0 Checklist 
Nominees may find the following checklist useful before sending the nomination form to 
the International Memory of the World Secretariat. The information provided in italics on 
the form is there fo『 guidance only and should be deleted once the sections have been 
completed. 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口

Summary completed (section 1 ) 

Nomination and contact details completed (section 2) 

Declaration of Authority signed and dated (section 2) 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口

If this is a joint nomination, section 2 appropriately modified, and all Declarations of 
Authority obtained 

Documentary heritage identified (sections 3.1 - 3.3) 

History/provenance completed (section 3.4) 

Bibliography completed (section 3.5) 

口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口
―
口

Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people or 
organizations recorded (section 3.6) 

Details of owner completed (section 4.1 ) 

Details of custodian - if different from owner - completed (section 4.2) 

Details of legal status completed (section 4.3) 

Details of accessibility completed (section 4.4) 

Details of copyright status completed (section 4.5) 

Evidence presented to support fulfilment of the criteria? (section 5) 

Additional information provided (section 6) 

Details of consultation with stakeholders completed (section 7) 

Assessment of risk completed (section 8) 

口
―
口

Summary of Preservation and Access Management Plan completed. If there is no 
formal Plan attach details about current and/or planned access, storage and custody 
arrangements (section 9) 

Any other information provided - if applicable (section 10) 

口

Suitable reproduction quality photographs identified to illustrate the documentary 
heritage. (300dpi, jpg format, full-colour preferred). 
Copyright permissions forms signed and attached. Agreement to propose item(s) for 
inclusion on the World Digital Library if inscribed 
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Nomination form 
International Memory of the World Registe『

Records of the Indian Indentured Labourers 

(St. Vincent) 
ID Code [Internal use only] 

|1.o Summary (max 200 words) | 

Following the granting of emancipation by England there was, in most colonies, a universal 
shortage of cheap labour, particularly for agricultural work. The colonial government devised a 
scheme to send, under a system of indentureship, Indians to those colonies which were 
experiencing a labour shortage. The Records ofthe Indian Indentured Labourers (Fiji, Guyana, 
Suriname and Trinidad and Tobago) already inscribed on the International Register bears 
testimony to the effect and contribution that Indians have made to the receiving societies and 
cultures. This nomination extends that inscription and narrative by providing details ofthe 
documentary heritage of Indian Indentureship as it occurred in St. Vincent.1 

Between 1861 and 1880, 2,474 Indians arrived in St. Vincent. This movement ofpeople is fully 
recorded in this Register of Indian Indentured Labourers. This Register provides detailed 
information on those who made the journey St. Vincent as well as administrative information 
relating to the life history of each passenger and management of the scheme. While the 
Register was established in 1859, the first shipload ofpersons from the sub-continent did not 
arrive in the island until 1861. 

Ofthe 2,474 Indians who travelled to St. Vincent as indentured servants, by 1884, 1,142 had 
returned to India. The descendants of those who remained have made a lasting impact on the 
demographics and cultural heritage of St. Vincent. The Register is a major source of 
information for researchers into the history and evolution of an Indian community in St. 
Vincent and a significant document for anyone seeking to trace and/or document the genealogy 
of Indians in St. Vincent. 

There is one page in this Register that provides details on Portuguese arrivals into St. Vincent 
on the 8th April, 1864. It shows eight (8) Portuguese immigrants, six of whom were adults and 
two juveniles under the age of 16. 

1 During colonialism this state was known as St. Vincent. On the attainment of independence in 1979, the official name 
ofthe state became St Vincent and the Grenadines. Often however, only the name St. Vincent is used. 
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2.1 Name of nominator (person or organization) 

National Public Library, Archives and Documentation Services of St. Vincent and the 
Grenadines 

2.2 Relationship to the nominated documentary heritage 

National Public Library, Archives and Documentation Services of St. Vincent and the 
Grenadines is the official custodian of the Indian Indentured Labourer Register of Indians into 
St. Vincent 

2.3 Contact person(s) (toprovide information on nomination) 

Mr. Cordel Matthews 

Archivist 

National Public Library, Archives and Documentation Services of St. Vincent and the 
Grenadines 

2.4 Contact details 

Name 

Mr. Cordel Matthews 

Telephone 

1.784.456.1689 

|2.5 Declaration of authority 

Address 

Richmond Hill 

Kingstown 

St. Vincent and the Grenadines 

Facsimile Email 

~surf.com 

I certify that I have the authority to nominate the documentary heritage described in this 
document to the International Memory of the World Register. 

National Public Library, Archives and Documentation Services 

Signature Full name (Please PRINT) 

Institution(s), if appropriate 

Date 

3.0 Identity and description of the documentary heritage I 
3.1 Name and identification details of the items being nominated 

Records ofthe Indian Indentured Labourers St. Vincent (1861 — 1880) 
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3.2 Catalogue or registration details 

This register covers the period 1861-1880. The Register carries, on the inside, the name ofthe 
Indian AE!ent in St. Vincent. The ReE!ister has no other distinE!uishinE! marks. 

3.3 Visual documentation if appropriate (for example, photographs, or a DVD of the 
documentary heritage) 

Figure 1 : The cover of the Register 

....l 

Fi~entinSt.Vincent 
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Figure 3: The Register - pages ofthe Travancore, 1861 

Figure 4: The Register - pages of the Countess of Ripon, 1866 
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Figure 5: The Register - pages of the Dover Castle, 1871 
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Figure 6: The Register - pages of the Lightning, 1880 
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Figure 7: Image showing a record of those who accepted a bounty in lieu of a return passage to 
India. 

3.4 History/provenance 

This register has on its first page in handwriting the following: 

Edward Harrington Neupon, Immigration Agent, St. Vincent, 6th December 1859. 

The cover has the following information lettered in gold: 

Immigration Office St. Vincent, Register oflmmigrants, No. 1, Indians. 

This register has been in the possession of the National Archives of St. Vincent and the 
Grenadines for many years. 

3.5 Bibliography 

Adams, Edgar. People on the Move. Kingstown: R & M Adams Book Centre, 2002. 
Stone, Linda S., "East Indian Adaptations on St. Vincent: Richland Park". Research Report 12: 
WindwardRoad: Contributions to the Anthropology ofSt. Vincent. Paper 17, 1973. 

http://scholarworks.umass.edu/anthro_res_rptl2/17 

Thomas, Arnold. "Portuguese & Indian Immigration: St. Vincent 1845 - 1890 ". Journal of 
Caribbean Studies 14 1&2: (2000) 41-60. 

Thomas, Arnold. History ofIndians in St. Vincent 1861-2008. 
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3.6 Names, qualifications and contact details of up to three independent people or 
organizations with expert knowledge about the values and provenance of the documentary 
heritage 

Name 

1. Dr Kumar Mahabir, Assistant Professor 

University of Trinidad and Tobago (UTT) 

2011 National Award (Silver) recipient for 
education 

Ph.D. Anthropology, University of Florida 

B.A., M.Phil., Literatures in English, University 
of the West Indies 

Former Organization of American States (OAS) 
Fellow 

Chairman, Chakra Publishing House Ltd (CPH) 

Chairman, Indo-Caribbean Cultural Centre Co. 
Ltd (ICC) 

mahabire@gmail.com 

2. Mr. Ashook Ramsaran, President 

Global Organization of People oflndian Origin, 

GOPIO International (www.gopio.net) 

President, Ramex, Inc. (New York, USA) 

BS, MS - Polytechnic University, New York, 
USA 

Ramsaran@aol.com 

3 . Dr. Arnold Thomas 

Ph.D. Political Science, City University ofNew 

York(CUNY) Graduate School, New York 

M.A. Political Science, Brooklyn College, CUNY 

B.Sc. Economics, University ofLondon 

Caribbean Regional Coordinator 

Global Organization of People oflndian Origin. 

arnoldthom@hotmail.com 
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|4.o LegaI information 

4.1 Owner of the documentary heritage (name and contact details) 

Name Address 

National Public Library, Archives Richmond Hill 
and Documentation Services of St. 
Vincent and the Grenadines 

Telephone 

1.784.456.1689 

Kingstown 

St. Vincent and the Grenadines 

Facsimile Email 

publiclibrary@vincysurf.com 

4.2 Custodian of the documentary heritage (name and contact details if different from the 
owner、

Name Address 

Telephone Facsimile Email 

4.3 Legal status 

The Register is the property of the Government of St. Vincent and the Grenadines and is stored 
in the records room at the National Archives of St. Vincent and the Grenadines. 

4.4 Accessibility 

The Register oflndian Indentureship into St. Vincent is available at the National Archives of 
St.Vincent and the Grenadines to bono fide researchers upon request to the custodian. 

4.5 Copyright status 

Copyright resides with the Government of St. Vincent and the Grenadines. Permission to copy 
is provided by the Director of the National Public Library, Archives and Documentation 
Services. 
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15.o Assessment against the seIection criteria 」

5.1 Authenticity. 

This is the official Register of Indians who migrated to St. Vincent under a programme of 
indentureship 1861 — 1880. Entries in the Register are handwritten in Indian ink and the 
calligraphy is reminiscent of the style of writing in the late 19th century. 

5.2 World significance 

[his Register provides information on Indian Indentureship in St. Vincent in the 19th century. 
It therefore extends the information on this global movement of people which is the focus of 
he Records ofIndian Indentured Labourers (Fiji, Guyana, Suriname, and Trinidad and 
Tobago) already inscribed in the International Register. This Register documents the 
:ovement of Indians to St. Vincent for the entire period of this system of labour replacement 
in St. Vincent. It is the authoritative source on the establishment of an Indian community in St. 

incent. The loss of this Register would be detrimental to tracing the movement of people 
from the Indian sub-continent to St. Vincent during the period 1861-1880. This Register 
affords opportunities to trace the genealogical history of Vincentians of Indian origin and it :SO provides Indian Indians with documented evidence of their forefathers who went to St. 

incent. This Register' s world significance is that it adds the Vincentian narrative to a global 
ovement of people from the sub-continent to other British colonies which began in the mid-

19th century and ended early in the 20th century. 

5.3 Comparative criteria: 

1 Time 

The Register documents the movement of Indians to St. Vincent under a scheme of 
indentureship during the period of 1861-1880. These Indians were brought to the island to 
work on the plantations because of a depleted workforce which was the consequence of the 
emancipation ofthe enslaved Blacks. The migration ofIndians to St. Vincent lasted for about 
19 years from 1861 to 1880. This Register adds another chapter to the narrative oflndian 
Indentureship — particularly that which happened in one of the island in the Caribbean — St. 
Vincent. 

2 Place 

The Register shows evidence of the connection between India and St. Vincent. On June 1, 
1861, the ship Travancore landed with 260 Indians on the Western end ofthe Kingstown 
harbor, Edinboro after ajourney of94 days from Madras, India. This was the first ofeight 
ships to bring a total number of 2,474 Indians to St. Vincent. The other seven ships departed 
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from Calcutta with Indians who originated from the Northern provinces of India. The records 
indicate that there were two ports of departure — Madras and Calcutta. The records also provide 
information on the villages of origin of the Indians who came to St. Vincent. The Register 
provides detailed information on the villages from which the Indians came. 

The Indian presence in St. Vincent is represented in many ways: Vincentian cuisine now 
includes Indian or Indian-influenced recipes; flora and fauna such as moringa, neem and a 
variety of mangoes indigenous to India are now regularly cultivated in St. Vincent. 

3 People 

The Register captures the movement of people between India and St. Vincent. The arrival of 
Indians in St. Vincent changed the ethnic mix of the island — a change which is still apparent to 
the present time; the diet and agricultural endeavours of many Vincentians are reflective of the 
introduction of Indians into the island; and, some Indian cultural practices are part of the 
Vincentian lived experience such as marriages, religion (Hinduism); and burial practices. 

Representations of Indian culture in St. Vincent of today are in large part due to the fact that 
some Indians opted not to return at the end ofthe period ofindentureship. The Register 
indicates that instead of returning to India — some Indians accepted a payment of £ 10 in lieu of 
the return fare. This information is entered against the relevant names in the Register. 

Although most of the Indians are Christians, aspects of Hindu culture still survive and are 
practiced among Indians. For example, wedding ceremonies in which parents choose marriage 
partner. On the passing of a family member, some Indians still practice a memorial ritual in 
remembrance of the departed-c 

This Register provides an unassailable inventory of Indians who came to St. Vincent and 
provides an opportunity for Indo-Vincentians to trace their Indian ancestry. 

4 Subject and theme 

The movement ofpeople has been happening since the dawn ofcreation. Such migration 
occurs for many reasons, economic, political, health, religious etc. In the case of information 
provided in this Register the underlying cause was economic — poverty in one community 
accompanied by an opportunity for employment in another. This Register documents a 
particular migratory event which occurred between India and St. Vincent. The theme of the 
Register is the indentureship of Indians to another British colony which was a late 19th century 
to early 20th century phenomenon. 

5 Form and style 

The register is a printed with the following headings: 

Name; no in ship's list; age; sex; size (stature); birthplace state and village; distinguishing 
marks; names ofparents; date ofarrival; whence imported; name ofthe party (ifany) at whose 
cost imported; name of ship; cost ofpassage; if entitled or not to return passage; money 
advanced to be paid out ofwages; births (date, name ofchild and number assigned); and date 
of (some) deaths. 

The information, entered by hand, is written in Indian ink and in a style that was typical of the 
late 1800s in England. 
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16.o Contextual information | 

6.1 Rarity 

There is no other Register which documents the arrival of Indians in St. Vincent. 

6.2 Integrity 

The Register is complete. 

17.o Consultation with stakeholders | 
The National Public Library, Archives and Documentations Services consulted Dr. Arnold 
Thomas and the Indian Heritage Foundation who have all acknowledged the rarity and 
significance of this Register. This Register has been consulted by several scholars researching 
Indians in St. Vincent. Dr. Thomas has a manuscript on the "History of Indians in St. Vincent 
1861-2008" based on research done at Public Records Office in England and field research in 
St. Vincent including examination of the Indian Register at the National Archives in St. 
Vincent. 

The Ministrv of Culture in St. Vincent is aware of the existence of the Re2:ister. 

8.0 Assessment of risk 

Detail the nature and scope of threats to this documentary heritage. 

Attach a separate statement if space insufficient. 

As the document is a paper-based it displays evidences of discolouration, fragility and 
brittleness. While the content is fully readable, the Register's pages are coming apart. See 
photos below. 
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However, plans are in place to have the Register professionally restored. 

Be accurate and honest. Ifyour document(s) is at risk for any reason, say so. UNESCO needs 
to know its true situation. 
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19.o Preservation and Access Management PIan | 
9.1 Is there a management plan in existence for this documentary heritage? 

The National Public Library, Archives and Documentation Centre has made proposal to 
Government of St. Vincent and the Grenadines to have its rare documents digitized. To date 
these funds have not been provided. The documents are stored in special room that has air 
conditioning, some of which are stored in archival boxes. 

|10.o Any other information I 

The Global Organization ofPeople oflndian Origin (GOPIO) and India's Ministry ofCulture 
strongly support the Indian Diaspora in St. Vincent and the Grenadines. Dr. Thomas, Caribbean 

egional Coordinator for GOPIO International recently made a presentation at an International 
Indian Diaspora Conference in India on Indian cultural heritage "Adaptation and Survival in a 
Small Society — The Indians of St. Vincent and the Grenadines". 

In addition to providing information on Indian Indentureship in St. Vincent there is one page in 
he Register which provides information on Portuguese arrivals into St. Vincent during the year 
1864. This information provides the following data (six adults and two juveniles under the age 
1of 16). 
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Appendix 





Biography of Group Leaders 
& 

List of Participants 

UNESCO MOW Training Workshop in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region 

Kingston, Jamaica, 24th - 2ih August, 2015 





Biographies of Group Leaders 

D『. Ray Edmondson 

Ray Edmondson is the Director of Archive A ssociates 

~ ). Starting in the film section of the National Library 

of Australia in 1968, he ultimately became the section's Director. Closely 

involved in creating the National Film and Sound Archive of Australia in 

1984, he was Deputy Director until 2001, then Curator Emeritus; his 

doctoral thesis (2011 ) traces the historical emergence of the 

institution. In 1987 he received the Medal of the Order of Australia 

(OAM), and has received career achievement awards from the 

Association of Moving Image Archivists, the South East Asia Pacific Audio Visual Archive 

Association, the Australian Cinema Pioneers and the Australian Society of Archivists. Dr. Edmondson 

writes, speaks and teaches internationally. He is currently preparing a new edition of his 

monograph Audiovisual Archiving: Philosophy and Principles (UNESCO, 2004). He has served in 

various capacities in the Memory of the World Programme, including authoring its 

current General Guidelines and the MOW Companion. He is presently a member of the Australian 

Memory of the World Committee, Past Chair and current Special Advisor of the Memory of the World 

Committee for Asia Pacific (MOWCAP) and a member of the IAC Register Subcommittee. 

M『. Jan Bos 

Jan Bos is presently Team manager at the Collections Department at 

the National Library of the Netherlands. He has been working at 

different positions in this library since 1983, starting in the Manuscripts 

Department. For a long time he has been involved in the production 

and management of the Short-Title Catalogue Netherlands, the Dutch 

national bibliography up to 1800. Jan Bos is a member of the UNESCO 

Memory of the World Register Subcommittee since 2006, serving as its 

Chair since 2009. He is also member of the Dutch Memory of the World 

National Committee and Chair of the Dutch Book Historical Society. From 1999 to 2007 he was a 

member and for four years also Secretary of the Rare Books and Manuscripts Section's Standing 

Committee of IFLA (International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions). He served as 

Director and Treasurer of the Consortium of European Research Libraries from 2003 to 2009. Jan 

Bos studied Dutch literature and linguistics at Leiden University and library science at the University of 

Amsterdam. His personal interests and areas of publication are mainly in the field of book history and 

popular culture. 
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Dr. M. R. Rujaya Abhakorn 

Dr. M.R. Rujaya Abhakorn is a retired lecturer from Chiang Mai 

University's Department of History in Chiang Mai, Thailand, where he 

taught Southeast Asian History and historical methodology courses from 

1973-2004 after graduating in Southeast Asian History from Cornell 

University. He also worked as an administrator at CMU in the positions of 

Director of the Center for the Promotion of Arts and Culture from 1985-93, 

and Director of Chiang Mai University Library from 1990-1997. As Deputy 

Director for Administration and Communication of the Southeast Asian 

Ministers of Education Organization Secretariat from 2001-2004, he assisted in the establishment of 

the SEAMEO Centre for History and Tradition in Yangon, Myanmar. Since 2004 he has been involved 

in cultural and heritage preservation activities with UNESCO and became member of the Register 

Sub-committee of the Memory of the World Programme International Advisory Committee in 2006. He 

is currently Chair of the Register Sub-committee of the MOW Committee for Asia/Pacific and the 

"Goodwill Patron" to promote the MOW Programme in the Asia/Pacific region since 2005. 

At present he is Director of Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization Regional Centre for 

Archaeology and Fine Arts (SEAMED SPAFA) that promotes collaboration and capacity building in 

those fields in the Southeast Asian region . 

Ms. Joie Springer 

Ms. Joie Springer is a consultant specializing in providing advice on a 

range of documentary heritage issues. 

She is a member of the Register Subcommittee of the UNESCO 

Memory of the World Programme. She was the manager of the 

Programme from August 2007 until her retirement from UNESCO in April 

2014. The Memory of the World is a preservation and access initiative to 

raise awareness of the urgent need to preserve analogue and digital 

documentary heritage. It was created as the global umbrella to protect 

and promote the documentary heritage in all its forms by tackling the problems associated with its 

preservation, and thereby ensuring access to the content. She conducts workshops and participates 

in conferences on the importance of documentary heritage and the Memory of the World. 

Ms Springer was the Programme Officer for UNESCO's activities supporting national development 

through the development of archives, including audiovisual archives, libraries, digital heritage and 

general preservation activities. She was also the UNESCO project coordinator for the World Digital 

Library whose objectives are to promote international and inter-cultural understanding and awareness, 

expand multilingual and culturally diverse content on the Internet, provide resources to educators and 
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contribute to scholarly research. She has contributed many book chapters, conference papers and 

journal articles on archive and library management, as well as on issues related to documentary 

heritage. 

Dr. Roslyn Russell 

Roslyn Russell is a historian and museum specialist based in Canberra, 

Australia. She has been a part of the UNESCO Memory of the World 

Programme for over a decade, first as a co-author of the first version of 

the General Guidelines to Safeguard Documentary Heritage (1995), 

then as a founding member of the UNESCO Memory of the World 

Australian Committee in 2000. Dr. Russell chaired the Assessment Sub

Committee of the UNESCO Memory of the World Australian Committee 

from its inception until 2013. In 2005 she was appointed to the 

International Advisory Committee (IAC) of the UNESCO Memory of the World Programme. At the 7th 

IAC meeting in Lijiang, China, in 2005, she was elected Rapporteur, and later that year was appointed 

Chair of the IAC's Register Sub-Committee. Dr. Russell was elected Chair of the International 

Advisory Committee of the UNESCO Memory of the World Programme at the 9th IAC meeting in 

Barbados in 2009 and re-elected Chair of the International Advisory Committee at its 10th meeting in 

Manchester, UK, in 2011 and served until 2013. Dr Russell is currently Chair of the Australian Memory 

of the World Committee, Rapporteur of the IAC's Sub-Committee on Educ:ation and Research 

(SCEaR) and remains a member of the Register Sub-Committee. She also conducts workshops 

around Australia and internationally on assessing the significance of documentary heritage for 

nomination to Memory of the World Registers. 

Ms. Elizabeth Watson 

Sidney Martin Library. 

Elizabeth Watson is an independent Library Consultant/Researcher. Her 

last professional post was as Library Director of the Sidney Martin 

Library, The University of the West Indies, Cave Hill Campus in 

Barbados. Prior to that she was the founding librarian of the largest 

tertiary level audiovisual library in the English-speaking Caribbean. In 

2014 in recognition of her work in audiovisual librarianship the unit that 

she started was named the Elizabeth Watson Audiovisual Unit of the 

Ms. Watson is currently Chair of MoW in Barbados and serves as the English-speaking adviser to 

MOWLAC. She has also coordinated several MoW training workshops in the Eastern Caribbean and 

she has just completed an assignment for UNESCO's Cluster Office in Kingston which had the goal of 

building capacity to complete the nomination forms in 8 countries in the region. Miss Watson was 

the coordinator of the very successful 2009 IAC meeting in Barbados—the first time that Mow had 
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met in a Small Island Developing country (SIDS). 

In addition to her MoW activities, Miss Watson has written extensively on audiovisual archiving and 

Barbadian popular music. 
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List of Participants 

D『. Rujaya Abhakorn 
Chair I Register Sub-Committee, Memory of the World Committee for Asia-Pacific 
Member I Register Sub-Committee, Memory of the World Programme 
Goodwill Patron I MOW Programme in the Asia-Pacific 

Email: rujaya2000@yahoo.com 

M『. Jan Bos 
Chair I Register Sub-Committee, Memory of the World Programme 
Team manager I Collections Department at the National Library of the Netherlands 
Member I Dutch Memory of the World National Committee 

Email: Jan.Bos@kb.nl 

Dr. Ray Edmondson 
Member I Register Sub-committee, Memory of the World Programme 
Special Advisor I Memory of the World Committee for Asia-Pacific 
Member I Australian Memory of the World Committee 
Former Chair I Memory of the World Committee for Asia-Pacific 

Email: ray@archival.com.au 

Dr. Roslyn Russell 
Member I Register Sub-Committee, Memory of the World Programme 
Rapporteur I IAC's Sub-Committee on Education and Research (SCEaR) 
Chair I Australian Memory of the World Committee 
Former Chair I International Advisory Committee, Memory of the World Programme 

Email: russell598@hotmail.com 

Ms. Joie Sp『inger

Member I Register Sub-Committee, Memory of the World Programme 
Former Senior Programme Specialist I Memory of the World Programme, UNESCO 

Email: springerjbs@gmail.com 

Ms. Elizabeth Watson 
Advisor I Memory of the World Register for Latin America and the Caribbean 
Chair I Memory of the World in Barbados 

Email: e_f_watson@yahoo.com 
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M『. Christophe『 Varlack (British Vi 『gin Islands) 
Chief Records Management Officer 
Archives and Records Management Unit, Deputy Governor's Office 
Government of the Virgin Islands 
E-mail: cvarlack@gov.vg 

M『. Richenel Ansano (Cura~ao) 
Director 
National Archeological Anthropological Memory Management, Curacao 
E-mail: richenel.ansano@gmail.com 

M『. G『egory Rabess (Dominica) 
Cultural Project Office 
Cultural Division, Ministry of Culture Youth & Sports 
E-mail: rabessg@hotmail.com 

Ms. Jenny Acosta (Dominican Republic) 
Institutional Relations Officer 
Dominican Republic National Commission for UNESCO 
E-mail: interinstitucionales@cndu.gob.do 

M『. Hecto『 Jesus Samour Canan (El Salvado『)
Professor 
Jose Simeon Canas University 
E-mail: hsamour@uca.edu.sv 

M『. Pat『ick Tardieu (Haiti) 
Curator 
Bibliotheque Ha,1'tienne des Peres du Saint Esprit (BHPSE), Haiti 
E-mail: Patricktardieu@gmail.com 

Ms. Bernadette Worrell (Jamaica) 
Librarian 
National Library of Jamaica 
E-mail: Bernadette.worrell@nlj.gov.jm 

Ms. Mi『eyda Ja『amillo (Panama) 
Head 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs Historical Archives Department 
E-mail: mjaramillo@mire.gob.pa 

Ms. Rosa Mercedes Palau Aguila『 (Pa『aguay)
President 
Paraguay Memory of the World National Committee 
E-mail: rpalau@pj.gov.py 
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Archivist 
National Public Library, Archives and Documentation Services of St. Vincent and the Grenadines 
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Archivist 
National Archives of St. Kitts and Nevis 
E-mail: stkitts.archives@gmail.com 

M『. Alfonso Blijden (St. Maarten) 
Curator 
Department of Records & information Management, St. Maarten 
E-mail: rolandoblij@yahoo.com 

Ms. Nicole Prawle (Jamaica) 
Librarian 
National Library of Jamaica (NLJ) 
E-mail: nicole.prawle@nlj.gov.jm 

Ms. Karreene Mo『『is (Jamaica) 
National Library of Jamaica 

Ms. Che『ry-Ann Smart (Jamaica) 
Librarian, WI & SC 
UWI Library 
E-mail: cherryann.smart02@uwimona.edu.jm 

M『. Stanley H. Griffin, Ph.D. (Jamaica) 
Assistant ArchivisUOfficer-in-Charge 
The University Archives, UWI 
E-mail: stanley.griffin@uwimona.edu.jm 

Ms. Deb『a Kay Palmer (Jamaica) 
Technical Project Coordinator 
Ministry of Youth & Culture (MYC) 
E-mail: dkpalmer@myc.gov.jm 
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Director, Cultural Research 
Ministry of Youth & Culture (MYC) 
E-mail: sosbourne-weir@myc.gov.jm 
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Ms. Michelle Lewis (Jamaica) 
Jamaica Archives & Records Dept. (JARD) 
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Member, Archives Group, 
Moravian Church for Jamaica & the Cayman Islands 
E-mail: retajv@hotmail.com 
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Head 
The Department of Records and Information Management, St.Maarten 
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Project Director 
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